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Dedication

Dedication
This report is dedicated to the memory of astronaut Charles "Pete" Conrad, Jr. and
director Stanley Kubrick.
Conrad died on July 8, 1999 at the age of 69. He was the pilot for the Gemini 5 mission
in 1965 and commanded Gemini 11 a year later. As commander of Apollo 12, he

became the third person to walk on the Moon. He received the Congressional Space
Medal of Honor for leading the dramatic rescue mission that repaired the Skylab
space station in 1973.
Kubrick passed away on March 7, 1999 at the age of 70. He only directed one spacerelated movie- but what a movie it was. 2001: A Space Odyssey, which Kubrick cowrote with Arthur C. Clarke, captivated audiences and is still regarded as one of the
best science fiction films of all time. The movie won the 1968 Academy Award for
Best Visual Effects.
Conrad was one of only two dozen humans to have ventured beyond low-Earth orbit.
Kubrick's vision allowed millions more to make the trip vicariously. The authors
hope that this report will be a step towards the day when others will make the real
voyage.
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"Humanity will not remain on the Earth
forever, but in the pursuit of light and space
will at first timidly penetrate beyond the limits
of the atmosphere, and then will conquer all the
space around the Sun.
II

Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky, 1911

"Every vision is a joke until the first man accomplishes it.

11

Robert H. Goddard

"The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to
venture a little way past them into the impossible."
Arthur C. Clarke's Second Law

"Too low they build, who build beneath the stars.

11

Edward Young, Night Thoughts

"One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.
Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 Moon Landing
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Faculty Foreword
The International Space University (ISU) held its twelfth Summer Session Program in
Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand, from June 28 to September 4, 1999. The Session was
hosted by the Suranaree University of Technology (SUT).
In addition to attending a comprehensive set of core lectures, specialized lectures and
workshops spanning all aspects of space studies, the students completed two design
projects: Disaster Management in Southeast Asia, and Strategies for Human
Exploration Away From Earth.
This report records the findings of the Human Exploration design project. The
students were tasked to find possible ways to energize human space exploration by
proposing a practical strategy for exploration that would address a long-term vision,
yet remain grounded in engineering realities of precursor mission design and the
ongoing need to engage public support.

The broad scope of the study as initially proposed and the previous focussed mission
studies conducted by Universities and Space Agencies around the world did not
discourage the students. Forty-one students from thirteen countries joined the project.
This large variety of cultures was associated with a wealth of backgrounds ranging
from engineering to biology and from physics to geology and law. They accepted the
challenge and engaged in passionate debates in an effort to focus the subject and
incorporate their personal views.
They also had to set up, by themselves and in a democratic manner, an organizational
structure for the work they had to conduct and a means to allow each individual to be
heard, whatever his or her culture and language capability. They managed this task
extraordinarily well and have gained through it practical experience in project
management and t~amwork skills in an international environment.
The backgrounds of the individual students, complemented by concepts learned
during the core lectures, allowed the team to address the many diverse aspects of
space exploration and design a strategy to take into account not only the scientific and
technical aspects of the missions, but also the human aspects, which will prove to be
of prime importance in any future endeavor. The project gave full consideration to
human dreams as well as political will; to financial issues as well as legal issues; to
engineering practicality as well as far-reaching ambitions.
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The enterprise of human space exploration requires, by its extent, a wide international
cooperation. The group, in a realistic way, considered the necessary international
agreements and legal issues. They gave consideration to the contradictory arguments
and in large measure kept their feet on the ground while their heads were in the stars.
We have been impressed by the ability displayed by this group to focus on the final
target, providing a huge amount of work during the last weeks to meet the schedule.
Their evolution on the understanding of their differences and respecting them was as
visible as their understanding of the life of a team. This will certainly remain for them
a unique human experience.

Victor Bensimhon
Co-Chair

Geoffrey Landis
Co-Chair
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Caroline De Vos
Teaching Assistant

Student Foreword

Student Foreword
The International Space University (ISU) was founded in April1987 to bring together
international instructors from academia, industry, and government to lecture
students over a ten-week Summer Session Program. The 1999 session was held at the
Suranaree University of Technology in Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand from June 26th
through to September 4th.
This is the Final Report for the Strategies for Human Exploration Away from Earth
design project. Out of the Cradle represents the efforts of 41 students from thirteen
countries. The nominal goals of our project were to critically assess current proposals
for human missions beyond low-Earth orbit, to identify gaps and overlaps, to make
recommendations intended to assist policy makers, and to perform a preliminary
design for a precursor mission. But the paramount goal was to learn how problem
solving works in an international, multicultural, and multidisciplinary team. It should
be noted that these goals sometimes conflicted. This made our work much harder, but
we believe it also made for a better educational experience because the team members
were neither focused on their discipline of expertise nor limited by the biases of one
country or culture. This Final Report and the accompanying Executive Summary
were the results of that process and reflect the environment in which the project was
completed.
It is our hope that this report will not only show why and how we should send
humans to explore away from Earth, but also a practical way to begin the voyage.
However, this is at best a preliminary study due to the limited amount of time
devoted to working on it. This time was shortened by the fact that during the ten
weeks at ISU we were attending interdisciplinary lectures, field trips, and a wide
range of social and cultural activities. Therefore, further studies will be required to
refine the results of this report and to begin the process of implementation.
The students want to express their sincere gratitude and appreciation to the project
co-chairs: Geoffrey Landis of the Ohio Aerospace Institute, and Victor Bensimhon of
SNECMA. A special thank you goes to the project assistants: Caroline De Vos of the
European Space Agency, Isabelle Tremblay of the Canadian Space Agency, James
Manners of Edinburgh University, and Alexander Liess of the University of
Technology at Graz. Finally, the students would also like to express their appreciation
to the department faculty, staff, visiting lecturers, and alumni who provided support
over the course of the project.
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Introduction

The great mystery is not that we should have been thrown down here at
random between the profusion of matter and that of the stars; it is that,
from our very prison, we should draw from ourselves images powerful
enough to deny our nothingness.
A. Malraux
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Introduction

Decades after brief visits to the Moon, we are not yet sure whether we want to explore
outer space or remain on our shore, the Earth. Before this tremendous ocean of
possible futures, we as a human species hesitate, and refuse to make decisions or even
think about space exploration. We seem to be ready to cast off on the open sea
blindly, without knowing which route we want to take, nor even where we want to
go. We act just like a wisp of straw blowing in the wind.
The Earth is the cradle of humanity. Should we choose a future in or out of our
cradle? Or would we rather refuse to take the responsibility of making this decision
and let our technology decide for us? Today, shaped by our tools, we send humans
into outer space. Hence, it is high time that we, after considering our range of possible
futures, decide upon the role of Earth in our preferred future. The human species
must envision and select a specific future before it is too late. We need to seek the best
solution for our future, which the authors of this report believe is out of the cradle.
The purpose of this report is to present our preferred future for human space
exploration beyond low Earth orbit.
Before we can present our strategy we will discuss the rationales for human space
exploration. These rationales will be developed further as part of a greater vision of a
future society. In this chapter we also identify the importance of the public interest in,
and understanding of the significance of human space exploration. The specific roles
of humans and robots in this strategy will be introduced. We conclude with
identifying our mission objectives and the main audience of the report.

1.1

Rationales for Human Space Exploration

Why at all do we need to send humans to explore space? This is the first question that
comes to mind. Are cheaper robotic missions sufficient to achieve our exploration
goals? The reason is that sending robots is simply not the same. After robotic mission
number 101, where is the excitement? Where is the adventure? Human exploration of
space is inevitable. Some of us seem to be genetically, biologically, and culturally
driven to be curious, to explore, and to seek adventure. To satisfy this drive, we need
to discover the unknown firsthand.
When one accepts this, the question, "why humans?" is merely reduced to "when and
how should humans explore space?". When and how can the resources required for
this endeavor be justified? To answer these questions, we need to address all
rationales for space exploration. The key reasons are identified in the following
statement.

Human space exploration provides a new arena for the innovation of future
technologies allowing scientific progress and creating economic growth.
Utilization of extra-terrestrial resources combined with international cooperation
is essential for the enduring survival and prosperitt; of humankind.
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1.1.1 International Cooperation
Clearly, in our chosen future, we do not envision humans going to space to escape the
Earth's problems. Instead, we want to create a balanced global society where the gap
between developed and developing countries is narrowed. We want a planet where
all decision-makers work together to solve global problems.
Human exploration is a major endeavor requiring a concerted global effort. That is
why human exploration of space, being one of our tools to transform society, has to
be coordinated at the international level. We need a cooperative global effort to
ensure that space will benefit humanity as a whole and not only a chosen few.
The benefits of such international cooperation include cost-sharing and increased
access to required facilities, technologies and expertise. Such an undertaking would
result in the pooling of knowledge, thus accelerating the pace of scientific progress.
Furthermore, a cohesive effort would result in a decrease in the redundancy of
technological systems, thereby increasing the rate of technological development on a
global scale.
Space projects are platforms from which developing countries can showcase their
expertise and develop their own technologies. This, in turn, will narrow the wide gap
that currently exists between developed and developing world countries. Such a
cooperative effort would also lower political barriers and strengthen ally
relationships, thus promoting cultural awareness and ultimately promoting world
peace.
Nations are already learning to work together in the space field. We want to shape a
future where they all cooperate, including old space nations as well as emerging or
future ones. Reinventing a cold war to stimulate competition between countries
would be a waste of money and regression on the path towards an advanced society.
In the midst of the Cold War, who could have imagined that Russia and the United
States would build a space station together a few years later? We have already
progressed down the path of cooperation. Let's go further.

1.1.2 Scientific Progress
Humans have always been curious about their origin, their destiny, and the possible
existence of life elsewhere in the Universe. Space exploration has already enabled us
to answer some of these questions and it can still teach us many things.
Where do we come from? Where are we going?
The Apollo and Luna missions gave credit to the theory of planetary accretion; the
assessment of the density of craters and dating of rocks supported this theory which
was not believed by the majority of scientists at that time.
In the same way, investigations of geological samples from different space bodies will
increase insight into such questions as how the Solar System formed. Meteorites can

4
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be used to learn something about formation of the first solid bodies. Mars, with
similar origins as Earth, will give important information about the future of our
planet.
Has life developed elsewhere?
The Martians, are they only the result of our imagination? These questions always
stimulate passionate debates. Space exploration will give partial answers. Indeed, if
humans find water in the Martian soil and indications of life, the hypothesis of life on
Mars will be even more extensively discussed. If we do not find traces of life on Mars,
other questions can be raised: is long term climatic stability required for the existence
of life? What events in the history of Mars affected its capacity to support life?
Consider space as a huge laboratory where gravity is only a parameter like
temperature and pressure. Investigation of microgravity allows the opportunity to
obtain measurements of fundamental biological, chemical and physical properties
unattainable on Earth. This scientific data would enhance existing pharmaceutical
design and material development. It also enables us to study the effects of the space
environment on both living and non-living systems. This research would be
invaluable for the design of space exploration systems and the improvement of life
support methods for human health maintenance and performance during long
duration stays in space.

1.1.3 Technological Progress
Technological progress is not in itself a rationale for going to space. It is instead a tool
that is required to explore space more effectively. Space exploration involves
designing systems with conflicting requirements such as low mass and cost, but high
performance and reliability. This technological challenge inspires engineers and
researchers to design systems that may then have applications on Earth.
For example, closed loop system technology needs to be improved for long duration
space flight and extraterrestrial human settlements. It may find practical use within
existing ground based recycling systems. Likewise, routine space exploration
demands the d evelopment of cost-effective transportation systems, such as advanced
propulsion or reusable launchers. This would benefit areas like telecommunication
and remote sensing, and may even open the doors to space tourism.

It is now widely accepted that future settlement of the solar system will require the
use of extra-terrestrial resources. In-situ resources such as water and regolith may be
used for habitat and shielding construction. Solar energy is a specific extraterrestrial
resource that provides a solution for the increasing energy demands on Earth.

1.1.4 Benefit for all Humankind and Economic Growth
Space shall be considered as the common heritage of humankind. Therefore
exploration and the use of outer space shall be carried out for the benefit and in the
interest of all countries irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific
Summer Session Program ISU 199 •
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development. Space shall also be the province of all humankind. This principle is
reflected in the United Nations Outer Space Treaty of 1967.
In practice, however, this is a rather controversial issue. The degree of involvement of
a country in the space business highly depends on its level of economic, technological
and scientific development. This, in tum, strongly determines the potential benefits to
the country. Similar reasoning applies to the issue of economic growth. Therefore,
when considering the issues of benefit for humankind and economic growth, we need
to classify countries depending on their involvement in space business. Countries
shall be distinguished based on criteria like involvement in the International Space
Station (ISS), availability of launch capability, existence of a space agency, or
involvement in space related activities.

Consider the utilization of solar power energy. In the long run, it can provide an
environmentally friendly global solution for the increasing future demand of energy.
However, it should not be forgotten that the economy of many developing countries
relies heavily on the exploitation of natural resources on Earth. It shows that the
replacement of Earth resources by extraterrestrial resources must carefully be planned
to prevent unanticipated problems.
Another example is the justification of technology advancement in terms of global
benefits. For countries already involved in the space business, technological benefits
may be advantageous. For uninvolved developing countries, history has shown that
there is a risk that the introduction of advanced technology may harm locally
provided technologies. This would further increase the gap between developing and
developed countries.
However, since human space exploration will be an international endeavor, the issues
of the benefits for humankind and economic growth will be at the top of the agenda.
Any disadvantages for developing countries may be foreseen and prevented. Human
space exploration may eventually serve as a standard or a model for decreasing the
gap between developed and developing countries.

1.1.5 Human Evolution and Survival
Most space enthusiasts would agree that no explanation for human space exploration
is necessary: space is our destiny. Traditionally, short-term technological and
scientific rationales have been used to support space endeavors; but, these alone
cannot justify the urgency of human space exploration.
As our population increases (about nine billion are expected to exist by 2050) t, the
biosphere is being burdened beyond sustainability and natural resources are
becoming scarce. The threat of unforeseeable or unmanageable environmental
hazards such as asteroids and global warming is real. Ultimately, human space
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activity creates the potential to obtain resources in the face of overpopulation and
avoid natural or manmade disasters.
Conventionally, Earth has been viewed as a closed system. It is critical that we stop
regarding space as a foreign and hostile environment. It is imperative that we open
up our ecosystem to encompass space and the rest of the Universe. Tsiolkovsky
expressed the essence of this notion with the following statement, "Earth is the cradle
of humanity; one cannot live in the cradle forever" (Tsiolkovsky, 1954).
Even with our advanced technologies, it is apparent that humans are still in the
infancy of space exploration. However one might also add that if we remain in our
cradle for too long, it might become our grave. Human space exploration is therefore
an investment in the future of our species.

1.2

Public Interest and Social Progress

Up to now, the public has been interested in human ventures in space mainly because
of the emotion they convey. This feeling is similar to the one you have while watching
a launch. It does not matter what is being launched; as long as the miracle of the
takeoff happens, the shiver of excitement is there.
It is fortunate that space activities naturally provide such inspiration to people.
However, we have to be wise enough not to rely exclusively on the "go for
spectacular" style of previous space missions. We must ensure that this does not
become the reason for public disinterest; that this does not cause, in the end, the ruin
of human space flight. This is exemplified by the recent history of human space flight.
The fact that nobody has set foot on the Moon for almost three decades should help to
make us aware of the malaise.
We are at a dead end in our "let's conquer space" approach. We need public support
to go on, and for that, we have to provide the community with a new vision beyond
the mere "flags and footprints" picture. The title of this report itself, "Out of the
Cradle," suggests an alternative idea for human space exploration: Tsiolkovsky' s
attitude that space is "a part of humanity's natural home" rather than a place to be
conquered (Maryniak and Boudreault, 1996).
We have to shift public interest in space from immediate and short-lived feelings to
concern for future generations. To achieve this goal, we must educate the community,
which includes the decision-makers, their advisors, the attentive public and also the
general public. This is the only way to create the strong civil society we need to found
a human space exploration initiative based on equity and fairness.
The intention is not to deny natural feelings of awe for space exploration, but rather
to progress beyond these first reactions. We think that the global community is finally
ready to assume its sense of responsibility towards its children. For instance, polls
have shown that the public wants governments to start doing more to protect the
environment (Roodman, 1999). This example indicates that the public today expects
much more than "now-ist" decisions. They expect "futurist" decisions.
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This current trend of public opinion encourages us to "sell" our new concept of
humans in space. The community seems ready to broaden its sphere of interest, to
rethink the way things progress, instead of being obsessed with the present. Our
challenge is to mobilize public support by entertaining people or interesting them in
investment and business opportunities related to human space flight. It is also
important to promote relevant socio-cultural and philosophical debates about space
exploration within the community. It is a long-term challenge, but it is necessary to
revive human interest in space after the" Apollo hangover."
Some problems of our planet, such as global warming, limited resources and global
economic imbalance, have been known for decades. Unfortunately, we are still unable
to cope with them. In addition to Earth-based efforts, which shall continue, we need a
new perspective. Being outside of our natural environment helps us to consider Earth
both as a global system and a part of the cosmos. This enhances our creativity in
finding new solutions for Earth-related problems. Human exploration will serve as a
catalyst, perhaps in a similar manner that the great voyages of the Old World inspired
the scientific revolution.
Do we want space to be exploited by just a few businessmen? No, we want to shape a
future that evolves towards wisdom and enlightenment, and space activities will help
this happen. We must lead our civilization into the age of deliberate space
exploration.
We want people to think, feel and dream about the destiny of humans in space. We
want them to be actively involved in the process of exploring outer space. We are
seeking a global society where people c~n really participate, and this is made possible
by the information age. Let's make judicious use of the media and technological
means of our "Global Village" to stimulate and inspire community space awareness.

1.3

Humans and Robots: Partners in Exploration

The role of humans and robots in space exploration should not be considered
separately. Instead, it should be a symbiotic relationship.
Robotic missions are typically used to provide information, either to prepare for
human missions or to gather scientific knowledge. Currently, we cannot maintain a
continuous human presence in space since human missions are more expensive, risky
and require lengthy preparations. Robotic missions keep the public interested by
bridging the time gap between human missions. Compared to human missions,
robotic missions are simpler and cheaper to implement: robots are expendable, can be
sterilized and do not require life support systems.

On the other hand, human crews add flexibility and adaptability, which are
impossible to achieve with robotic missions. The scientific and technological rationale
for sending humans to space lies in their problem solving approach, their decision
making process, and in their ability to flexibly maintain and repair equipment. It is
evident that humans possess skills and abilities that cannot be programmed into a
robot. Artificial-intelligence software, telecommunications, and specific sensors may
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enhance the capabilities of robotic probes; but this repertoire falls short of what is
required for most forms of field study (particularly the discipline of geology). Robots
should therefore be regarded as precursors and adjuncts to human exploration.
In order to answer the question "humans or robots?", one must first define the task. If
space exploration is about venturing to new worlds and understanding the universe
in ever-increasing detail, then both robots and humans will be needed. The added
value of the human capacity to feel and follow instincts should not be ignored. The
strengths of each partner make up for the other's weaknesses. To use only one
technique is to deprive ourselves of the best of both worlds: the intelligence and
flexibility of human participation and the beneficial use of robotic assistance.

1.4

Mission Statement and Objectives

This section defines the project mission statement along with the mission objectives.
These have been derived from the rationales for human space exploration discussed
previously.
Mission Statement
Develop an internationally coordinated master plan for human exploration away
from Earth and carry out a detailed design study of one exemplary precursor mission.
Mission Objectives
In answer to this mission statement, the strategy to be developed should:

•

stimulate international cooperation in order to harmonize human space
exploration efforts

•

stimulate the participation of developing countries in international human space
exploration efforts

•

not pose a financial burden to participating countries

•

present the manner in which public interest and support will be achieved

•

integrate use of extraterrestrial resources to support human presence off of Earth

•

discuss means to achieve economic growth and other benefits for all humankind

•

ensure valuable scientific results and better answers to fundamental questions

•

ensure technological advancement

•

develop the respective roles between robots and humans

•

ensure long-term human survival.
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1.5

Audience of Report

The report is aimed primarily at the planning and policy personnel of space agencies
and large private enterprises. In addition, the United Nations, public influence groups
and the scientific community will also find the report a valuable resource. The
executive summary, which provides an overview of the report, is aimed at agencies
and private enterprises as well as politicians, but focuses on higher level
management. This section describes the key features contained in the report, and how
they can be of use to each of the groups mentioned above.

1.5.1 Space Agencies
The document provides planning and policy personnel of space agencies with ideas
and possible new directions for future human and robotic space missions. We present
an international strategy for human exploration away from Earth, including technical,
economic and legal aspects. We discuss international cooperation with both private
and public sectors, providing a forum from which space agencies may coordinate
funding and business opportunities.
We present ideas to generate public interest. For example, we discuss a lunar rover
race as a precursor mission. Planning and policy personnel may benefit from the
innovative ideas outlined in the report, and we encourage agencies to integrate our
recommendations intu future plans.

1.5.2 Large Private Enterprises
The document provides planning and policy personnel of large private enterprises
with suggestions of new approaches and opportunities for investment in the space
industry. The audience has not been limited to the space industry, as the report goes
beyond activities currently performed by space enterprises. We discuss both
immediate and long-term opportunities for commercialization, such as the
International Space Station and exploitation of lunar resources. Throughout the report
we emphasize economic benefits of the proposed strategy, in addition to
opportunities for international cooperation. Planning and policy personnel may
benefit from the new ideas we discuss. These may provide enterprises with insight
into the future of space commercialization.

1.5.3 The United Nations
The document provides the United Nations with our understanding of future human
exploration plans, including political and legal issues related to the proposed
strategy. Readers may find 3.6.3 of particular interest; this section describes in detail
how.Asia can contribute to the strategy.
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1.5.4 Public Influence Groups
Public influence groups such as lobbyists can benefit from discussions of financial
and economic gains. These discussions may provide them with valuable information
and tools that can be used to convince governments and decision-makers to invest in
space exploration. Other influence groups such as space societies may benefit from
some of our new ideas. These space societies may wish to consider the
recommendations made on building and sustaining public support, which in most
cases is their primary goal.

1.5.5 Scientific Community
The document provides the scientific community with some new ideas for scientific
experiments in future space exploration. Topics such as advanced technology
experiments and the detailed design of a robotic precursor mission are likely to be of
particular interest.
References
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Before another century is done it will be hard for people to imagine a time
when humanity was confined to one world, and it will seem to them
incredible that there was ever anybody who doubted the value of space and
wanted to turn his or her back on the Universe.
Isaac Asimov, 1979
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2.1

Introduction

Working from the mission statement, and the objectives born of that statement, we
looked at the current status of human exploration in the global space arena. Our
ideas, motivations, concerns, and beliefs find voice in the Step-by-step strategy,
detailed in this chapter.

2.1.1 Analysis of Current Space Strategies
This section reviews current space strategies and identifies the gaps addressed by the
strategy proposed in this report. Firstly, the definition of a space strategy requires
clarification. A space strategy is not restricted to space exploration but runs the entire
gamut of present and future space activities. Currently, only space agencies are able
to implement concrete strategies. Even for them, it is such a great task that interagency cooperation is often required.
This section first presents the global situation of the majority of the space players so
that a better understanding of the specific interests of each country is reached. Next,
the strategic plans of the four most influential space agencies--NASA, RSA, NASDA,
and ESA--are reviewed in detail, to outline the strategic motivators for these space
powers. Particular attention will be paid to the Human Exploration aspects of the
space strategies, since that is the major focus of this report.

The Space Players:
The most influential country involved in space activities at the present time is the
United States of America (Hertzfeld, 1999 and ESA, 1999}. For the USA, space has
a large impact on defense, economy and science. Space allows for the global control of
information, a key parameter for supremacy in the contemporary world. At the
present time, about 75% of the public monies invested in space come from the USA.
This gives the country an extraordinary advantage. A partnership occurs between
government and private firrns. The development of new technologies by public
programs--military or civilian--benefits the private sector. A considerable effort is
directed to reducing the cost of space systems. Through the concept of "Faster, Better,
Cheaper" NASA is shifting its focus away from large scale, complex projects.
Furthermore, NASA is moving more of the responsibility of day-to-day operations
and management to industry. This allows the agency to emphasize research and
development. By focusing more on R&D, the USA hopes to gamer the means to
maintaining its supremacy in space.

Russia has considerable experience and potential in space science and seeks to
preserve this stronghold through international and industrial cooperation.
Exploration and utilization of outer space plays an increasingly important role in the
economic, scientific and social development of the country, and ensures its national
security. Geographical features of Russia (terrestrial size, large extent of sea, land and
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air border, variable landscape, abundant natural resources and other factors) drive
the necessary development and effective use of this space potential.

Canada is a partner in current international space programs, including the ISS.
Canadian space activities are overseen by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA).
Working with a relatively limited budget, Canada has managed to position itself in
niche areas including space robotics, telecommunications and remote sensing.
Japan has now acquired autonomy in all space activities and is an essential partner in
a growing number of international space projects, including the study of the global
environment and the International Space Station. Its industrial power allows it to act
as a major player in commercial applications. The strength of Japanese space
telecommunications and information technology industries allow Japan to compete in
new application sectors.
China has made concerted efforts over decades and is an established space power.
The country's size and needs justify an intensive use of space applications widening
the economic returns of said activities (i.e. the commercialization of its launchers).
China is currently developing a human space program of great interest to the world
and space faring nations. Unfortunately, assessing the Chinese National Space
Agency strategy remains difficult; accurate information is not available.
India invests vast amounts in space technologies and applications to satisfy its needs
for development and autonomy. Program highlights have included launcher
developments and the successful commercialization of the IRS Earth observation
satellite pictures.
Brazil supports a program in space applications and launchers. Early work focused
on telecommunication satellites for domestic applications; the program is now one of
the more active players in the region.
The economic development of South America, like Asia, favors the rising needs of
the people, especially in the field of telecommunications. The commercial demand for
space products or services is greatly increasing in these regions. This will further
South American investment in space systems.
Finally, Europe constitutes a major space power, with the European Space Agency
coordinating the efforts of 14 European countries. In addition, several space agencies
exist at the national level including CNES (French Space Agency), DLR (German
Space agency) and the ASI (Italian Space Agency). The common strategy is
coordinated by ESA and is described below.
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Space Strategies

NASA divides its space strategy into four sections dubbed the 'Four Strategic
Enterprises':
1. Space Science Enterprise
2. Earth Science Enterprise
3. Aeronautics and Space Technology Enterprise
4. Human Exploration and Development of Space Enterprise1
The mission of the Space Science Enterprise is to solve the mysteries of the universe,
explore the solar system; discover planets around other stars; search for life beyond
Earth from origins to its destiny; and chart the evolution of the universe in order to
understand its galaxies, stars, planets, and life. As a visible link to future human
exploration beyond Earth orbit, Space Science Enterprise robotic missions will help
develop the scientific knowledge required for these ventures. At the sam~ time, the
Space Science Enterprises will benefit from the opportunities human exploration
offers in conducting scientific research that stretches beyond the capabilities of robotic
systems.
NASA's Earth Science Enterprise, the Mission to Planet Earth is dedicated to
understanding the Earth's environmental system and the effects of natural and
human-induced changes on the global environment.
The mission of the Aerospace Technology Enterprise is to pioneer the identification,
development, verification, transfer, application, and commercialization of high-payoff
aeronautical and space transportation technologies.
Finally, the mission of the Human Exploration and Development of Space Enterprise
(HEDS) is to open the space frontier by exploring and to expand the human
experience into the far reaches of space. The Space Shuttle and International Space
Station (ISS) serve as research platforms to pave the way for sustained human
presence in space through critical research on human adaptation. The goals of the
HEDS Enterprise are as follows:
•

Prepare to conduct human missions of exploration to planetary and other bodies
in the solar system (i.e. Mars Reference Mission)

•

Use the space environment to expand scientific knowledge

•

Provide safe and affordable human access to space, establish a human presence in
space, and share that experience

NASA Strategic Plan
http:/ jwww.nq.nasa.gov.

1998,

NASA

Policy

Directive

(NPD)-1000.1,

website:
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•

Enable the commercial development of space via information and technology
sharing for the betterment of the all mankind

The HEDS Enterprise relies on the robotic missions of the Space Science Enterprise to
provide extensive knowledge of the geology, environment, and resources of planetary
bodies. The Space Science Enterprise missions will also demonstrate the feasibility of
in situ resource utilization. HEDS will integrate and utilize the ISS, the Space Shuttle,
and other international contributions. The Shuttle-Mir program demonstrates
cooperation among space faring nations and the inter-working of various technical
systems. The ISS will be the largest multinational science and engineering program in
history and will vastly expand the human experience of living and working in space.
This long-duration laboratory will provide unprecedented opportunities for science,
technology, and commercial investigations in the space environment.

RSA (Russian Space Agency) is now severely affected by the economic situation in
Russia. This agency, a leader in this field during the past decades, now has a
restricted budget and has been obligated to center the directions of its space activities
in with the federal space program are as followst. These requirements include:
•

Providing independent access to space for Russia

•

Solving social and economic problems

•

Studying the Earth and doing fundamental scientific research

•

Scientific, technical and technological developments contributing to the
effectiveness of national economy

•

Assuring the national security of the Russian federation

The tasks being addressed using space technologies at present include:
•

Development of manned orbital flights and working through methods for new
and high-purity materials production.

•

Conduction of fundamental scientific research in astrophysics, planetology, solar
physics and solar-terrestrial connections.

•

Implementation of international agreements on the International Space Station
(ISS) construction

Prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union, RSA had planned an extensive human
exploration program for Mars. At the present time, RSA has chosen to enter into
cooperative space agreements with many other space agencies to preserve its
knowledge in the space field. It is responsible for organizing the fulfillment of
Russian commitments on more than 20 intergovernmental space agreements

1

Russian Space Agency website: http:// www.rka.ru
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concluded between the former USSR and foreign countries. Such an action has had,
and will have, a considerable impact on space activities around the world.
For NASDA (National Space Development Agency), one focus is to have a wellbalanced development of manned and unmanned space systemsl. Taking into
account the current level of its technology and the scale of these developments,
NASDA will continue to emphasize unmanned systems, developing their reliability
and sophistication. Manned systems will be developed within the framework of
international cooperation including participation in the International Space Station
Project.
For the Japanese Agency, priority areas for the development of space are:
•

Promotion of satellite observation and Earth science

•

Promotion of space science and lunar exploration

•

Consolidation of space activities

•

The sophistica,tion of satellite generic technology and utilization

•

Development and operation of a new infrastructure for space

The second level objectives include astronomical observation and scientific research
on the solar system, planets, and asteroids. Satellite exploration of near-Earth space
and the solar system will be conducted in conjunction with astronomical observation
on wider wavelengths parallel to observation from the Earth. Moon exploration is a
major component of this strategy.
NASDA plans to accumulate scientific knowledge about the Moon, via lunar
exploration, to evaluate the possibility of resource exploitation. As the Moon is the
closest and most familiar celestial body, its exploration will be the first step in
extending Japanese space activities beyond the Earth. It is important to accumulate
scientific knowledge about the Moon by surveying its topography, geology, mineral
composition and mass distribution. NASDA and the Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science (ISAS), in cooperation with other agencies, will conduct an
unmanned lunar exploration project including the development of a lunar orbiting
satellite and a lunar landing vehicle. Project planning will take into account
international aspects of the venture as well as progress in technology. Keeping other
countries' lunar programs in mind, the National Astronomical Observatory, ISAS,
and NASDA will jointly promote research and development of observation
technology and lunar infrastructure technology. This will be done with an eye to
future moon projects including an international observatory and a long-term human
mission.

Fundamental Policy of Japan's Space Activities (Provisional Translation) Revised on January
24,1996 Space Activities Commission-NASDA website: http:/ jwww.nasda.go.jp

1
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ESA (European Space Agency) has centered its efforts around three "challenges"
(ESA, 1999).The short-term challenge is clear. Europe aims to consolidate and expand
its overall space capability. With the Challenge of Independence Europe will seek to
avoid reliance on other space powers. Immediate decisions are needed; the future
waits for no man. With the Challenge of Planetary Management Europe seeks status as a
major player in the global effort to preserve civilization on the planet. Humankind
must find ingenious ways of using space resources and of expanding into the Solar
System. With the Challenge of Bet;ond Europe seeks to play a leading role in developing
a human expansion beyond low Earth orbit.
To answer these challenges, ESA has proposed 20 actions. Although detailing the
particulars of each action is beyond the scope of this report, pertinent excerpts require
mention and discussion. An Innovative Space Station Utilization strategy identifies
technological areas of opportunity for experimentation. These areas include energy
transfer in space, and flight technology for long duration missions. These will be
tested and qualified on the Space Station. The Telepresence Demonstration Project will
seek to establish a European robotic presence on the Moon, in preparation for a future
extraterrestrial outpost. The strategy advocates:
•

Development of human-like exploratory capabilities for tele-operated robotics
based on micro-miniaturization as key technologies for a broad range of
applications

•

Demonstrations of these technologies on the Moon during exploration,
construction and maintenance of facilities such as telescopes and manufacturing
facilities

•

Establishment of a permanent presence on the Moon, in preparation for future
industrialization

The European Lunar Initiative aims at initiating leadership in a worldwide effort
toward a new international lunar exploration program. In 1994, ESA proposed a fourphase program leading to the establishment of an outpost on the Moon. Since then,
considerable advances have been made in lunar scientific knowledge. This program
must remain current and ESA should continue its push toward a worldwide lunar
effort involving all space powers.
Commercial applications in space are also addressed. Actions propose assessing the
economic viability of collecting solar energy on the Earth, in space and on the Moon,
as well as asteroid mining. Exploitation of near-Earth objects for precious metals,
semi-conductors, and construction and propulsion resources in near-Earth promises
valuable economic returns.
Finally, the Groupe de Reflexion report in 1997 (DeVos, 1999) summarizes the
ESA/European position on Human Mars exploration: they advocate an ESA response
to the current NASA initiatives.
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Synthesis

Looking at present space strategies from around the globe, human exploration
remains a driver in major players' strategies. It also appears that the task is great
enough to require international cooperation for an exploration program to
materialize. Paradoxically, all agencies want to develop their autonomy and have
independent capabilities. The global strategies focus on the ISS and the Moon in the
longer term. The exploration of the Moon will be done in two phases: first robotic
missions and then human settlements. The long-term mission will be the human
exploration of other planetary bodies. It is clear that at the present time, international
cooperation, though growing, is still limited among the industrialized nations. China,
which is a major space power, and other, developing countries are not often taken
into account in the effort toward human exploration. This lack of international
cooperation leads to the inefficient use of precious resources. Furthermore, unfocused
and overlapping space strategies result in a poor understanding of the space effort by
the general populace, and this dampens public interest. Public outreach is poorly
addressed by several agencies and there is no global strategy for raising public
support toward space exploration. What this project proposes is a single strategy with
the goal of filling the gaps of the current space strategies so that international
cooperation will be stimulated and public interest and support for space programs
will grow.

2.1.2 Candidate Exploration Strategies
In an attempt to fill the gaps of the current space strategies and meet the objectives
derived in section 1.4, four competing strategy concepts were chosen and completed
to the preliminary design stage. The four strategies were named: Spirit of Apollo,
NEOs-Mars, Political Reality, and "Step-by-step". Although the strategies were
similar in their approach to expansion of human presence in the solar system, the
distinguishing characteristic of each strategy was defined by what celestial body they
explored first. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of these strategies.
Spirit of Apollo Strategy

The Apollo Revival strategy focuses on the short-term objective of returning to the
Moon. This plan aims to build on the legacy of the former Apollo Moon project,
which led to a giant leap in the development of space technologies. In this spirit, the
Moon would serve as a testing ground for developing new technologies required to
expand human presence in the solar system. The Moon would become a
technological, scientific, and economic "window" on the universe.
NEOs-Mars Strategy

The NEOs-Mars strategy plans to expand human presence away from the Earth by
first exploring NEOs. The rationale for targeting NEOs first in the strategy is that
these bodies can be used to provide resources needed for the continued exploration of
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the solar system. Once NEOs are explored, they can serve as ideal relay points for
other mission to Mars or to the Moon.
Political Reality Strategy

The third strategy focuses on the human exploration of Mars. Arguments for
beginning exploration on Mars include the search for extra terrestrial life, scientific
knowledge pursuits and the current political reality of space exploration. Strategies
focusing on Mars will push technological and scientific advances to a greater extent
than those going to the Moon. This is because Mars is on the cutting edge of modern
technology. A current advantage of proceeding to Mars first is that some of the
world's space strategies have a some sort of plan in place for Mars exploration at this
time. This strategy can take advantage of that momentum to advance human
exploration away from Earth.
Step-by-Step Strategy

The final proposed strategy calls for a fast-paced and internationally co-ordinated
series of focused missions to explore various targets in the solar system. No specific
celestial target is defined as the first step but the real emphasis of the strategy is to use
the destinations as a means to further the development of a global space
infrastructure. Furthermore, the strategy emphasizes shifting the government's role in
space exploration towards the private sector. One way this can be accomplished is by
offering prizes to competing teams in events that would further space exploration.
The final focus of the strategy is to promote exploration in manageable steps, thus
avoiding the cost and technological risks associated with the other, more aggressive,
strategies.

2.1.3 Strategy Assessment
With the four candidate strategies completed to the preliminary stage, selection of one
for further development was accomplished by measuring how well each strategy met
the mission objectives. Some of the objectives were easy to assess due to their
simplicity and straightforwardness, yet some proved challenging to assess due to
their highly subjective nature. Black and white objectives such as "international
cooperation" could be easily met by all strategies; therefore, these types of objectives
were not instrumental in narrowing down the strategies in the evaluation process.
However, highly subjective requirements such as "increased public interest and
~upport" provided some separation between the strategies.
The "subjective" objectives that highlighted differences in the strategies were 1)
human expansion beyond Low Earth Orbit, 2) technology advancement, 3) public
space awareness and support, and 4) financial burden (cost). To help in downselecting a strategy, all strategies were compared in these areas and a list of strengths
and weaknesses was developed. After evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of
each strategy, it was decided that the "Step-by- step" strategy had the most potential.
It was determined that it provided the best long term exploration plan (human
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expansion beyond Low Earth Orbit) and allowed for the most flexibility to meet
existing and unforeseen objectives and requirements.
In assessing the "Step-by-step" strategy in terms of financial burden to the

participating countries, it was felt that the strategy would be the best for distributing
the costs over a longer period. Past space programs have demonstrated that investors
and politicians find large expenditures more palatable when spread over a longer
period of time. A program with large up-front monetary expenditures, such as a Mars
mission, stands a lower chance of approval unless another source of motivation exists
(e.g. the Apollo Moon race).
The potential disadvantage of a lengthy "Step-by-step" strategy is that over the long
run the actual cost could be more than that of a fast paced exploration strategy. The
ballooning cost of the International Space Station provides a good example of how
programs can become more costly the longer the implementation. Another weakness
that arises as a result of a long project duration is that it will not drive technology
development. Since the "Step-by-step" strategy occurs over a long period, instead of
driving technology development it would make use of the technology of the day in its
design to reduce cost and risk. The other candidate strategies were heavily dependent
on very specific technology development to succeed. This reliance injects schedule
and cost uncertainty into program development. The "Step-by-step" strategy is more
immune to this hazard.
Space awareness for this strategy also has positive and negative components. On the
positive side, since a main thrust of this strategy encourages space tourism, space
awareness must increase; however, on the negative side, a lengthy strategy might
result in a loss of public support over time. Regarding exploration, the many
destinations and possibility of immediate implementation were attractive.
Considering all these "subjective" oQjectives, the "Step-by-step" strategy had the best
pro-to-con ratio; consequently this strategy was fully developed beyond the
preliminary stage.

2.2

Overview of the Strategy

2.2.1 From Tsiolkovsky to the Third Millenium
In the later years of the last century, a deaf schoolteacher living in an obscure Russian
town laid down the basis of modem astronautics. Other dreamers followed on his
footsteps until World War II broke out and generated a great interest in rockets for
their destructive potential. The Cold War accentuated this trend and rockets became a
symbol of military and technological supremacy. Regarding outer space as a new
battlefield, both sides of the "Iron Curtain" engaged in a frantic race that began with
the launch of Sputnik I, and culminated with the first steps on the Moon. But ever
since 1972, humans have not ventured beyond low Earth orbit a single time.
This will change. Soon, humans will again venture away from Earth. When we are
ready-- which we think we are-- there will be a need for an integrated master plan
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for human space exploration. It begins in a world that is not focused on space, that
does not understand interplanetary spaceflight or the opportunities that await, and
where international cooperation is more often a shadow than a reality. It ends with a
common journey to the stars.

2.2.2 Introducing the Step-by-Step Strategy
Given the gaps existing in current space strategies identified in section 2.1.1, this
report presents a Step-by-step strategy that calls for a series of focused and fast-paced
robotic missions to celestial bodies in the inner solar system followed by_permanent
human presence as soon as possible. The Moon, near-Earth objects (NEOs), and Mars
are not considered steps in and of themselves but as part of the establishment of a
robust infrastructure that addresses not only the scientific and technological aspects
but also the legal, economic, and social aspects of human exploration away from
Earth.
The Step-by-step strategy fulfills the mission objectives presented in the introduction.
The strategy is ambitious enough to allow for technology developments and also to
interest the greater public. International cooperation is considered absolutely
necessary to meet the proposed challenge. However, the approach remains realistic
and compatible with foreseeable technological developments, political involvement,
and funding availability. The long-term vision must be understood as a way to drive
the technological paths toward a common and ultimate goal: the emergence and
survival of a "true" human space society.
The strategy is not rigid in the sense that every phase is dependent on the
achievement of a previous one. On the contrary, although our strategy presents a
consistent and logical roadmap, the major project achievements can be regarded as
independent. The strategy seeks to ensure a coherent evolution in space exploration
through programs conducted by national space agencies and international
organizations.
The strategy considers humans and robots as partners working towards the common
goal of interplanetary exploration. Humans build robotic spacecraft to conduct initial
reconnaissance and test new technologies required to further human exploration.
Once all the steps necessary for their safety have been taken, human space explorers
use their unique curiosity and analysis ability to answer questions that robot cannot
even think of asking. Humans call upon robots to assist them in various repetitious
and dangerous tasks.
Chapter 2 presents the technological and scientific roadmap of our strategy. It also
provides a global overview and justifications for the exploration plan. On the other
hand, chapter 3 describes how the political, legal, economic, management and social
aspects of the strategy are implemented. But first, we present here a summary of the
exploration plan.
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Step 0 - Preparing for Exploration

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is the foundation of the strategy. The strategy uses the
International Space Station (ISS) as a unique platform to further the development of
improved technologies for space exploration, scientific knowledge, and the
commercialization of space. Transport to LEO will be conducted with reusable launch
vehicles for small and medium-class payloads, and by an Energia derived heavy lift
booster for large cargoes. This combination promotes versatility and controls cost by
overlapping with the commercial market and using existing designs as a starting
point. The development of a follow-on to ISS is not recommended, as it would not
significantly benefit human exploration efforts. The strategy recommends the
development of automated assembly technologies such as space robotics and
automated docking systems.
Step 1 - Leaving Low Earth Orbit

The first step of the strategy consists of expanding human presence in the inner Solar
System. Expanding upon the knowledge acquired during previous missions, the
exploration program will first be carried out by a series of robotic missions that will
characterize the extraterrestrial resources and select landing sites to prepare for
eventual human missions to the Moon, NEOs, and Mars. Once the Moon has been
adequately surveyed by the precursors, humans will at last return to the lunar
surface. Among other things, early lunar settlers will test new technologies required
for further expansion in the inner Solar System. At the same time, precursors will
continue to be sent to NEOs and Mars. This wave of robotic exploration will be
followed by human exploration of these bodies.
For ground transportation, the strategy recommends the use of rovers for the Moon
and Mars, and that of "hoppers" for NEOs. Although they are best suited for
transportation and power supply, nuclear systems are not recommended since they
remain extremely unpopular with the public. In the interim, the strategy recommends
using solar ionic propulsion for interplanetary cargo transport, and chemical
propulsion for human-rated ships and fast cargo transit.
Step 2- Development of Extra-Terrestrial Resources

The detection, extraction, processing, storage, and transportation of extra-terrestrial
resources is mandatory for the establishment and growth of self-sustainable human
settlements away from Earth.
On the Moon, the strategy recommends the implementation of multiple human
settlements to address different purposes: resource utilization, space life sciences,
astronomy, and preparation for longer-term human presence in space. The aim is to
develop self-sustainable outposts and then to progressively increase human presence
on the Moon.
Resource extraction and processing will be primarily robotic, except when human
presence is necessary (e.g. establishment and maintenance of mines). In light of this,
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the strategy does not push for permanent settlements on NEOs because they mainly
serve as mines and temporary scientific bases. In fact, if NEOs are found to be devoid
of usable resources, they will only be explored for scientific purposes.
On the other hand, the strategy regards Mars as a base for scientific research in the
areas of exobiology and planetary geology, and an attractive place for tourism and
permanent colonies. Considering this, the permafrost, the polar ice caps, the
atmosphere, and the soil will be used to provide materials, fuel, water, and oxygen
for human usage. The strategy does not foresee any need to transfer resources from
Mars to the Moon and to NEOs.
Step 3 - Space Infrastructure and Beyond

Permanent and self-sustained settlements on the Moon and Mars will progressively
evolve into independent space societies interacting with one another. Technologies
and infrastructure will be available for further business development on the Moon
and on Mars, such as space tourism, if safety and cost effectiveness considerations are
favorable.
Once the Moon and Mars are fully colonized, the technologies required for
autonomous space travel will become available. Before highly efficient propulsion
and power systems required for inter-stellar flight are available, the strategy proposes
to develop an interplanetary spaceship housing hundreds of people. This trip
foreshadows the achievement of the ultimate goal of expanding human presence
away from Earth without limits.

2.2.3 Strategic Framework
Any international strategy for human exploration away from Earth will depend on a
support structure of methods, precedents, and relationships agreed to by all the
participants. There are four pillars that make up the framework of this structure:
science and technology, policy and law, management and finance, and public
awareness and support. Each of these pillars not only supports the strategy, but as a
whole they also dynamically grow stronger and more tightly integrated as the
strategy develops step by step.
Science and Technology

Although human exploration may begin today with current technology, we
recommend a modest and continuous program of basic science and research and
development throughout the strategy. Each step in the strategy depends on new
technology and provides opportunities for new science. In fact, establishing research
facilities in space away from Earth is one way to increase the potential for scientific
breakthroughs. This is not only due to the physical environment that will be opened
up for study, but because of the unique change in perspective such a venture will
offer. The strategy attempts to establish self-sufficient research bases at the earliest
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opportunity both to reduce costs (by reducing reliance on Earth), and to create an
environment where innovation is crucial to continued success and growth.
Policy and Law

There are national and international legal precedents that affect the strategy in serious
ways, but it is possible to work within this legal framework in the near future. Over
the long term, the strategy calls for the potential evolution of these precedents as law
adapts to a permanent human presence in space.
Management and Finance

The need for coordinated planning and management is provided through new
international organizations such as an International Human Exploration Consultative
Group. This is an ad hoc organization that provides an opportunity for making early
steps towards an integrated exploration effort through informal discussion between
major space agencies, non-governmental organizations, and major private companies.
Progression beyond planning requires increased political and financial capital and a
corresponding increase in organization. The strategy does not recommend the
development of a world space agency; however, we do favor the creation of several
focused international treaty organizations, similar to INTELSAT. We see these
organizations evolving over time to support stronger relationships required by the
strategy.
Public Awareness and Support

The strategy and its supporting framework is not complete without the support of the
public and a plan to include the participation of a wide variety of developed and
developing nations. Thus chapter three concludes with a discussion on public
awareness and a study of how a particular region, Asia, could contribute to the
success of our internationally coordinated master plan.
Conclusion

Altogether, the integration of the strategy and its supporting framework create a
coordinated master plan for future human space exploration and the establishment of
a space infrastructure. Overall, our strategy provides the science, technology, legal
precedent, public support, coordinated planning and integrated management
required to make a successful international human exploration effort become a
reality.
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2.3

Step 0 - Preparing for Exploration

2.3.1

International Space Station

Intr'od uction

The International Space Station (ISS) will aid our strategy in some specific niche areas
including technology demonstration, scientific research and in commercialization.
These are outlined below. The overall role of the ISS may be limited because the
facility was designed in the absence of any official plans of use in an overall strategy
for human spaceflight beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Except for its utility as a
laboratory for human life science experiments, the ISS is not well suited to be a
supporting infrastructure for human deep space exploration in its current
configuration, nor is ISS suitable as a staging area for assembling spacecraft for
human deep space missions. Its high inclination orbit of 51.60 means extra fuel will be
needed to perform a plane change for missions travelling off to distant planets.
Technology Demonstration

Where the ISS may fit into the strategy is in the role of a testbed for some of the
technologies required for human exploration away from Earth. One technology that
could be tested aboard the ISS is lightweight, inflatable structures that may be used as
large but low-cost habitats on future lunar and Martian bases, and near-Earth
asteroids. NASA had proposed a large inflatable habitat called Transhab that would
have replaced the rigid aluminum habitation module aboard ISS. Unfortunately, in
May 1999 the American House of Representatives passed a NASA authorization bill
that prohibited the space agency from developing Transhab further, on the rationale
that doing so would add to the cost and further delay the already troubled ISS
program (SpaceViews,1999). Despite this setback, NASA should continue to research
and develop inflatable structure technology as its budget allows. This design project
team recommends a low-cost interim solution in the form of a small inflatable test
structure called Testhab.
As the name implies, Testhab would be a small test article that would inflate only to
the size of a small room (about 7m by Sm by Sm). Its objectives would focus on
demonstrating the feasibility of human-rated, pressurized enclosures in space; it
would not be used as a permanent module aboard ISS. Given its modest goals, small
size, and low cost, NASA could contract out the development and construction of
Testhab to a commercial firm. Testhab would also have the benefit of being small
enough to be tested first inside the payload bay of a Space Shuttle before being
attached to the nominal MPLM docking port on the ISS for a long-duration trial. If
Testhab could be demonstrated successfully, the political climate may become more
receptive to a full-scale test of a follow-on Transhab-like module aboard the ISS,
discussed later on in the commercialization role of the ISS.
Advanced life support (ALS) systems are another candidate technology that could be
tested aboard ISS. Unfortunately, due to budgetary constraints the current ISS design
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employs a traditional open-loop life support system that requires expensive periodic
re-supply from Earth. Given the current cost and schedule problems with the ISS
program, it would be best to stick with this system until the station is completed and
operational. Once this is accomplished, a prototype AI..S system should be tested
aboard the ISS at the earliest feasible opportunity. Since 1986, the Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) has been developing a Biomass Production Chamber (BPC) that is
designed to grow crops and recover human waste within a closed volume. The KSC
team has proposed an ISS flight experiment of a miniaturized BPC in September 2006
(KSC,1997). Given the importance of AI..S to any strategy for human exploration away
from Earth, the design project team recommends that NASA make every effort to
ensure that the BPC experiment will be flown aboard ISS.
Another important technology that may be tested aboard the ISS is solar dynamic
power units. These employ a large reflective surface, known as a concentrator that
focuses sunlight to heat a working gas in a turbo-alternator-compressor (TAC) to
generate electricity. Solar dynamic systems have the capability to provide power
without the use of electrochemical batteries for energy storage. Solar dynamic power
conversion efficiency is also significantly higher than current photovoltaic
array/battery systems. NASA and the Russian Space Agency had proposed a joint
Solar Dynamic Flight Demonstration, but the project was terminated in February 1996
(GRC,1999). This flight demonstration would have involved launching and installing
a small test unit on the Mir space station. Since much of the prototype hardware for
this project may still be in storage, it is recommended that the flight demonstration be
revived by installing the test unit on one of the ends of the ISS truss structure.
Scientific Research

The ISS will be able to continue the road paved by Mir in microgravity experiments.
New facilities have been designed so that complex, long-duration and repeatable
experiments can be performed. The Fluid and Combustion Facility on board the US
laboratory module is one example. Other facilities will enable scientists to do research
in various fields including material science, non-linear dynamics, nanotechnology,
immunology, plant growth, and cell culture research. A detailed discussion of these
various research areas can be found in the ISU Summer Session Program 1998 design
project. The ISS will not be without problems however, as its microgravity
environment will be disturbed during reboost and docking procedures as well as due
to the general human presence onboard. The example of crystal growth is presented
below.
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Crystal Farms
Crystal growth is a complicated process. Further progress in this area is associated with the detailed
understanding of control growth mechanisms. Microgravity provides favorable conditions to investigate these
mechanisms. The discussion can be divided into two research fields, namely organic crystal growth (e.g. protein)
and inorganic:
•

It is believed that the growth of protein crystals is the most promising area. The idea is to find the origin of
many of the most complex proteins to create ~ appropriate medicine. The only method that directly
provides the exact 30 atomic structure of protein molecules is X-ray and neutron diffractometry. But these
techniques need pure crystals of the highest quality to get a diffraction pattern. Growth of protein crystals is
a gravity sensitive process. In a weightless environment, protein crystals can be grown With a purity ·
unreachable on Earth. By analyzing those space-grown crystals it is possible to map their structure and learn
how they operate in the human body1•
Based on this current knowledge, we propose to look for possible long-term prospects of development One
may indeed anticipate creation of a. big laboratory in orbit But the main requirement is that diffraction
analysis should be done in orbit to prevent landing disturbances.
Today, the cost for crystals grown in microgravity can be roughly estimated as a hundred times the cost on
Earth. Apart from the decrease of the launch cost, the need for curing disease (e.g. t1 Thalassamia) will be
another driving force to speed the development of such manufacture. Pharmaceutical industry and genetic
engineering are other potential areas where funding could be found The successful commercialization of
technologies gained from the present step of the strategy would promote its further implementation.

•

The second area of research, i.e. the growth of inorganic aystals, is important because electronic chips and
nearly all sensors are made of different mono-crystals. The process of melting all these crystals together is
gravity sensitive since the convection on Earth disturbs the uniform comp(>nent distribution Massive
production of industrial electronic devices was planned but since expected results have not been achieved,
industries have decided stop investing.
Nowadays, the strategy on Earth is to develop instruments (furnaces, in-situ measurement equipment) and
special treatments of the melt (vibration, ultrasound, electromagnetic irradiation) in order to find new way
of growing pure crystals. Microgravity could be considered as a bypass to new technologies, a temporary
use of favorable conditions just to get a particular result
However, crystal growth technologies can be used to support long-term missions, there does not appear to
be any application for crystal growth experiments

Commercialization

The ability to commercialize the ISS may be an important step in convincing industry
of the economic potential of a larger scale human presence in outer space, as well as
changing public opinion on the benefits of the station. This could encourage more
private investment in such a project from the outset, and greater public support. The
Commercial Space Act of 1998 (Public Law 105-303) declared a USA priority goal of
having commercial providers play a substantial role in the operation, use, servicing,
and augmentation of the ISS.
To help achieve this goal, an office of technology transfer and commercialization
exists at NASA's Johnson Space Center. An internationally coordinated
commercialization plan should be developed to encourage and assist private
industry, especially medium or small sized firms not in the aerospace industry, in
utilizing ISS. This would be a step towards convincing companies to invest further in
human space activities. NASA backed legislation to facilitate commercialization is
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under development, but the International Trade Armament Regulations (ITAR) looks
like it may be a major obstacle to non-US participation in any American
commercialization project. This may also prove to be a barrier in the formation of an
internationally coordinated commercialization effort which could allow easier
exploitation of all space station resources and not just those offered by one member of
the ISS.
There is also a need to develop workshops to educate firms on the potential
commercial benefits of space. NASA is willing to help develop the technology
required for certain project proposals, but companies approaching NASA must
already have a certain plan in mind. This can be difficult for a company with no
previous experience in space. This raises the question of whether NASA is the right
organization to oversee the commercialization of the ISS or whether a different body
with specific marketing and commercial experience may be more suited to the task.
During August 1999, the office mentioned above will support a Habitation Module
Commercialization Conference. This module, planned for launch at the end of 2004,
will comprise of bedrooms for up to six people, with a kitchen, windows, exercise
equipment and a medical examination room. The conference objective is to form
potential business arrangements between NASA and one highly diversified
commercial consortium to provide the habitation module. This consortium will own,
utilize and maintain the module, although there may be initial government funding
for launch costs, astronauts and supplies, in return for utilization of part of the
commercial module.
In Europe, Daimler Chrysler Aerospace (DASA) has stated (DASA, 1999) that its
strategic goal is to industrialize operations and utilization of Europe's share in the
space station from 2003. DASA is now the largest single shareholder in Spacehab, the
first commercial US company to use and operate its own space modules aboard the
Space Shuttle fleet. Spacehab is also involved in operations and re-supply of the ISS.

2.3.2 Low Earth Orbit Infrastructure
This chapter deals with Earth to Orbit (ETO) transportation and the infrastructures
required in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to support the selected space exploration missions.
Types of Launchers

Current expandable launchers are based on the same approach as those developed
over half a century ago by space pioneers like Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, Robert
Goddard, Hermann Oberth, and Wemher Von Braun. These operational launchers
can be split into three categories:
•

Small launchers that can put up to two tons into LEO. Athena, Rockot, and the
future Vega are some representative examples of this category.

•

Medium launchers that are adapted both to LEO and geostationary transfer orbit
(GTO) services. Payload capacity ranges from two tons up to 10 tons into LEO,
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and from one ton up to five tons into GTO. Ariane 4, Delta, Soyuz, and H-2 are
examples of medium launchers.
•

Heavy launch vehicles with payload capacity ranging from 10 tons up to 30 tons
into LEO and from 5 tons up to 10 tons into GTO. The Space Shuttle, Ariane 5,
Titan N , and the future Heavy EELV fall within this category.

Payload Capacity Needs

Human space exploration requires high performance launches into LEO, both in
terms of payload mass and the available volume under the fairing. Several
preliminary mission designs were performed over the last ten years, providing
valuable data to assess the needs for ETO transportation systems. Demand in terms of
single launches was shown to be outside of current capabilities as shown in Table 2-1
Within each of these projects, the demands result from a compromise between
limiting ETO launcher performance and limiting rendezvous and assembling in orbit.

Table 2-1: Summary of Needs for ETO Transportation Systems
Project- Mission

Payload Mass Demand (tons)

90 day study - Moon mission

60-100 tons (A. Cohen, 1989)

90 day study - Mars mission

140tons

Synthesis group on America's space
exploration

150-250 tons (f.P. Stafford, 1991)

Alternative infrastructure study from
General Dynamics

98-150 tons (General Dynamics, 1993)

NASA Mars reference human mission.
Version 1.0

240 tons (5. Hoffman, 1997)

NASA Mars reference human mission.
Version3.0

80tons

Heavy-Lift Launch Vehicles

Unfortunately, the most powerful launchers ever developed, the Saturn V and the
Energia, are no longer operational. The Saturn V, used for the Apollo and Skylab
missions, was able to put 120 tons into LEO (M. Wade, 1999). Energia, developed in
the 1980s by the Soviet Union, only flew twice. Its maximum payload mass into LEO
was 88 tons (M. Wade, 1999). NASA investigated several new versions of the Energia
and the Saturn V, within the framework of the Mars reference mission, to meet the
requirements of 240 tons into LEO. By using flight proven elements from these two
launchers as well as the Space Shuttle system (such as external tank), launch
configurations delivering from 180 tons up to 290 tons were proposed (Hoffman,
1997).
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In the last version (3.0) of the NASA Mars reference mission (S. Hoffman, 1998), the
ETO transportation system is composed of 4 Magnum launches for cargo delivery
during the first opportunity and 2 Magnum launches in the 2014 opportunity with the
piloted vehicle. The Magnum launch vehicle is designed for a 80 ton payload
capability into LEO. The Magnum is an inline core vehicle (same diameter as the
Shuttle External tank) with two attached Shuttle boosters (the aim is in particular to
use the Shuttle launch facilities).
In the late 1980's, NASA engaged in studies--NLS for National Launch System--on
heavy launch vehicles to meet the needs of the space station assembly. The most
powerful version planned would have had the capacity of placing 45 tons into LEO
(M. Wade, 1999).

In 1998, Aerospatiale considered the use of improved versions of Ariane 5 to perform
Mars robotic and human missions (F. Bonnefond, 1998). A powerful version
composed of an upgraded cryogenic core stage (250 tons of propellant and two
Vulcains) and four solid rocket boosters-instead of two--was addressed. The LEO
payload capacity was assessed at roughly 50 tons.
In the frame of his Mars direct proposal, R. Zubrin has suggested developing a new
large booster of the Saturn V class, dubbed Ares, based on Space Shuttle main engines
and two Shuttle solid rocket boosters (R. Zubrin, 1996).

All of these initiatives were not successful due to the large development schedule and
predicted costs. Five to ten years, as well as a budget of ten billion dollars, are
required to develop such systems. For instance, the NLS development was estimated
at US $ 12 Billion and the recent Ariane 5 upper stage improvement program would
cost about US $1.5 Billion. The revival of Saturn Vis unanimously considered dead in
the US. Nevertheless, as previously mentioned the Saturn V engines are often
regarded as a good option to power new heavy lift launchers. In Russia, it is believed
that Energia could be revived within the next 5 to 7 years for an estimated cost of
between US $1.5 to 2 Billion. The cost of a Titan N launch reaches more than US$ 200
Million whereas a Shuttle launch costs about US $ 450 Million. The recurrent cost of a
renewed Energia was assessed to range from US $ 150 Million to US $240 Million
(ESA, 1997).
For large-scale human exploration missions, heavy lift launchers remain mandatory.
Considering past experience, the need for limiting both development and recurrent
costs, the Energia option could be the most credible, provided that efforts will begin in
no more than the next two years. Realistically, Russian skill and experience is waning
far too quickly to expect a renewal of Energia after 2001. If this opportunity is missed,
only American and/ or European solutions can be considered for a development cost
two or three times higher.
Expendable Launch Vehicles

The current expendable systems are expected to evolve significantly over the next
decade. Main improvements will be mainly performance increases and a decrease of
the specific cost, i.e. cost per kilogram into orbit. An average value of $ 6000 per
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kilogram into LEO can be considered for launchers such as Ariane 5 (Engstrom, 1998),
the future US EELV, and Hil-A.
A new approach is to move away from the performance-optimized high cost designs
characteristic of many existing launch vehicles toward the use of a simple, robust
design. This approach, advocated by programs such as Scorpius (J. Wertz, 1997), is
based on low cost manufacturing processes by which one achieves low cost and high
reliability at the expense of optimal performance. Reducing near term launch costs by
a factor of 10 is presented as an acheivable objective (J. Wertz, 1997).
Reusable Launch Vehicles

For regular missions such as the regular supply of Moon settlements, systems other
than heavy launchers have to be considered. For this purpose, reducing the cost of
ETO transportation is essential to keeping the cost of human space exploration within
acceptable limits.
Over the last twenty years, launch cost into low-Earth orbit (LEO) has remained
relatively unchanged. The main reason is the technologies used to design and build
the current launch systems are rather similar to those that were used thirty years ago.
Currently one of the most promising vehicles for low cost launch is the reusable
launch vehicle.
The strategy assumes that such a system will be available by the end of the next
decade with a launch cost in the range of US $ 30-50 M (ref.: 20 tons into LEO).
Several programs are underway:

•

In the USA, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, OSC and NASA are regarding the technical
and economical feasibility of various configurations

•

In Europe, ESA has approved to undertaking of a new program devoted to
reusable launchers. This program, so-called FLTP (Future Launcher Technology
Program) will take place from late 1999 up to the end of 2002

•

In Japan, current studies are underway to implement a Single-Stage-To-Orbit
reusable launcher by the end of the next decade

All of these programs aim to develop cost effective launch systems that are much
more cost-effective than today' s, within a time frame of 10 to 15 years. The expected
cost reduction ranges from one third to one tenth of present day budgets. Both public
entities and private initiatives, and governmental agencies developing the needed
technologies will likely finance these programs.
Transfer from LEO to Human Bases

Reusable systems pose a specific problem for human space exploration missions since
current launch capabilities of payloads into LEO remain too small compared to what
is required. Capabilities of no more than 20 or 25 tons to LEO can be expected over
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the next two decades. A dedicated system, which aims at performing multi-stage
assembly, has to be developed. With the teclmiques of on-orbit rendezvous and
docking being well mastered for several years, such an approach does not present
significant risks, technologically and economically speaking.
Reusable transportation systems may also be used for LEO-planet transfer when
regular missions are considered. For the purpose of our strategy, LEO-lunar transfer
particularly has to be addressed. Multiple lunar settlements, both public and private,
will require frequent and low-cost access to the Moon. In this case, we propose the
use of a double reusable transportation system: from Earth to LEO and from LEO to
lunar orbit and then to the Moon's surface. Figure 2-1 presents such scenarios as well
as more common ones, i.e. when a single planetary mission is required.
Option 1 : single trip to final destination

Regular delivery into LEO
by reusable system
Assembling in LEO

Figure 2-1: Scenarios from Earth to Orbit and from LEO to Final Destination
Low-Earth Orbit Infrastructure

Considering availability of low-cost access to space, Low Earth Orbit will become a
stepping stone for human exploration beyond the Earth since utilization of LEO will
make it possible to prepare for long term space missions.
LEO Needs vs Strategy

Long term human exploration needs a tremendous amount of new technology,
science, human adaptation and also public awareness. LEO can be used for each of
these items. To prepare for future human exploration in space, it is proposed to build
a permanent orbital fully autonomous facility in which necessary steps can be taken
toward future missions.
LEO can be used for:
•

Storage and assembly
In order to minimize cost, assembly of large modules will be performed in LEO.
This will require storage of large-scale modules for assembling elements of shuttle
vehicles.
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•

Manufacturing
Manufacturing could be done in LEO. Plant modules will be installed in LEO to
transform resources and produce materials. Here, not only large-scale elements
but also specific space components like electronic chips, solar cells, plants, and
medicine could be manufactured. In this way, private companies could invest in
the plant module itself and its use. A new era for commercialization will start in
LEO.

•

Science and test laboratory
LEO is a unique place to perform scientific experiments. It is near the Earth, with
microgravity and no atmosphere. Science in LEO will serve our strategy, as it will
allow for the testing of new materials, to evaluate issues such as the effect of
radiation, and impacting meteoroids.
Investigation of fundamental physics in areas such as astronomy and
magnetospherical experiments is also foreseen. Biological experiments including,
for example, effects to animals and plants based on exposure to radiation, can be
used for preparing future human settlements on planets exposed to high radiation
doses. Other experiments such as crystal growth studies, high purity materials
production (vitrified ceramics, for example) are exclusively possible in space.
High quality optical lenses can be easily realized in space. Applications of such
could be for astronomical instruments in space and also on Earth. The effect of
microgravity allows the manufacture of high stiffness materials. A challenge for
future exploration will be to develop new materials which are able to protect
against high and continuous radiation. In addition, private pharmaceutical
companies have shown interest in producing medicine in space. This is consistent
with our strategy, since long term human travel exploration or settlement will
oblige the space colony to produce medicine self-sufficiently.

The high visibility of LEO programs will attract public interest by showing the direct
application of new technology development. In this respect, science can be an
important spin-off for private investment and application on Earth.
Means for Utilization in LEO

The cost effective way to perform all the LEO activities is to build a permanent
unmanned orbital platform facility (OPF) which would be positioned at an orbit of
400 km like the current ISS but with a lower inclination between 18 to 28 degrees (to
facilitate access to the Moon). This structure will be composed of a set of docking
nodes where different modules can attach.
Extensive robotic technologies will have to be developed to deal with complex
automatic functions and large scale elements of the structure. The technological
challenges for building such a space facility are:
•

Accurate orbital automatic procedures for large scale elements which can be fully
autonomous or semi-autonomous
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•

Docking mechanisms

•

Upgraded positioning systems for assembly of modules

•

Sensors

•

Robotic arms to manipulate and assemble large elements

Inspection of final assembly will require development of in-space survey equipment.
As an example, the robotic camera developed for NASA, the AEROCAM camera, is
intended for survey on the ISS.
In addition to heavy robotic tools for large-scale activities, small robotic functions will

need to be developed for various tasks, e.g. experiment manipulation. Improvements
to communications systems, such as larger bandwidth and extended capacity for data
storage suggest that teleoperation will become more and more systematic. In this
case, teleoperation, telepresence, and virtual reality systems will be used extensively.
This would allow the scientists on the ground to follow in real-time the progress of
their experiment and even to interact with it. Such interactive capability can be
performed using master-slave robotic systems. As LEO is near the Earth, time delay is
quite insignificant and such teleoperations can be done almost instantaneously.
During the ISU Summer Session Program '98 (SSP'98), a similar orbital facility was
studied during the "Magic" design project. Although this project was different in
focus, it confirms the convergence of ideas of the need for and interest in
infrastructures in LEO.

2.3.3 Human Factors
The human expansion component of the Step-by-step strategy requires an extensive
database of space life science research. Currently, our knowledge of the long-term
physiological and psychological effects of the space environment is very limited. The
Space Studies Board of the National Research Council of the USA recommends that
research aimed at understanding and ameliorating problems limiting astronaut
survival and function during prolonged space flight should be a top NASA priority.
The following table summarizes current knowledge regarding the medical
consequences of long-duration space flight.
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SPACE FLIGHT EFFECfS
Muscular System

-

Bone

-

Neurophysiology

-

Immunological
System

-

Cardiovascular
System

-

-

Psychological/
Sociological

-

Radiation Concerns

-

-

FUTURE DIRECfiONS

-

in-flight muscle deterioration
muscle weakness, atrophy, fatigue
and muscle/ligament pain postflight but these changes reversible
in-flight exercise only partially
successful in prevention
bone mineral density redus:tion
exceeding 1% I month in weightbearing bones even with in-flight
exercise
bone loss possibly irreversible
bone mineral mass loss may
pretiispose to fractures
space motion sickness experienced
by 70% of astronauts
symptoms usually subside after
48hrs
mismatch between seruory and
visual cues suspected
deqease in numbers and function of
T lymphocytes
potential for increased susceptibility
to infections
fluid shifts headward causing facial
fullness+ sinus congestion
body interprets shift as volume
overload and adapts
1.5-2L of fluids lost+ decrease in red
blood cell mass
orthostatic intolerance upon return
to gravity despite antiorthostatic
measures

-

-

-

-

-

after 6 months in space, fatigue
results in decreased work efficiency
and productivity
-analog environments report
increased hostility, anxiety,
depression resulting in group
conflict
current astronaut limit 50 rem/year
ISS concern is trapped protons from
South Atlantic Anomaly
Moon + Mars concerns: galactic
cosmic radiation and solar particle
events
2 major effects of chronic long-term
exposure are neoplasia and lenticular
cataracts

-

-

Determine cellular + molecular
mechanisms of muscular weakness,
atrophy and fatigue.
explore role of growth factors and
hormones in neuromuscular
adaptation
determine mechanism of bone loss
bone loss countermeasure
development including exploration'
of pharmacological means
establish microgravity related bone
loss data base
evaluate whether neurovestibular
adaptation and its mechanism is the
same on Earth as ih space
space motion sickness
countermeasure development
determine if space flight stress alters
immune system by evaluating
interaction between HPA axis and
immune system in space flight
investigate mechanism of inadequate
peripheral resistance postflight
re-evaluate effectiveness of current
countermeasures
magnitude, time course and
mechanism info for cardiovascular
changes must be compiled for long
duration flights
determine relationship of
cardiovascular adjustments during
space flight with changes in other
physiological systems
determine efficacy of current crew
selection, training and support
measures
in-flight neurobiological and
psychosocial investigations for space
environment specific data
mixed gender crews seem most
effective
determine carcinogenic effects of
GCR exposure and high-energy
heavy charged particle exposure
improv.¢ characterization of GCR
environment and solar cycle
variations
further investigations in shielding
options chemopreventive strategies.
besides shielding as l•line of
defense, chemoprevention strategies
also effective.

Information obtained from "Exploration of Mars: The Human Aspect" (Garshneck, 1997) and
A Strategy for Research in Space Biology and Medicine in the New Century (NRC, 1998)

Radiation Concerns for Manned Lunar/Mars Missions

During space flight, human exposure to natural ionizing radiation may induce genetic
mutations and have carcinogenic effects. Currently, within the Shuttle program, the
astronaut radiation exposure limit is 50 rem/ year with a career limit set at 400 rem.
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On the ISS, the total dose of radiation is mostly due to trapped protons from the
South Atlantic Anomaly and Galactic Cosmic Radiation. On the way to Mars and the
Moon, crews will be exposed to the ionizing radiation of Earth's inner and outer
radiation belts. Outside the Earth' s magnetosphere, Galactic Cosmic Radiation (GCR)
and Solar Particle Events (SPE) are of grave concern. However, shielding due to
planetary mass cuts the surface radiation levels by half as compared to free space
levels. Also, the Martian atmosphere provides additional shielding. Shielding is
therefore an important consideration during the transit phase of a mission. The best
strategy for minimizing the effects of radiation during long duration missions is to
combine the use of shielding devices 'w ith new chemopreventive agents such as
bioantimutagens and antioxidants (Stanford, 1999)
During the next two decades, additional Spacelab missions and research facilities on
the International Space Station will try to tackle some of the issues outlined in the
above table. However, currently, most space agencies place a greater emphasis on
ground-based studies for protecting astronaut health and safety in space. As we travel
from low Earth orbit to Mars and beyond within our strategy, we expect that space
access will become more routine thus creating a continuous human presence in space.
This will enable us to shift our emphasis from ground-based life science research to
in-flight research. Thus we will be able to generate more space specific data.

2.4

Step 1 - Leaving Low Earth Orbit

2.4.1 Robotic Missions
This section describes the role of robotic missions within the strategy. In other words,
we wish to describe the various milestones accomplished by robots leading to, and
following the arrival of, human explorers on a celestial body.
Global Reconnaissance

The first phase of robotic exploration consists of acquiring basic scientific knowledge
about the body of interest using remote sensing systems such as fly-by spacecraft and
orbiters. In particular, the geology, the atmosphere, the planetary environment
(radiation ·and meteoroids), and the magnetosphere of the celestial body will be
studied in detail.
Early Ground Work

Based on this preliminary knowledge, a second wave of missions is sent to study the
surface of the body of interest in more detail. Some of these spacecraft land on the
surface using techniques such as rocket propulsion, aerobraking, and airbags. These
landers explore the surface geology of specific sites selected for their scientific interest
using robotic arms, rovers, or hoppers, which are especially useful for low gravity
environments such as NEOs. They also analyze the surface environment including the
lower atmosphere temperature and composition, and radiation. Other ground sensing
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systems such as impacting probes and penetrators crash directly into the surface and
provide further insight about the internal structure of the body of interest. Finally,
humans can conduct more in-depth soil analysis by way of sample return missions.
Each of these different probes successively contributes to an increasing body of
knowledge that can then be used to determine the in-situ resources. These resources
can potentially be tapped to reduce the cost and increase the autonomy of future
human missions.
Preparing for the Arrival of Humans

Once the available resources of the celestial body are known, missions will be sent to
test new extraction, processing, and storage technologies.
Finally, the last step before humans can safely live on the celestial body is the
establishment of the basic infrastructure required for human survival in the early
stages of settlement. This is accomplished by landing heavy cargo modules
(habitation modules, surface power systems, scientific equipment, etc.) near the
predicted landing site of human missions. Once this is done, everything is ready for
the historical"first steps".
The Human-Robot Symbiosis

Humans and robots are interdependent partners in all the stages of interplanetary
exploration. Humans design, build, and operate robots which in tum conduct initial
scientific work and test new technologies necessary to safely and effectively explore a
given celestial body. Once humans are established, they again call upon robots to
assist them in various repetitious and dangerous tasks such as long range ground
exploration (using rovers or "hoppers"), basic maintenance, and resource extraction
and processing. Such a symbiotic relationship contributes to the autonomy of the
settlement, and over time promotes the emergence of a space society.

2.4.2 Exploring the Moon
Why the Moon?

We dream about man on the moon. The moon may seem dull and unattractive to
visit. However, going to the moon is smart, and smart is sexy. A human presence on
the moon is an essential stepping stone to Mars and the rest of the Solar System.
Initially, as we crawl out of our cradle, we must use our closest neighbor as a
playground to develop our space-faring skills. The strategy roadmap for the
exploration of the Moon is displayed on the next page.
Returning to the Moon pursues three major goals:
•

Exploitation of extraterrestrial resources for supporting the construction of human
settlement infrastructures.
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•

Studying the Moon from its surface will help us to better understand the Solar
System's formation. Moreover, the Moon is an ideal platform for space physical
science studies and astronomy.

•

Understanding human behavior in space before longer and more ambitious
human missions are undertaken. Aspects related to physiology, psychology, and
working in space can be more readily investigated using long duration Moon
outposts.

Furthermore, due to the progressive nature of infrastructure development within our
Step-by-step strategy, all of these points necessitate a human presence.
In terms of energy requirements, the Moon offers more affordable access to the rest of
the Solar System than do most other celestial bodies with the exception of NEOs. For
instance, going from the Moon to LEO requires a !J..V of 4.5 km/ s, which is half the
value required to travel from the Earth's surface to LEO.
Water Utilization

Water is a key lunar resource. This is the most valuable resource for supporting
human life. The fact that water has been detected at the lunar poles, as demonstrated
by the Clementine and Lunar Prospector missions, has changed the way we think
about settling the Moon. These missions discovered indirect evidence of water both
on the South and North Poles. Verifying the existence of water and assessing how
easily it can be extracted and transformed must be one of the first steps of our
strategy. A robotic mission is required for this purpose. If a sufficient amount of water
cannot be easily extracted on the Moon, it will be necessary to speed up the search for
water on NEOs for extraction and transport to the Moon.
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First Outpost

Once we assume that using water on the Moon is feasible, the poles will become the
first locations for human settlement. For the moment, there is no evidence to suggest
one pole over another. A near-polar site would have low but constant levels of solar
energy. This continuous sunlight and stable environment would permit simpler
support systems (thermal insulation, energy management). Due to the low
declination of the Sun near the poles, surface features of the Moon, such as crater
borders, may be used for radiation and solar flare protection. Another advantage of a
polar location is that dark and cool polar craters could be used for propellant storage.
Initially, this first human outpost will be completely dependent on Earth. As in-situ
resource utilization techniques are implemented, this outpost will progressively
become more autonomous. Prior to outpost expansion, the following resource
utilization infrastructure must be developed:
•

nuclear power during the 14-day lunar nights and solar power during lunar days

•

lunar surface transport system (e.g. using mass driver techniques)

•

water extraction for use in life support systems, and propellant for space and
surface transport

•

regolith mining for construction

See Chapter 2.5.1 for more details regarding the utilization of lunar resources.
Lunar Base

Upon implementing in-situ utilization techniques, the first lunar outpost will expand
into a self-sufficient polar settlement. This settlement will serve two purposes:
•

Use as an experimental platform to investigate/validate critical technologies and
scientific questions (e.g .effects of space on humans); can be used to test
technologies for future Mars missions.

•

Starting point of expanding human presence on the Moon, leading to the
privatization of Moon settlement research and activities.

Figure 2-2 presents a possible layout of such a polar lunar base. Note that this
settlement's primary purpose is to serve as an experimental test bed for expanding
human presence on the Moon and Mars. Note that the figure does not respect the
scale for each element. In fact, each hazardous zone (spaceport, power generation
zone, and storage zone) shall be a few kilometers distant from the habitats. In the
same way, the extraction zone and the research center must be separated by several
kilometers. The extraction plant may create an artificial atmosphere that could
contaminate certain experiments. The figure does not include the protection against
radiation that is obtained via a 2m thick layer of regolith (O'Neill, 1989) covering the
infrastructures, or water shielding methods.
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Storage zone

Figure 2-2: Polar Lunar Base Illustration
A polar site is not ideal for physical science experiments. Radio telescopes would
benefit from being located on the far side of the Moon, away from Earth interference.
However, infrastructure development techniques learned from establishing a polar
base can then be applied at more suitable locations. For example, new assembly
techniques as well as materials extracted at the polar surface would facilitate the
construction of a large radio telescope. Once a Lunar base is established, assembling
large but simple structures is no more complex than constructing a space station in
low Earth orbit.

Figure 2-3: Illustration of Large Radio-Telescope
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In parallel with science experiments and resource exploitation, we propose to use the
time spent in Moon settlements to learn about the limitations imposed by the space
environment on the human body.
The first step includes establishing a lunar life sciences and human performance
facility. The lunar environment, with no atmosphere, no magnetic field, and low
gravity provides a unique site for life science studies and space operational medicine.
For human expansion into space and progression of the Step-by-step strategy, an
extensive database of space life science research is required. Currently, our
knowledge of the long-term physiological effects of the space environment is very
limited and has been derived from US Skylab flights of up to 84 days and stays on
MIR of up to 14 months (Garshnek, 1990). See the table in chapter 2.3.3 for current
data on Human Factors. Data collection efforts using LEO and ground-based studies
have shed some light on this subject, but are of limited value compared to Moonbased studies. In addition, due to its low gravity and lack of shielding from radiation,
the Moon provides a better simulation of the environment of other planetary bodies.
The lunar life sciences and human performance facility will focus its activities on
determining safety and working constraints, and finding solutions to enhance human
performance and life science studies.
Initially, research at this center should focus on radiation biology studies since this is
currently regarded as the "show-stopper" for human space travel. Earth-dwellers are
exposed to 100-200mrem/year of radiation. Currently, the astronaut radiation
exposure limit is 50 rem/year with a career limit set at 400 rem (Stanford 1999). The
radiation threshold for effects on the human body is at 20 rad/year and much more is
required for illness or discomfort. The lunar surface is fully exposed to galactic and
solar radiation. Heavy primary galactic radiation and solar flares are of primary
concern. The only direct human experience with heavy primary galactic radiation is
from the Apollo 12 mission where brain and retinal cell loss estimates were of the
ratio of a few in a million, and neuronal loss estimates were one in ten thousand
(O'Neill, 1989). Some of the primary objectives of this facility will be radiation
monitoring, hazard assessment, shield testing, and radio-protective techniques (i.e.
chemoprevention).
The major objectives of such a facility include developing psychological-physiological
support systems. The lunar surface is the ideal location for human isolation studies.
As human mission length increases, human behavior and performance issues such as
personal psychology, interpersonal relations (i.e. crew cohesion) and
psychophysiology (i.e. stress and sleep) will increase in importance. The collection of
physiological data is objective and is therefore routinely done on short duration
flights. However, behavioral research is more complicated due to subjective reporting
and lack of methods to accurately quantify data. Currently on Earth, attempts are
being made to perform such experiments using analog environments such as nuclear
submarines, Antarctic research stations, and polar expeditions. Such model
environments may be more cost-effective than simulated studies in space, however,
such studies vary considerably in terms of crew size and characteristics, mission
objectives, and environmental conditions. Also, certain space-specific issues such as
the effects of microgravity and the absence of a diurnal cycle on human behavior
cannot be examined under such conditions (Space Studies Board Report, 1998). The
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experience of space flight is unique. Therefore, an accurate simulation of behavior
within the microgravity environment of a space vehicle can only be performed in
space. Isolation studies standardized to emulate future Mars missions and colonies
would provide accurate and mission-specific data that could be implemented to
refine existing crew programs.
As the facility grows and becomes more autonomous, Mars crew training may also
shift to this site. Mars surface activities such as EVA, habitat construction, and
scientific surveying may be practiced on the lunar surface. In addition, the
technologies involved in such activities may also be tested prior to use on Mars.
A lunar laboratory will also provide a unique environment for life science studies.
The emerging discipline of exobiology would particularly benefit from the creation of
a lunar lab. The limits of the evolution of life may be tested under the extreme
conditions of low temperature, high vacuum, and high radiation.
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Expanding Human Presence on the Moon and Beyond

Once a self-sustaining polar base is established, humans may use the settlement
techniques they have learned to spread across the lunar surface. Ideal locations for
physical science research, resource utilization and eventually for the purpose of space
tourism should be targeted. It is evident that prior to expanding the human presence
on the Moon, a systematic robotic investigation of ideal resource locations will be
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required. This multiple rover venture would benefit from the precursor mission
detailed in Chapter 4.
If the private sector is in a position to benefit from the infrastructures and
technologies developed, a new economic niche will emerge. Those in this niche may
take over the cost and management required to maintain permanent bases on the
Moon. Moreover, the above efforts will not only establish multiple moon settlements
but will also determine the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a space tourism
venture. The Apollo sites appear to be of some interest since they are well known and
do not require a robotic mission for mapping.

Once we are ready to spread across the lunar surface, we are also ready to leave its
surface. Mars ... here we come.

2.4.3 Exploring Near Earth Objects
The figure on the following page shows the strategic roadmap for NEOs. As will
become apparent, NEOs are very interesting targets in terms of space resources, as
well as space science. Considering the fact that they appear to be more numerous than
we originally thought, their exploration
becomes more and more attractive as well as
necessary.
The technical requirements for expeditions to
NEOs are intermediate between those for lunar
and those for Martian missions. A particularly
attractive aspect is that human space flight
beyond the Moon will probably require
incremental steps and an expedition to a NEO
will be considerably shorter duration, lower
risk, and lower cost than one to Mars (see
"target selection" later in this section).
Therefore, NEOs could serve as a test bed for
systems necessary for the human Mars
missions.

Figure 2-4: Location of the Average
Orbit for Each Category

Appreciation of the fact that some near-Earth
objects (NEOs) can collide with Earth has led to increased support from NASA for
systematic surveys of potentially hazardous objects (Committee on Planetary
Exploration, 1988). They are classified into three categories, the Apollo asteroids,
which have their orbit crossing the Earth's orbit, the Atens asteroids, which have the
semi-axis of their orbit inside the Earth's orbit and the Amor asteroids which have
the perihelia of their orbit between the Earth's orbit and 1.3 AU.
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at this time that more than about 25% of the near-Earth asteroids are captured comets
and the rest came from the asteroid belt. Astrophysicists' calculations have led to a
consensus that over the next 100 million years, most near-Earth asteroids will have
been thrown back out by close gravitational encounters with the inner planets or will
collide with the inner planets. Conversely, a new supply will be constantly generated
from the Main Belt and incoming comets will replace these lossest2.
The estimated population of NEOs includes approximately 1400 Earth crossers
(Atens, Apollos, Earth-crossing Amors) of at least 1-km in size and an additional
-1500 non-crossing Amors (Figure 2-4). As of April 1998, about 140 known Earth
crossers and some 120 non-crossing Amors were of this size. Thus, the discovery of
NEOs is estimated to be about 9% complete for objects larger than 1km in diameter.
Although the task is well begun, the vast majority of NEOs remain to be found
(Committee on Planetary Exploration, 1988).
The starting point of our strategy is based on the detection of asteroids, which contain
water. Asteroids are classified as a function of their spectroscopic signature. The CClass asteroids "carbonaceous chondrites" are the most water rich with an average of
about 10% water in a clay mineral (-12% for the class C1 and 5.7% for the class C2)
(Committee on Planetary Exploration, 1988).
A robotic mission will then be necessary in order to confirm spectroscopic data and
initiate further exploration. The surface of an asteroid has not yet been touched by a
man made probe. However, there have been analyses of asteroids by flyby probes
(e.g. NEAR probe which flew to Mathilde and is currently en route to the asteroid
Eros), and future asteroid flybys and landers (e.g. Clementine 2), including sample
return missions, are underway, planned or proposed (3).
The database today is far from complete, and the abundance of NEOs with usable
water is still not known. If little water is found, it will speed up water research and
extraction on Mars and its moons and restrain NEOs exploration to science and
mining. Nevertheless, the strategy assumes that usable water is available on some of
these bodies (see "target selection" in the following).
Water extraction and exploitation is described in section 2.5. In case of lack of water
on the Moon (e.g. for lunar bases), water from NEOs could be supplied by cargo
missions, since the !J.v requirement is considerably lower than in the case of terrestrial
supply.

1

This information comes from The Minor Planet Center at the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory which is responsible for the collection and dissemination of astrometric
observations and orbits for minor planets and comets on behalf of the International
Astronomical Union.
2

"The Minor Planet List" of the Minor Planet Center (MPC) at the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory, http:/ jcfa-www.harvard.edu/-graff/lists/ Apollosq.html, version 14. August
1999.
3"Probes: Going on-site", http:/ jwww.permanent.comja_probes.htm, 1 March 1998.
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Scientific research on these bodies will be focused on geology. This is key to
understanding aspects of the solar system's formation. Robotic and human studies
are critical for determining whether complex asteroids have inherited accretional
structure or have acquired heterogeneity by internal geological processing or by
random collisions that resulted in rubble pile objects. These studies are dedicated to
providing some crucial information about the formation of planetesimals at an early
time in the Solar System's evolution, and are fully developed in section 2.6.3 (future
science: "space billiard").
the
long-term perspective,
asteroids can actually be useful for
human settlement. They have a
natural shielding against radiation
and require minimal 11v to launch
spacecraft from them. They could
even be used as large-scale space
habitats (section 2.6.4).
In

Earth Protection

Another important point that still
needs to be developed is Earth
protection. The danger of collisions
between near-Earth objects and the
Earth is real1• Although such
catastrophic impacts remain few and
far between, the impact of smaller
but equally threatening objects
occurs a lot more frequently2 (Steel,
1995).

Figure 2-5: Radar Observations of NEA 4179

Toutatis
(During Close Flyby of Earth in 1992)
Source: J.H. King, "The NSSDC Photo Gallery:
Asteroids", http:/ jnssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ image/
planetary/ asteroid/ idadactyl_color.jpg (current
September 51997).

The threat posed by such planetary collisions ought to be taken seriously. Indeed, the
probability of death due to an asteroid impact is comparable to the probability of
death in floods, tornadoes, or even jetliner crashes (Steel, 1995) .. Although plane
crashes and tornadoes occur a lot more frequently than major asteroid impacts, when
a large asteroid hits the Earth, it is as if all humankind were on a single plane about to
crash. When averaged over millions of years, the current yearly number of humans
expected to die as a result of asteroid impacts ranges between 5,000 and 10,000 (Steel,
1995). However, the overall annual American effort to detect NEOs is approximately
$12 million. In fact, "the total number of people engaged in (NEO detection) worldwide is less than the staff of an average McDonald's restaurant'' (Steel, 1995). For

For example, most scientists now agree that the demise of the dinosaurs at the end of the
cretaceous era was partially caused by the impact of a 10 km asteroid or comet on the Yucatan
peninsula.

1

2 For example, the disintegration of a 55 m diameter object over Siberia in 1908 caused an
explosion 750 times bigger than the nuclear bomb (20.000 tons of TNT) into Hiroshima.
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example, the Spacewatch team currently discovers 20 to 30 NEOs per year1. Other
efforts to detect and track NEOs are also underway in other countries such as
Australia, Germany, and Russia (to name only a few).
As of now, astronomers believe that none of the NEOs discovered so far will strike
the Earth within the next 200 years. Nevertheless, if a large asteroid were to strike the
Earth anytime soon, there is a 91% probability that we would not even discover it
before the catastrophic impact (Canavan, et al, 1993).
Over the last few years the world scientific community has reached a consensus:
asteroids and comets do pose a significant threat to humankind and greater efforts
should be made to detect Earth-approaching objects. Furthermore, techniques to
deflect the trajectory of these celestial bodies should be studied in greater detail (see
sectic>n 2.6.2). As this problem concerns all of humankind, detection and deflection
efforts should be international in nature. Finally, most specialists agree that testing
any deflection system at this time is dangerous. Indeed, such a technology could
potentially be used to redirect an Earth-approaching asteroid toward an "enemy"
nation (Canavan, et al, 1993).
We disagree with this view because the world political climate has become
"relatively" peaceful since the end of the Cold War. The strategy recommends the
development and testing of NEO deflection and destruction technologies far from
Earth (in the main asteroid belt or at least at a safe distance) to avoid any political
complications. Should a NEO ever threaten to collide with the Earth after such tests,
humankind would be ready to tackle the challenge.
To summarise, the threat posed to human civilization by Earth-approaching objects is
real and 91% of the most threatening objects remain undiscovered. The strategy
recommends increased funding for NEO detection and tracking programs.
Furthermore, the strategy calls for further studies and missions to test trajectory
deflection techniques on asteroids sufficiently far away from Earth (to avoid any
danger of impact with the Earth in case of failure). Due to the global nature of the
problem, such efforts should be internationally co-ordinated by the NEO Working
Group of the proposed International Human Exploration Consultative Group. To
finish, after good experience of the deviation techniques, these can be applied to bring
resources to Earth orbit or Lagrange points by deviating asteroids from their current
orbit.
Target Selection

This section will consider which targets will allow us to answer the needs of our
strategy, based on the most updated data available 2,1 .

1

"The Spacewatch Project", http:/ / www.lpl.arizona.edu/ spacewatch (current July 27, 1999).

2 "The Minor Planet List" of the Minor Planet Center (MPC) at the Smithsonian Astropbysical
Observatory, http:/ I cfa-www.harvard.edu/ -graff/ lists/ Apollosq.html, version 14. August
1999.
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NEAs and their sources: Marscrosser & Shortperiod Comets
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Figure 2-6: Near Earth Objects
In recent years, the discovery of hundreds of formerly unknown NEOs has
significantly increased the number of objects that are interesting in terms of mining.
At the same time, the /1v requirements for reaching representatives of this class of
objects have been reduced considerably.

The best candidates are NEOs with a slightly larger semi-major axis than the Earth,
moderate eccentricity, and high H20 content; most probably an Apollo or Amor C1
carbonaceous chondrite with a small spin rate. The spin rate is typically of the order
of several hours, but can be as small as 10.7 minutes in the case of 1998 KY262. Short
Period Comets (SPCs) would probably have a higher H20 content, but it looks like
they are more difficult to reach (11V- wise) - unless some NEO SPCs with semi-major
axes smaller than 1.5AU and low eccentricity are found. If we are more interested in
minerals I metals than water, then the situation changes. only slightly. Instead of a C1
chondrite, the best choice is probably an "iron meteorite" - with the same orbit
requirements.

"Near-Earth Asteroids Data Base" of the Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR),
http:/ f earn.dlr.de/nea/ database.htm, version 3. August 1999.

t

2

http: f f neo.jpl.nasa.govf news/ news044.html
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As a first step of downselecting, the list was screened using the following two
reqtfirements:
•

Minimum /1v for a roundtrip Earth-NEO-Earth

•

Short mean time between launch windows

The following graph shows the 11v requirement for a roundtrip from Earth's escape
velocity to the object and back as a function of semi-major axis and numerical
eccentricity (with aerocapture, no Lunar Swing-by):
Delta V for Roundtrip
delta V [m/s]

000
000

LO

0>

c)

a [AU]

Figure 2-7: Roundtrip Delta V Requirements
As can be seen from this graph, the lowest /1v numbers are lying in a "valley" with
the lowest point at (a=1, eps=O) - which is of course Earth orbit (no trip at all).
Accordingly, the best targets lie in this "valley". The second requirement, a small
mean time between launch windows, prohibits targets with orbits very similar to
Earth's orbit (in this case, the time between launch windows is of the order of several
years).
Therefore, from the lists of hundreds of NEOs, only Amors and Apollos with an
eccentricity between 0.1 and 0.3 and a semi-major axis between 1.1 and 1.3 AU were
considered The area of special interest is marked in Figure 2-4 by two concentric
ellipses. Objects other than these were regarded as too difficult to reach (11v wise) or
having too long a mean time between launch windows. The result of the screening is
shown below:
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Apollos:
Name

(2102) Tantalus

Prov. Des.

Diam.

Incl.

eps

a

Designation

1998 KY26

20-50

1.5

0.201

1.232

MPC32089

1998 MV5

40-95

21.1

0.185

1.204

MPC32338

1999DB7

270-620

10.8

0.195

1.206

E1999- P28

1991 VH

1.0k-3.0k

13.9

0.144

1.137

MPC31584

1999JU3

380-860

5.9

0.190

1.189

MPC35450

1994UG

170-370

4.5

0.246

1.226

MPC24219

1999 FJ21

200-450

22.0

0.274

1.274

MPC35087

1975YA

1.6k-3.6k

64.0

0.299

1.290

MPC24371

Prov. Des.

Diam.

Incl.

eps

a

Designation

1991 TT

17-37

14.8

0.161

1.193

MPC 19316

1992YD3

17-37

27.1

0.137

1.166

MPC21599

1993 KA

17-37

6.0

0.197

1.255

MPC22412

1998HL1

420-940

20.0

0.187

1.246

MPC32326

1998KG3

85-190

5.5

0.118

1.161

MPC32087

1998 WI7

530-1.2k

40.7

0.110

1.152

MPC35079

1998 SB15

185-410

15.6

0.161

1.226

MPC33354

1996RY3

170-370

37.4

0.139

1.211

MPC28053

1999LQ28

380-860

21.8

0.120

1.199

MPC35473

1998 HG49

110-240

4.2

0.113

1.200

MPC31824

1993HA

240-540

7.7

0.144

1.278

E1999- P26

1989 ML

330-740

4.4

0.137

1.273

MPC34136

1997WS22

40-95

24.0

0.121

1.270

MPC 32314

Amors:
Name

(10302)

The abbreviations used m the listing have the followmg meanmgs:
Name :
For numbered minor planets, this column contains the object's number and name (if
named).
Prov. Des.:
This is the object's provisional designation. Note that some of the low-numbered
objects have old-style provisional designations, where the letters were recycled
w ithout regard to the calendar.
Incl.:
Inclination of the orbit, in degrees.
eps:
Numeric orbital eccentridty.
A:
Semimajor axis (in AU).

Since a high inclination (> 10°) seems undesirable (because it increases the 11.v
requirement as a plane change would be necessary), we can further downselect to the
following NEOs:
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Apollos:

•
•
•

1998 KY26
1999 JU3
1994 UG

Amors:

•
•
•

•
•

1993KA
1998 KG3
1998 HG49
1993HA
1989ML

From this data, the t:l.v requirement to reach these objects from Earth's orbit and also
the mean time between launch windows (MTBLW) can be calculated. If we limit the
t:l.v requirement to 3 km/ s and the mean time between launch windows to 3.4 years,
four targets remain:
Object
1998 KY26
1999 JU3
1993 KA
1998 HG49

Delta V (km/s)
2.86
2. 71
2.90
2.49

roundtrip (km/s)
2.96
2.96
2.95
2.92

MTBLW (yrs.)
2.72
3.37
2.46
3.18

This graph shows that the most interesting targets were all found within the last 6
years. Many more discoveries of (maybe even more) interesting objects can be
anticipated in the near future.
Among the four, information on the composition was only available for 1998 KY26
(which is a water-rich C1 carbonaceous chondrite). If 1993 KA turns out also to be a
C1 chondrite, than it would probably be a better choice, since 1998 KY26 is well
known for its high spin rate (10.7 min.), which would make landing more
complicated. In any case, for now we can assume, that with 3km/s it should be
possible to reach a body which contains 10 to 20% water.
These calculations assume a Hohmann transfer. In reality, the required t:l.v can be
significantly reduced by one or more lunar swing-bys prior to trans-NEO injection.
With one swing-by alone this number can already be decreased by up to 1.5 km/s (G.
Landis, 1999). A lunar swing-by could also be used to perform a plane change. This
would make targets with highly inclined orbits accessible, too.

2.4.4 Exploring Mars
The figure on page 57 shows the strategic roadmap for Mars.
Mars is very similar to the Earth in terms of atmospheric and geophysical features.
The presence of atmosphere on Mars, its nearly 24 hour day, and a surface gravity
equivalent to 40% of the Earth's, make this planet the most hospitable planet in the
solar system after Earth. Mars is also well known for the possibility of. finding life,
past or present. All these reasons have already motivated a large number of missions
toward this planet such as the Mariner Missions (1960-1996), the Mars Pathfinder
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(landed on July 4, 1997), the Mars Global Surveyor (in orbit since 1997), the Mars
Surveyor (2001), artd the Mars Sample return mission in 20051 . This is clearly the way
to answer the need of our society to understand its origins, the origin of the universe,
of the stars, of the planets, the origins of life.
As presented in the strategy roadmap, our interest toward Mars is mainly scien tific.
However, these robotic missions are also aimed at preparing future human missions
(Mars 2001) 2• Human presence on Mars is essential for several scientific objectives,
here developed, but the mission duration, or the length of human presence on the
planet, will strongly depend on the availability of useable resources, or on the
invested means, in the case of a totally autonomous mission.
Getting to Mars

Step 1 of our strategy considers Martian resources as mandatory to ensure selfsufficiency for subsequent human missions. These resources will be accessible and
useable. Water on Mars will be used for human consumption, but primarily will be
devoted to the production hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis, to be used as
propellant. Robotic missions are currently operating in Mars orbit (NASA Mars
Global Surveyor Mission, etc). Future robotic missions will be needed to precisely
quantify the volume of useable water on Mars, and determine its location and
accessibility. These missions will also have an objective to validate the feasibility of
other technologies or processes such as methanation (section 2.5.3). But if no water is
found on Mars or in case water is non-accessible, use of NEOs water is envisioned.
Water can be extracted from determined NEOs and shipped to Mars to answer the
needs.
The resources required for settling on Mars will be first shipped from Earth or from
the Moon and NEOs. As settlements grow in capability, these resources will be
extracted and processed on Mars itself as part of step 2 of our strategy. Geothermal
reservoirs on Mars, (Robert Zubrin, 1996) if they exist, could supply power and heat
for humans and greenhouses. These greenhouses would also benefit from the 24 hour
Martian day and would further increase the autonomy of Martian settlements. The
location of outposts will depend on their scientific potential and their proximity to
useful resources (water, minerals, geothermal reservoir).

1

http:/ j www.reston.com/ astro/ mars/ press.kit/ missions.history.html

2

http:// mars.ellinogermaniki.grI 2001/ index.html
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Out of the Cradle
other hand, interest for space tourism is relatively high (Zegrahm Space Voyages,
Press release, 1999). This will require a multi-base infrastructure on Mars to allow
Mars visitors to discover the planet.

If space tourism on Mars is not
worthwhile, Martian settlements will
remain dedicated to scientific activities
such as:
Life Sciences Research
The presence of life on Mars, past or
present, has not yet been proved.
However, there exists evidence to
support it. This hypothesis is mainly
based on the presence of erosion
features like canyons (Nanedi Valles)
produced by past water flows (Cowen,
R. 1997). Water is essential for any
known kind of biological life and these
canyons prove that at one time, water
was flowing on Mars. If life on Mars is
attested, it will suggest that life could
also be present elsewhere in our
universe!
Comparative Planetology
We currently do not know a lot about
the geological structure of Mars. We
have, and still get a lot of information
from satellite missions (Viking, Mariner,
Pathfinder, Mars, Phobos, etc). But we
need to do in situ research, walk around
the planet, explore the canyons, look in
detail at different rocks to better Figure 2-8: Portion of the Meandering Canyons
understand the small-scale geological
of the Nanedi Valles System
and geophysical phenomenon and
compare them to identical or similar
One of several valleys that cut through the
observations on Earth. As an example, smooth and cratered plains of the Xan, Terra
the asteroid impacts on Mars, i.e. the
region of Mars. The valley is about 2.5 km (1.6
craters could be studied as factors in the
miles) wide.
evolution of the Earth. Human
perception and analysis is far more
advanced than for robots. Therefore, the best results for such studies will by obtained
by humans and not by robots even if their use as primary missions will be more than
welcome to define and explore interesting areas for further investigation.
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The study and tracing of the Martian climate and how it may be related to the future
of the Earth climate will also be performed. Even if there are large differences
between Mars and Earth, their atmospheres share a lot of similar characteristics (Carr,
1991). Chemical studies, by measuring the isotope ratios of elements such as nitrogen,
argon, and xenon of the Martian atmosphere, will help determine how the Martian
atmosphere evolved over time.
The small-scale information we will get from on-ground studies is the first step to
globally comprehend the evolution or history of any planet, in this case Mars. By
comparison with the same kind of observations on Earth, it will provide us useful
information about the evolution of our own planet and about its history.
Study of Phobos and Deimos
The Martian moons appear to have surface materials similar to many asteroids in the
outer asteroid belt, which leads most scientists to believe that Phobos ("fear") and
Deimos ("panic") are captured asteroids. Studying them could provide us with new
information about asteroids, and help us to better understand the evolution of the
solar system. Another activity to be performed on these two satellites will be to study
and map their mineral composition for possible resource utilization.
Human Aspects
The most current proposal for sending humans to Mars is discussed in the NASA
Mars Reference Mission (Stephen J. Hoffman, David I. Kaplan, 1998). The objective is
to learn about Mars and its capability to support humans in the future. Crew size and
composition was determined in a top-down manner. Three missions are planned in
succession. It is proposed that three manned vehicles will be launched from Earth to
Mars in each of four launch opportunities starting in 2007. The first launches will send
supplies to Mars orbit and the surface. During the second launch opportunity more
supplies will be sent plus the first of the human crews. By the fourth launch
opportunity, the third crew will be sent and the basic infrastructure will be in place to
support a permanent presence on Mars. In the report four different life support
systems were considered: open loop, physical/ chemical, bio-regenerative and cached
stocks of consumable goods. Independent of which systems are used it is necessary to
have redundancy, and to continue research to develop systems that are increasingly
independent of Supplies from Earth.
As previously discussed some of the challenges facing humans going to Mars include
long term exposure to microgravity and radiation. With current propulsion systems it
is estimated to take 6-9 months to reach Mars with a manned vehicle. It is still
unknown whether exposure to microgravity for such extended periods of time will
hamper the ability of the crews to perform useful work upon arriving on Mars.
Alternative solutions include the development of better propulsion systems to get the
manned vehicles to Mars in a shorter time frame. Alternatively, installing artificial
gravity on the spaceship has also been suggested (Garshnek, 1997).
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Once on Mars, the crew will benefit from the 24 hour Martian day, which is close to
that of Earth. Such a feature is a real advantage as it will not disturb the human
biological clock and thus will be one less factor to consider in the negative
psychological impact on humans. The infrastructure could be designed to allow light
to penetrate by using large bay windows. The Mars atmosphere will not be sufficient
to protect humans against radiation (Paul 0. Wieland, 1993). The required shielding
will be of course less stringent on Mars than on the Moon but will be nevertheless
required. Mini-magnetospheres generated around the habitats could be a way to
insure a tailored radiation shielding (section 2.6.3). A precursor mission must be sent
to Mars with 'tissue proportional counters' to measure the radiation threat (section
2.3.3).

2.4.5 Technology
The critical teclmologies necessary for human exploration away from Earth are:
•

Ground transportation

•

Ground to orbit transportation

•

Interplanetary transportation

•

Extraction, processing, and storage of in-situ resources (section 2.5)

•

Robotic systems

•

Power

•

Habitats and radiation shielding

•

Life support systems

•

Communication networks

Ground Transportation

The number of facilities should increase progressively to support transportation on
the ground for humans and cargo. Different types of vehicles are required to do this.
A long-range exploration vehicle will have a closed-loop life support system.
Unmanned and manned robotic rovers for surface exploration could use the
teclmology developed for the Apollo rnissionsl. The problem is that these rovers were
not developed for long duration use. Martian rovers will use the concepts developed
for the Moon, even if they have to be adapted to the Martian environment (stronger
gravity, lower thermal gradient, etc.).

1

Apollo: missions to the Moon, NASA video
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It is not possible to use rovers on NEOs because of the lack of gravity. An alternative

to this, is to use 'Hoppers', developed for the Phobos missiont. A possible precursor
mission on an asteroid could test Hoppers during step 1.
For step 2, roads and railways could be implemented to satisfy the growing need for
transport of resources.
Ground to Orbit Transportation

Landing and launching vehicles are
both required for the Moon and Mars.
This technology has already been
tested for the Moon (Figure 2-9) but
needs to be applied for use on Mars.
Aerobraking could be used in the
terrestrial and Martian atmosphere
(for Mars Sample Return for example)
in step 0.

.

~.Ia.

P;t
/

A lunar spaceport near lunar habitats
and factories that will use the
propellant made on the lunar surface
will be required for launching and
Figure 2-9: Lunar Module Eagle, Apollo 11
landing facilities (Anderson et al,
1985). Launching from the Moon will
save fuel, mass, and cost. During step 1, it could be implemented for the return of the
cosmonauts only.
Since base operations will be dependent on Earth supplies, the lander capability will
not be very high in terms of mass and reusability. After the development of in situ
resource utilization processes in step 2, it will grow.
The lander could be designed to reach all the different colonies on the ground in step
2, to avoid long trip times.
Electromagnetic mass drivers (Billy et al, 1988) and mass catchers could be a solution
to transport lunar resources to orbit, but they need to be tested first and they require
high precision and heavy infrastructure on the lunar surface. Their development
should be accelerated once the exploitation of resources is complete in step 3.
Chemical rockets are more economical for small launch rates of up to 40 tons/year
(ISU, 1988).

1

see chapter 2.5.3
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Interplanetary Transportation

Human expansion in space will require orbital transfer vehicles (OTV) that can
transfer human-rated spacecraft and large cargo ships. A large-scale exploration of
space requires more efficient propulsion technology (Humble et al, 1995). The choice
of the propulsion system depends on the transportation cost, capabilities, travel time
and safety requirements.
Chemical propulsion is widely used and highly reliable. Advanced oxygen/hydrogen
engines have a high thrust and a specific impulse of 485 s, .however, they require
cryogenic storage. Nuclear Thermal systems have higher thrust, higher specific
impulse (1000 s), but need to be tested and approved by public opinion. The thermal
energy is provided by fission of Uranium 235. Crew and materials have to be
protected from the radiation emitted by the nuclear core. Low thrust, high specific
impulse (5000 s) ion engines have a longer travel time but allow considerable
propellant savings. Ion propulsion requires a source of energy, which can be nuclear
or solar.
Solar electric propulsion is less dangerous and controversial, but needs large
deployable structures (solar arrays). It has been tested successfully with Deep Space 1
this year. Nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) is a heavily reusable system. It requires a
chemical transportation system to raise it out of the Earth's vicinity, for safety
reasons.
The Step-by-step strategy recommends using solar ionic propulsion for cargo ships
travelling within the inner solar system (up to Mars). On the other hand, chemical
propulsion is the preferred choice for hu man-rated interplanetary transfer vehicles
and emergency re-supply missions. However, if nuclear propulsion support, humans
could use NEP for longer trips.
Robotic Systems

Human bases on other planets will be multipurpose facilities for science and
technology development and demonstration. They offer many opportunities for the
use of advanced automation techniques and robotics. Space robotics is a fast-growing
area (robots are an important part of the ISS today). They will pave the way for
further human exploration and constitute major partners to humanity (refer to
chapter 1). Several kinds of robots will be developed to support the deployment of a
manned infrastructure on other planetary surfaces.
Robots need to be adapted to the space environment and need to reach an efficient
level of autonomy and durability. Reliability is the main problem because of the
degradation of materials due to the harsh environment. More advanced computing
systems, hardware adapted to the space environment, artificial intelligence, and
teleoperation, are fields for future studies.
Human presence will be required at the beginning because robots take time to be
developed for specific tasks. Adaptive robotics with flexibility and interchangeability
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will be required. Human-machine interface development is crucial. Complexity and
increase of autonomy will be implemented progressively, with specialized industries
reaping the benefits of robotics development.
Power
Power will be needed to support human activities, life support systems,
transportation and communications. Because of the growth of human activities in
outer space, power for surface facilities is a key driver and should adapt to this
expansion. Power may be generated mainly from solar and nuclear energy. The
advantage of solar cells is cost effectiveness, high reliability and easy manufacturing.
In the case of the Moon, solar energy plants can be based on the lunar poles during
step 2, but for the other places, a power system based entirely on solar energy will
require massive energy storage capacities because of the long lunar nights.
Use of photovoltaic cells for surface operations, represents a well-proven method for
power supply (400 W /kg). There are also some possibilities to manufacture them in
situ.
Solar Power Satellites will provide a large amount of energy, transmitted by
microwave to the Earth, LEO and the Moon.
Nuclear technology still needs the support of the public because it is very
controversial and introduces political opposition when it has to be launched from the
terrestrial environment. Humans need to be protected on the surface from nuclear
induced radiation, so the plants have to be buried or covered by soil and far from the
habitats.
The Step-by-step strategy recommends the use of photovoltaic cells whenever
possible until nuclear power sources become more acceptable in the eye of the general
public.
Habitats and Radiation Shielding

Inflatable structures will be developed on the ISS and lower the mass of future
habitats. Once mining operations are fully operational, the development of more and
larger habitats could be initiated. The growth and expansion of human habitats
requires the utilization of in situ resources. Orbiting structures are very different from
planetary habitats (gravity, less radiation and temperature gradient). First we need to
increase our knowledge of the lunar environment in step 0 and 1.
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The lunar regolith for example contains absorbed light gases and indigenous oxygen
that can be extracted for use as propellant and life support. The regolith could serve
as a source of concrete and metals for construction on the Moon (Cullingford et al,
1988).
The feasability of using water,
regolith layers, or natural lunar
structures (craters, lava tubes
or buried habitats (Figure 2-10),
Horz,
1985)
to
provide
shielding for habitats against
radiation, will be studied in a
second phase.
A mnumum of protection for
the base will be sufficient
during periods of low solar
activity. However, a buried
emergency shelter will be
required for periods of high
solar activity.

Figure 2-10: Modules Buried in the Lunar Regolith

Life Support Systems

A completely closed-loop life support system (CLSS) is required, with a comfortable
place to live for permanent settlers. Redundancy is required for safety purposes.
The various experiments conducted on ISS will be good preliminary studies for a
lunar CLSS. The station provides life support resources, waste management and
regulation of temperature, pressure and atmospheric composition. A CLSS will
ensure a better autonomy but it will increase mass, power and thermal requirements.
Current systems are all non-regenerative physiochemical systems, which need to be
re-supplied. The question of whether artificial gravity (using centrifuges, for example)
is feasible should be solved during step 0.
The feasibility of creating a small closed inhabited ecosystem with biological
components regenerating the envirorunent has been proven by the experiments done
by the former Soviet Union in the BIOS-3 facility, for example, but the system is not
yet operational with humans.
Prototype agriculture systems will be tested at the beginning of steps 0 and 1. Large
amounts of carbon and artificial lighting will be needed for growing plants which will
provide some oxygen and food. A soil-based agriculture that could incorporate lunar
regolith has to be studied (Henninger, 1988) during step 2 and hydroponics systems
could be a good alternative. Unfortunately the recycling of nutrients into hydroponics
solutions requires development.
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A complete Cl.SS built with extraterrestrial resources during steps 2 or 3 is a very
critical point to allow the autonomy of the colony. It will be a slow progression to
reach this goal, from a human and technological point of view. The infrastructure on
the Moon once developed will give an easier and faster access to space for the
continuation of human exploration.
Communication Networks

Future communication systems need to provide a high bandwidth on demand, high
data rates and should enable long distance communications.
Communications will be implemented at different levels. As a consequence of the
growth of human expansion on other planetary surfaces, communications systems
should allow a high-level of autonomy for the different elements. They must be
generic and modular in expansion of coverage. The different levels of implementation
are the following:
•

Local communication on the ground

•

Earth-Moon communication

•

Interplanetary network

There will be a large number of facilities and habitats from lunar equatorial to polar
regions, from the near side to the far side during step 2. The use of antennas versus
communication satellites will depend on the location. If we begin at the lunar pole, a
big antenna should be enough for step 1. With expansion, a constellation of
microsatellites using the libration points will assure full coverage during steps 2 and
3. Industries could benefit from this future market.
Communications with Mars and NEOs will be done through the Earth thanks to
antennas and satellites. With the development of human settlements on Mars, the
different colonies should not be too dependant on communications with the Earth,
because of the high time delay. In comparison with the implementation on the Moon,
Ka-band and IR/ optical laser communications technology have to be developed in
the near future for step 2, to keep a link with Mars. A deep-space network with Earthreceiving stations and relays in heliocentric orbits during conjunctions and
oppositions should be implemented, considering the growth of needs for step 3.

2.5

Step 2 - Utilization of Extraterrestrial Resources

Many questions still remain regarding the materials present on the moon, asteroids,
and other celestial bodies. Scientists have made many educated guesses about this
based upon studies done on lunar soil and rock samples from Apollo missions and
asteroid fragments. These samples show traces of materials that can be found here on
Earth such as nickel, iron, platinum, water and oxygen.
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2.5.1 Utilization of Lunar Resources
Launching resources from Earth is expensive, in comparison to mining extraterrestrial
resources from the moon. Whether lunar materials are more desirable than materials
from Near Earth Objects is the subject of many debates. The Solar system
theoretically, holds an abundance of minerals, which can be utilized to aid our
progression into the Solar System. However, the biggest factor determining the
location of the first mining colony in Space is water.
Water Extraction

In 1994, Clementine obtained radar images around the South Pole- Aitken basin and
discovered indications of water in the shaded areas of the craters. This water could be
used for domestic purposes and also be broken into its component hydrogen and
oxygen to provide breathable air. The two elements could also be recombined as fuel
for spacecraft or machinery on the base itself. It is estimated that a supply of water
from the moon would reduce the cost of a mission to Mars by about 50 percent
(Scientific American, 1998).

Present data suggests that water ice is in the form of small crystals, comprising about
0.3 percent to 1 percent of the moon1s rocky soil. At such concentrations, a cubic metre
of soil would contain as much as 20 litres of water. The key issue is how deeply the
water extends into the lunar regolith. The present estimate is based on the depth to
which the neutron spectrometer 1s signal can penetrate--about 50 em. It has been
estimated that the amount of lunar regolith that could have has been produced by all
impacts in the past two billion years extends to a depth of about 220 metres. If this is
correct, Lunar Prospector1s estimate of water ice can be increased by a factor of up to
four, to the range of 44 million to 1.3 billion tons (Scientific American, 1998).
According to NASA, an area the size of a football field would yield enough water to
provide for the drinking, food preparation, bathing and washing needs of a crew for
six persons and generate 100 megawatts of electrical power for a year. Likewise, this
same amount could produce enough propellant to transport two crews of four people
each, from the Moon to the Earth. Taking an equivalent amount of water along to the
moon would be a costly proposition. Currently, it costs about $20,000 to put one
kilogram of material into orbit. NASA is conducting research with the goal of
reducing that figure by a factor of 10, to only $2,000 per kilogram, but at that rate the
cost of providing water to a permanent base--even with recycling--would be trillions
of dollars (Scientific American, 1998).
Oxygen

Oxygen is an abundant element in the lunar soil, comprising nearly half of the lunar
regolith by mass. Oxygen mined from the moon can play a critical role in space
industries. Besides giving us considerable leverage in our development of a space
transportation system, lunar oxygen can become one of the lunar communitis most
important economic exports.
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Other Lunar Minerals and Light Elements

Moon dust is a mixture of many different minerals, and nearly all of them contain
oxygen in considerable abundance. One of the most common lunar minerals is
ilmenite, a mixture of iron, titanium, and oxygen. (Ilmenite also often contains other
metals such as magnesium, which we will blithely ignore here.) For this discussion,
we'll concentrate on extracting oxygen from ilmenite because there's lots of the stuff
available, and because the chemical processes involved in extracting these minerals is
not complicated and can be read in detaill.
There's an interesting side effect to developing such technology. Today on Earth, most
titanium metal is produced from rutile laboriously mined from sands in Florida and
Russia. However, if an efficient process is developed for extracting rutile from
ilmenite, we might serendipitously have an economic effect on the world's titanium
production. On Earth, ilmenite is about fifty times more abundant than rutile; so this
research could have a positive effect on the terrestrial production of titanium. Even if
that happens, however, we still should be able to deliver titanium to a space borne
community at much lower cost than Earth-based producers2.
There are a number of methods for extracting minerals from the lunar soil. Here are of
them3:
•

Magnetic separation of free metals

•

Thermal extraction of volatiles

•

Separating minerals by electrostatic benefiction

•

Separating minerals by vibration and floatation

Magnetic Separation of Free Metals

After grinding, streams of material are put through magnetic fields to separate the
nickel-iron metal granules from the silicate grains. Repeated cycling through the
magnetic field gives highly purified free nickel iron metal. One of several alternative
ways is to drop a stream of material onto magnetic drums.
Thermal Extraction of Volatiles

Notably, rocket fuel for the delivery trip to Earth orbit can be produced by separating
oxygen and hydrogen gases from the mix, or by electrolysis of water. Alternatively,
the hydrogen could be chemically bonded with carbon to produce methane fuel.

The Artemis Project, 1999: http:/ f www.asi.org/ adb/04/03/10/04/ oxygen-extraction.html

1

2

The Artemis Project, 1999: http://www.asi.org/adb/04/03/10/ 04/oxygen-extraction.html

3

http://www.permanent.com/i_index.httn but here is a short description
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Tanks for storing frozen volatiles for sending to Earth orbit can be manufactured by
some of the free nickel iron metal, by use of a solar oven for melting the nickel iron
metal.
Separating Minerals by Electrostatic Means

Electrostatic separation works because minerals have different electrostatic affinities.
This process takes advantage of atoms absorbing different amounts of charge
depending upon their composition and the resulting deflection by different amounts
by an electric field. After grains are sieved by size, they are placed through a
separator.
Separating Minerals by Vibration and Floatation

It's possible to separate some minerals by their density, after sieving a source of multi
sized grains into equal sizes.
Electrophoresis: Super Mineral Separation In Orbit

"Electrophoresis" for mineral separation can work only in zero gravity. Such a
procedure would require a robotic mining platform in lunar orbit or at one of the
Earth Moon Lagrange points and is relatively simple with extremely high
performance. Electrophoresis works better than electrostatic benefaction but is much
slower.
The following minerals can be found in the lunar regolith (numbers in brackets are
percentage by weight). Aluminium (7.3), Calcium (8.5), Chromium (0.2), Iron (12.1),
Iron (12.1), Magnesium (4.8), Oxygen (40.8), Potassium (0.1), Silicon (0.3) and
Titanium (4.5) giving a total percentage by weight of 98.4. Carbon, Nitrogen and
Sulphur have also been detected in 200, 100 and 540 parts per million respectively.
Lunar soil contains few elements and all are necessary for human colonization. Where
can we get other vital nutrients and elements? The answer could be the near Earth
objects.
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Figure 2-11: Lunar Soil Composition
HELIUM-3

Helium-3 is a non-radioactive isotope of helium. It is rare on the Earth, but on the
moon it is implanted in the upper meter of the lunar regolith by the solar wind, and
has been accumulating for billions of years, thanks to the solar wind. The proposal
has been made to mine JHe from the lunar regolith for use in power-generating
nuclear fusion reactors on Earth, thus providing a source of power without releasing
further quantities of C02 or other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Lunar 3He.
Mining may provide non-radioactive thermonuclear fusion power to an energystarved Earth for thousands of years (Lunar Institute of Technology, 1999). Unlike
standard tritium-based fusion reactors, which would produce high-energy neutrons
as a by-product, very few neutrons are produced by the 3He reaction. Rather, highenergy protons are generated, but they create no long-term radioactivity in the
reaction containment system. A more detailed explanation on the use of 3He can be
read in Wittenberg, L.J., Santarius, J.F., and Kulcinski, G.L., 1987, Lunar source of 3He
for commercial fusion power, Fusion Technology, v. 10, p. 167-178. However, the
technology required for nuclear fusion is very much in its infancy and is far from
being realized.

2.5.2 Utilizing of Near Earth Objects Resources
As mentioned in section 2.4.3, Near Earth Objects (NEOs) represent a large variety of
resource utilization opportunities. After a description of the environment, this chapter
will deal with the engineering required to make use of these resources. It focuses on
water since this is the most likely first candidate for transport to Earth orbit.
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Figure 2-12: Near Earth Objects
Environmental Constraints

The technologies that are required for mining NEOs are greatly affected by the NEO
environment. The impact is evident when we look at the different features of the
environment in which we intend to work.
A typical asteroid has an irregular shape and an average size between 30 m and 3 km.
The composition depends on the group of asteroids to which it belongs (see chapter
2.4.3). We will assume an asteroid has a relatively small density ("fluffy ball") and
consists of silicate dirt, embedded with nickel-iron granules and volatiles. This
assumption is made for the purpose of this analysis, but the consistency of asteroids
can vary from pure metal to pure powder, or a mix of consistencies.
The surface gravity of a 100 meter diameter asteroid is almost zero; the escape
velocity is some 0.1 m/s compared to the Earth's escape velocity of 11.2 km/s. This
means that the "landing" on an asteroid is completely different than the "landing" for
other celestial bodies (Earth, Moon, Mars). This leads to some very unique challenges.
The landing is, in fact, more of a docking and the primary challenge lies in staying
attached to the object. Harpoons that penetrate the surface and serve as anchors could
accomplish this. The landing can become even more complicated if the asteroid spins.
Some NEOs have rotation periods of less than 11 minutes (1998 KY26).
Another major challenge of dealing with an asteroid, whether for exploration or
mining, is the question of surface mobility. We have little experience here. One of the
proposed ideas for the surface attachment and mobility on, in, and around an asteroid
relies on microgravity, moving around ballistically (11 hoppers 11 ) , with wheels or by
crawling using a claw device (the claw in turn having many potential designs). EVAs
in the course of Human NEO missions could be very challenging, since the astronaut
could propel himself off the body with his muscular force alone.
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The dust environment increases the challenge, since once dust has been raised, it
takes several tens of minutes until it settles again. On the positive side, delta V
requirements for launching and landing on NEOs are significantly lower than for any
other celestial body. This makes NEOs the easiest targets to reach in the solar system
delta V-wise (see section 2.4.3). Furthermore, no complex chemical processing is
required in order to get the materials. Material and equipment can be moved around
easily, and structures only bear operational stresses, not their own weight nor the
weight of the masses that are attached to them. This results in a reduced overall
structural mass. As a result, mining and processing asteroid resources requires less
massive equipment and transport machinery than is required on Earth or the Moon.
Mining Strategy I Processing the Material

There are two main options for mining NEOs:
•

bring back raw asteroid material and process it in Earth orbit

•

in situ processing and return of products to Earth orbit

With the information available to us today, it seems more likely that the second
option will be pursued. The reason being that the material processing (e.g. water
extraction) requires techniques of relatively limited complexity. In situ processing
near the mining site itself seems feasible. Most of the literature supports this
statement. But what resource product exists or is required? Robotic precursor
missions, like the example in chapter 4, will answer this question before full-scale
missions are sent.
Mining Techniques

A variety of ideas for mining asteroids have been discussed in the literature, one
example being John S. Lewis' 1997 account. It should be noted that many of the
authors are more driven by wishful thinking, than by good engineering judgement. A
detailed compendium of the work done in this field was set up by Mark Prado, 1998.
Some ideas for mining techniques in the NEO low gravity environment include:
•

Conventional mining, like on Earth, involves scraping away the asteroid's surface
material (surface mining). This requires holding a cutting edge against the outer
surface of the asteroid. This could be accomplished with harpoons or anchors shot
and/ or imbedded into the surface of the asteroid. Using cables or a net around the
asteroid to hold the cutter to the surface is another alternative. Scraping away at
the surface of the asteroid would result in a lot of dirt being thrown up.

•

Digging into the NEO. This strategy involves tunneling into the asteroid in order
to avoid (at least some of) the problems caused by the low gravity environment.
The cutter holds itself steady using the walls of the tunnel by either pushing
against the walls or by cutting into them.
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•

An interesting mining concept, which is quite different from mining on Earth,
takes advantage of the asteroid's low gravity environment. It makes use of a
funnel as the main collection mechanism. This funnel is put with the open end
towards the mining site and anchored by means of harpoons. On the surface a
machine starts to kick up material. The material moves upward and ends up in
the funnel's small end, adjacent to the material processor.

•

In orbit processing requires a mechanism (e.g. explosives) which brings large
pieces of surface material into an orbit around the asteroid. There the material is
captured by the spacecraft and processed. This concept would prevent the
processing plant from being driven by the environmental constraints of the
asteroid

Problems can be caused by the rotation of asteroids. As mentioned, asteroids can have
rotation periods as small as 10.7 minutes (1998 KY26, see "environmental
constraints"). These problems could be countered as follows:
•

Locate manufacturing plants on the pole of the asteroid. This could be especially
interesting if the asteroid has a bound rotation relative to the sun (permanent
sunlight for solar power systems). This does not work if asteroid has more than
one axis of rotation i.e. is tumbling

•

Artificially reduce the spin. One idea was brought forward to connect two strings
(the required diameter would be comparable to that of a fishing line) to the
asteroid. The strings are then wrapped around the asteroid in the direction
opposite to the spin, and two chunks of rock (few tons) are connected to each
distal end. The other ends are attached to the asteroid so that they can let go once
the strings are fully extended. The centrifugal force then pulls the chunks away,
taking some of the momentum with them (Dr. Phil Chapman,). A similar
technique is used in satellites to decrease spin (so called "space yo-yo")

•

Locate the manufacturing plant in an orbit around the NEO. This requires a
means of transportation in order to bring the material to the plant (as described
above)

•

Avoid NEOs with high spin rates
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2.5.3 Utilization of Martian Resources
The atmosphere and the lithosphere of Mars offer
a plethora of resources that can be used in robotic
and human missions to Mars. The utilization of
Martian resources will be first initiated by robotic
missions to demonstrate the feasibility of in-situ
resource utilization (ISRU) before the first humans
set foot on the planet. The Mars In Situ Propellant
Production Precursor (MIP) (Figure 2-13) aboard
NASA's 2001 Mars Lander and the proposed Mars
In Situ Propellant Production Sample Return
(MISR) Mission (Figure 2-14) are good examples
of how this can be put into practice (D. I. Kaplan,
1999).
Secondly, robotic missions will provide supplies
(propellant, consumables) for human missions.
These robotic missions will also help to define the
exact locations of the on-ground exploitation sites,
either from Mars orbit (orbiter missions) or
directly on the Martian surface (lander missions)
to map and analyze the resources. The main
resources that are considered for in situ resource
utilization on Mars are the following:

Figure 2-13: Oxygen Generator
(MIP Experiment)

•

Water for human consumption and propellant production

•

Atmospheric carbon dioxide for methane and oxygen generation

•

Martian Regolith for infrastructure
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Carbon Dioxide Electrolysis

Carbon dioxide electrolysis is a wellknown process and can be described by
the following chemical reaction

Figure 2-14: Mars ISRU Sample Return

It is used to extract oxygen out of the
atmospheric carbon dioxide by means of a
yittria stabilized zirconia solid electrolyte.
It is also known as "solid oxide
electrolysis" (internet ref 1). The first inflight test of this technology will take place
in the course of the MIP experiment
mentioned above. If the experiment is
proved to be worthwhile, such technology
shall recommended as part of our strategy
to produce oxygen to be used as
propellant.

Sabatier Process

The C02 in the Martian Atmosphere will be used to produce methane by the socalled Sabatier process (discovered by the French chemist Paul Saba tier in the
nineteenth century). The reaction converts carbon dioxide with hydrogen at elevated
temperatures into methane and water (Stephen J. Hoffman, David I. Kaplan,1997):

Since no hydrogen is found in the Martian atmosphere, the hydrogen has to be
imported from Earth or from the Moon and NEOs. Crit/ 02 rocket propellant only
consists of 16% hydrogen by mass. Therefore, the reduction in mass that has to be
brought from Earth to Mars is still substantial. A quick calculation shows that about
0.222 kg of H2 and 1.222 kg of C02 are needed to produce 1 kg of water and 0.444 kg
ofCH4.
Methane and the oxygen can be used for several applications. The most obvious is
probably the use as propellants for spacecraft and rovers. The feasibility and
applicability of methane as rocket fuel can be assumed given the fact that a Russian
company (Makeyev) is currently developing a launcher with liquid methane engines
in order to decrease launch cost. The use of methane as rover fuel on the other side
could eliminate the need for RTG or reactor powered rovers, and also avoids the
limited range of battery powered rovers. If cryogenic methane and oxygen are used,
than the rover could be propelled by a piston engine. Since no compression is
required (the two liquids just have to be brought together and ignited), the engine
would be very simple and robust. In a case of a complete failure of all life support
systems and/ or loss of the power system, the rovers and their propellants could be
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used as a survival cache for the crew. The crew will breathe the oxygen, and together
with methane it can be used to produce power (for example in fuel cells). Apart from
carbon dioxide, water would be a product of this reaction, which again can be
consumed or be used otherwise by the crew in an open loop "survival" system. All
these benefits can be achieved without the necessity of bringing huge quantities of
consumables from Earth (Pauly, 1998).

Figure 2-15: Mars ISRU Plant for Ascent Vehicle Propellant Production
(NASA, 1997)
Water Electrolysis

Water electrolysis is a well-known chemical process:

It can be employed to produce hydrogen and oxygen for use as propellants. In
combination with a Sabatier reactor, the electrolyzer splits the water that comes out of
the Sabatier reactor. The hydrogen hence produced is cycled back into the Sabatier
process feed whereas the produced oxygen and methane remain as reaction products.
NASA (during the 2003 Mars Lander Mission) will also demonstrate this combined
technology (Figure 2-15).

The presence of water ice at the poles was proven by the Viking orbiters (1975)
(Kieffer et al., 1992). This water could be extracted for sooner use. However, this
would require missions to aim at the poles, which is not favorable, since the most
interesting locations are away from the poles.
Despite the large uncertainties that still exist, a general picture has emerged of the
distribution of underground ice on Mars that appears to be consistent with the
current understanding of the major physical processes involved in geological
formation. This picture is certainly consistent with the view that water has played a
major role in the geologic evolution of the planet surface. Today, it is estimated that
the total quantity of sub-surface ice is equivalent to a global layer of water
approximately 500m deep (Marov, 1999).
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The depth of which this permafrost can be found varies significantly with the
latitude. Close to the poles the ice is probably very close to the surface, perhaps a few
tens of meters at 35° North, and a few hundred meter at the equator (Kieffer et al.,
1992). Therefore, the water ice could be mined with rigs that drill to the ice layers,
melt the ice and then pump the water to the surface. Closer to the poles, surface
mining becomes possible. Kieffer et al. also foresee the possibility of liquid subsurface
water reservoirs. If these actually exist, the water mining becomes simpler, since
heating is no longer required.
There is a great need for further investigation of the permafrost on Mars. These
investigations could include deep penetrating radar, direct sampling (with
penetrators or drills), and seismology. Missions like the Mars Polar Lander (currently
on its way to Mars) and Mars Express (launch in 2003) could substantially to a greater
understanding of the quantity and distribution of Martian ground ice and the
processes that affected its evolution.
Using Martian Regolith

Among the available resources from the Martian regolith, minerals such as iron and
silicon will be used for infrastructure manufacturing later in the exploration of Mars.
Like the previously discussed options, these will also have a positive impact on the
mission cost, just by reducing the launch mass. The Viking landers, which landed on
Mars in 1976 have demonstrated the presence of iron and silicon in abundance (21%
and 13% respectively by mass), assumed to be in the form of oxides, namely Si02 and
Fe203 (Kieffer et al.). The regolith can be used as shielding material without any
preprocessing. It just has to be dumped over the habitats. The regolith also contains
all the substances that are required for the soil to grow plants.
Phobos and Deimos

Other interesting objects for in situ resource utilization could be the Martian moons,
Phobos and Deimos. Unfortunately one of the findings that were made by Pathfinder
was that they are not carbonaceous chondrites as previously assumed. The current
understanding characterizes them as putatively clay and organic rich D-like asteroids
(S. Murchie et al., 1998). This group of objects is regrettably poor in water. But if this
evaluation should be altered due to new scientific findings, these two objects certainly
could become stepping stones for the exploration of Mars.

2.6

Steps 3 - Space Infrastructure and Beyond

This section elaborates on the third step of the strategy that involves large-scale
occupation of the Solar System, the expansion of humanity to other star systems, and
the emergence of a space society.
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2.6.1 Defining an Interplanetary Infrastructure
This subsection discusses the major components of the large-scale extraterrestrial
infrastructures expected to emerge by Step 3 of our strategy.
Architecture

For settlements on planetary surfaces, large civil infrastructure will be required. They
will consist of manufacturing facilities, in-situ resources utilization, transportation,
storage, and habitation. A transportation network will also be required for things
such as spaceports, roads, pipelines, and transport vehicles. A large communications
network between the Earth and its colonies will provide the connection between the
different civilizations.
Habitats must be spacious enough for human comfort. There will be links between
various modules for entertainment, medical care, education, and habitation. The
quality of life will be an important factor for space colonists and tourists alike. Space
architecture could be totally different from that of the Earth.
On the Moon, habitats could be shielded from radiation by building them inside lava
tubes, or covering the surface with regolith or water tanks. The lighting conditions
will be essential for plant growth as well as the general well-being of the crew. From a
psychological point of view, special attention must be taken into account in the design
due to effects of confinement when habitats are underground.
For Mars it is possible to envisage modules stationed on the surface. Concerning the
psychological factors in the design of the infrastructure,. the fact that a human on
Mars will not see the Earth anymore may have to be compensated for somehow. One
could think of giant screens of Earth video images inside the habitats.

An important aspect to consider when designing an infrastructure for long-term
human settlement is sex and reproduction. The infrastructure must be flexible and
expandable to allow for the growth of the space colony. Scientists and workers will be
the first permanent colonists, followed by other such as tourists.
Closed-Loop Life Support

Living conditions such as breathable air, pressure, and humidity are supported by a
complex life support system to ensure the regulation and control of living conditions
in the habitat modules and during EVA activities. A close-loop food supply will
require the implementation of greenhouses and animal farms.
The food supply on the Moon does not need to be fully closed due to its proximity to
the Earth. A problem exists in that the Moon lacks an atmosphere and the lunar soil is
not fertile. In addition, the investment in building a regenerative system may not be
worth it because of the possibility of re-supply from the Earth.
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On Mars, the food supply has to be fully regenerative. Since on Mars there is 1/3
Earth gravity, and a 24 hour Earth-like day, it could be possible to grow plants
directly from the Martian soil. Finally, a complete bioregenerative system that utilizes
the Martian atmosphere may be installed.
Space Environment Considerations

Particular attention must be paid for waste management. Humans constantly produce
natural waste in liquid, solid, and gaseous forms. In a close-loop life support system,
waste are recycled to the maximum extent possible.
Ecological aspects must be taken into account to prevent the contamination of the
planetary surface from human waste. The pollution due to human activity will need
to be controlled. Perhaps a form of space environmental legislation will be required.
Human must not repeat the same mistakes made on Earth. Going into space has
shown us that our ecosystem is very fragile and needs to be protected for future
generations. People will have to consider this on other planets as well.

2.6.2 Future Technology
Advanced propulsion systems are not required for the direct implementation of this
strategy. However, if they were to be available the structural mass of the spacecraft
and the amount of time required for a given mission would be decreased.
Nuclear Propu lsion

The main idea behind the utilization of nuclear power can best be explained in terms
of specific impulse. With the traditional chemical hydrogen-oxygen reaction the
upper-limit of the specific impulse is about 480s. This performance can be improved
by raising the temperature in the combustion chamber and by lowering the molecular
weight of the exhaust gases. In a nuclear fission reactor the specific impulse can be
doubled to about 800 to 1000 s. Liquid hydrogen is used as the working fluid, which
reduces the molecular mass of the rocket exhaust to about one-eight of that of a
hydrogen-oxygen engine.
Solar-Sails

Solar sails use radiation pressure exerted by solar photons to provide thrust for the
spacecraft. Even if that thrust is small, the sail never runs out of fuel. Over a long
period of time, the spacecraft can be accelerated up to very high speeds. For these
reasons, such a system is ideal for the shuttling of interplanetary cargo or rendezvous
missions to asteroids.
In order to harness the radiation pressure, large lightweight reflectors are attached to
the spacecraft. The resulting force is normal to the back of each reflector, so that by
tilting the sail you can change the direction of the spacecraft. Based on the design
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used for the sail (ie. disc sail, heligyro sail, square sail), the maneuverability of the
spacecraft can be increased. However, the use of more supporting structures reduces
the overall performance of the system.

Figure 2-16: Square Solar Sail (courtesy NASA, 2)
For example, a NASA study on a 12 bladed heligyro with a characteristic acceleration
of 0.01m/ s2 estimated that this configuration would be able to reach Jupiter in 900
days with a 1500kg payload (3).
Artificial Gravity

Considering the fact that future space travelers will likely be staying aboard their
spacecraft for several months (if not years), we should take a closer look at a very
interesting concept: artificial gravity. A fair number of studies has been done to date
which show that humans may suffer some serious effects when exposed to
microgravity for extended periods of time. These effects include cardiovascular
deconditioning,
orthostatic
intolerance,
muscular
atrophy,
and
bone
demineralization. In order to minimize these effects, an artificial gravity envirorunent
may be required.
According to bed rest studies, no more than four hours of exposure to 1 g with
exercise is required each day to maintain a positive calcium balance. In contrast,
control subjects without this daily 1g exposure, experienced a significant negative
calcium balance and bone loss (Schneider, 1987).
Only two systems capable of generating artificial gravity are currently known:
spirming systems and accelerating systems.
Spirming Systems
Artificial gravity provided by rotating envirorunents is not the same as that felt on
Earth. The introduction of a rotating envirorunent poses special problems for
sensory systems involved in spatial orientation and consequently also for sensory-
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motor performance because gravitational forces are not constant for an object or
human being moving within it (Howard and Templeton, 1966).
Nevertheless, it has been shown in previous studies that even untrained humans
are able to adapt to environments with rotation periods of less than 3-4 rpm.
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Figure 2-17: Radius of Spacecraft versus Rotation Rate
This figure shows that in order to keep rotation levels low and gravity levels
sufficiently high, large structures are required. In general, either tethers or trusses
may be used for such configurations. Even though tethers have been subject of
recent studies, their dynamic behavior in space is still rather poorly understood
compared to that of rigid truss structures. For the International Mars Mission
developed during the ISU SSP '99 design project, a truss structure with a radius of
85 m and a rotation rate of 2 rpm generating an artificial gravity of 0.38 g
(ISU,1991).
A small centrifuge placed inside the spacecraft may prove to be a valuable
alternative to big spirming structures. In this case, rotation rates as high as 24 rpm
and radii of 1.5 to 2 meters may be considered. However, studies have shown that
subjects placed inside these centrifuges were able to sleep and exercise regularly
(Diamandis, 1988).
Continuous Linearly Accelerating Systems
To make use of this technique, the spacecraft would have to be accelerated during
the first half of the mission, then turned around and slowed down for the second
half of the mission. In this manner, a constant force of artificial gravity can be
provided.
Imagine a spacecraft accelerating at 1 g. After only 35 days you would reach
relativistic speeds and the resulting mass increase would slowly decrease the
apparent level of gravity. A trip to Mars aboard such a spacecraft would last only
three days, considering both acceleration for the first half and deceleration for the
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second half. Unfortunately, existing space transportation systems do not have the
technology to maintain this order of acceleration.

Table 2-2: Comparison of Different Artificial Gravity Systems

Pros

Spinning systems
with tethers

Spinning systems
with truss structure

Accelerating
systems

Significant g-levels
with acceptable
rotation rates

Stability control
system less complex
than for tethers

Constant gravity on
the whole system

Mass penalty of only
10% to 20%

Operation for
spinning up and
down easier

Very high speeds
can be attained

Stability ok, once
spun up
Cons

Stability
questionable during
spin up/down

About 6 times the
mass of a
comparable tether

Difficult dynamics
as mass changes

May have vibration
problems

Technology not yet
available

Major catastrophe if
tether breaks

I

Expensive on-orbit
testing required

In conclusion, we recommend that spinning systems with truss structures are the
preferred option in create artificial gravity environments in the near future. They
come with a relatively high mass penalty but from an attitude dynamics standpoint
are easier to control.
Asteroids Under Control

As mentioned earlier, techniques for deviating asteroids appear in different branches
of the strategy steps, namely in terms of Earth protection (Section 2.4.3), for the
extraction of resources (Section 2.5.2), and for the future scientific research (Section
2.6.3).
Several studies have analysed possible techniques to deflect the trajectory of nearEarth objects (NEOs). Traditional destruction and deflection techniques include
kinetic weapons, nuclear weapons, solar sails, and mass drivers. On the one hand,
nuclear weapons have a very large specific energy (energy per unit mass), but their
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deployment could raise several legal and public concerns. This will be problematic
when it comes time to test these techniques.
The other techniques mentioned above are not as powerful. In any case, the "ideal"
technique to be used in order to deflect the trajectory of NEOs will depend on several
factors such as the object's mass, orbit, composition, and the warning time before
impact.
The main idea of the techniques mentioned above is to fix a rocket on an asteroid and
then try to get propellant for it. In order to reduce the cost of the method, techniques
such as solar sails or mass drivers may be employed.

2.6.3 Future Science
Using Space as a Giant Laboratory

One of the mission objectives of the strategy is to "return scientific results and
answers to fundamental questions". There is a wealth of information on the scientific
objectives of visiting certain destinations in the Solar System already published, and it
is not our intention to review them here. What is proposed is to push beyond the
limits of what is feasible today. The idea is to anticipate the future of space science.
Nowadays space physics, with few exception, is based on observation. The next step
will be to perform experiments both in and with space. In this sense, space will be
used as a giant laboratory. Instead of looking at the clues of planetary creation and
trying to piece together the past using traditional methods, we want to test modern
hypotheses by active experimentation.
We propose two innovative scientific experiments, "Baby Magnetospheres" and
"Space Billiards", which are examples of the kinds of projects that may be achievable
in the future. We will also discuss in lesser detail a number of future experiments
covering a range of scientific fields. Although a detailed cost analysis was not
performed, it is fair to say that our experiments would probably be prohibitively
expensive.
Baby Magnetospheres

The Earth's magnetosphere has been the subject of intense study ever since the start
of the Space Age. Apart from pure scientific curiosity, as we rely on more satellites we
need to gain a better understanding of the harsh environment in which they reside.
The field of space weather is now developing as people become aware that solar
activity has a direct impact on our civilization on Earth. Although our knowledge has
improved thanks to scientific probes flying through the Earth's magnetosphere as
well as those of other planets like Jupiter, there is still much to learn.
What if we could create our own magnetosphere, imposing our own physical
constraints on factors like size and shape? This short discussion describes an initial
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attempt to assess the feasibility and benefits of creating a mini magnetosphere around
a spacecraft for scientific study, and its potential use in radiation shielding for human
spaceflight.
The smaller we make a magnetosphere, the smaller the size of a magnetic field we
need to create, and the less power we need. But what are the limiting factors to how
small we can go? In order to maintain the same physical characteristics, we need a
magnetosphere that is much larger than the Debye length of the particles with which
it will interact. The Debye lengths of particles in the solar wind are typically tens of
meters, and magnetospheric particles can have Debye lengths of hundreds of meters
(Kivelson,1998). So, to be three orders of magnitude bigger than these lengths, we
suggest that the size of our magnetosphere needs to be of the scale of a sphere of one
hundred kilometers radius. Given these constraints, the magnetic dipole moment
should be of the order of 4x107 Tm2.
Starting with such a magnetic field, we have the possibility of changing many
parameters such as the orientation of the dipole axis relative to the direction of the
solar wind or the intensity of the magnetic field. We can also use a plasma generator
to create an ionosphere around the spacecraft or inject some plasma in different
locations of the mini-magnetosphere.
Once we have created this mini-magnetosphere, we need to devise ways of
measuring the plasma environment created. Unfortunately, the lack of a large body at
the center of our mini magnetosphere means that scientific micro-satellites necessary
to gather scientific information will not naturally orbit our spacecraft.
To solve this problem, one could place the spacecraft at one of the two stable
Lagrangian points of the Sun-Earth system, namely L4 and L5. The advantage of that
location is that you can put satellites into a halo orbit around the spacecraft so that the
measuring of the physical parameters of the magnetosphere becomes easier.
Moreover, we choose these two particular points because they are free of any
permanent interference from the Earth's magnetosphere, and they are not as close to
the Sun as Ll (which would require a stronger magnetic field as the solar wind
pressure is greater there).
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Figure 2-18: Baby Magnetosphere at Ls with Satellite Orbiting to Collect Data
But there is a further exciting direction for this work, directly linked to human
exploration away from Earth. The technology developed for this experiment may
prove useful for the magnetic shielding of spacecraft against radiation, as has already
been suggested in some previous studies (ISU,1998).
Space Billiards

In July 1994, comet Levy-Schoemaker's fateful impact
into Jupiter was broadcast on news channels
worldwide. Not only did it provoke immense public
interest, but it also produced fascinating data that was
eagerly studied by the scientific community.

"Space Billiards" is an experiment that proposes to
control the trajectory of small asteroids in order to
collide them with each other. There are several
scientific rationale for this experiment. It will help us
better understand impact cratering, the catastrophic
disruption of asteroids, and the early evolution of the
Solar System. As the role of impacts in Solar System
creation becomes more widely considered, the field of
crater studies has become a scientific discipline in its
Figure 2-19: Impact ofLevyown right, complete with conferences and textbooks
Schoemaker into Jupiter
(Taylor, 1992; Melosh,1988). Impacts may explain such
phenomena as the retrograde motion of Venus, the 970
inclined rotation of Uranus, as well as the Earth-Moon interaction. This experiment
would allow scientists to test competing theories and answer some of the
fundamental questions of Solar System evolution.
By installing detectors on the target before impact, we will also be able to improve our
knowledge of the composition of the target body and to get information from the
seismic waves generated by the impact. Ejecta velocities could be studied and the
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creation of dust and plasma on impact will interact with the vacuum of space in
unexplored ways.
The bodies selected for the collision experiment would be a function of what needs to
be studied, but the evolution of the technology to perform this task must be taken into
account. A logical first experiment would be to divert a small asteroid into a larger
one. Knowing that some asteroids have their own moon, one could even think of
smashing it into the parent asteroid. An analysis of collisions between asteroids may
assist in explaining the structure and evolution of these small planetary bodies and
help us understand the formation of the Solar System itself.
To obtain the best scientific return, various asteroid collisions would need to be
performed, although the shape and
density of asteroids are so diverse that
Internal structure and impact
comparative studies will be difficult.
Indeed, the outcome of such impacts A rubble-pile model provides a good explanation for a
low-density body, because an impact can blast the heck
depends on the degree to which the out of a local area and have little effect on the rest of the
asteroid has been fractured and made asteroid; the shock wave dies out quickly, so a large
porous by earlier collisions. Three crater can be excavated without the rest of the asteroid
noticing what happened.
different internal structures are
defined: solid rock, a pair of solid At the opposite extreme, an asteroid consisting of solid
rocks in close contact and a rubble pile ~ throughout may shatter into many smaller pieces
hit by another object. Depending on the energy of
with porous space accounting for 50% when
the impact, those pieces might disperse to form a family
percent of its volume (see the sidebar). of smaller asteroids or remain aggregated, fonning a
Velocity and angle of impact will be rubble pile. A solid asteroid might also break into several
large pieces plus debris.
significant factors in determining the
collision energy. The typical speed for Many asteroids have a twin-lobed structure that suggests
collisions in the asteroid belt is 5 krn/ s.
they consist of two separate pieces held together by
gravity. Such "contact binaries" proved somewhat
resistant to impacts, because the shock wave reflects off
the boundary between the two components. As a result,
one side of a binary asteroid could be blown apart by an
impact, while the other side remains relatively
unaffected

This view of making science in space
can be controversiat but collisions are
something natural in space and
provoking them has just the effect of
speeding up the process in order to observe those fantastic phenomena under
controlled conditions. Nevertheless, before s"tarting such an experiment legal and
public issues would have to be addressed first. It should be mentioned here that
NASA has recently approved a mission called Deep Impact which plans to fire a 500
kg projectile into a cornet so these types of questions are already being raised.
Other Experiments:
Cell Exposure

On Earth, laws protect humans from environmental work hazards. Indeed, if a gas
leak were detected, workers would be evacuated immediately from the area. Yet
astronauts and cosmonauts regularly travel into space, where the hazards are still not
fully understood. Our strategy will send humans beyond the relative safety of the
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Van Allen radiation belts. Experiments looking at the fundamental effects of radiation
on living organisms need to be performed.
Initially yeast cells could be sent into low-Earth orbit (LEO) for two years, with a
control population kept on Earth (similar to the 1994 'Exploring the Solar System' ISU
design project). In space, the cells can be divided into a number of populations
surrounded by various radiation shielding technologies while leaving one population
to suffer the fate of no radiation shielding. The next step would be to repeat the
experiments using mammalian cells. Yeast cells are eukaryotic organisms and easy to
maintain, so they are ideal as the first test system to determine radiation effects.
At first, populations of mammalian cells could be tested in vitro. Eventually it would
be interesting to test specific cells from specific organ systems like the gastrointestinal
system, the neural system, and skin. The disadvantage today is that this does not
allow us to study the effects of radiation at the individual cell level. In order to
overcome this problem, it might be interesting to develop arrays to which single cells
could be attached. For instance, neural cells could be attached to form a neural
network. Then specific cells could be identified and studied. Interactions between the
cells could also be studied, such as changes in cellular factor production or receptor
expression. Different types of mammalian cells in isolation would be studied first,
and then groups of mammalian cells. Only then will we be able to get a real idea of
the effects that radiation may have on the human body at a cellular level.
Where Are We?

Between 1990 and 1993, the Hipparcos satellite collected an incredible amount of data
about the position and velocity of tens of thousands of stars, providing us with a new
view of our Galaxy. It was the first satellite dedicated to that function, and even
though we learned a lot from that mission, much still needs to be done.
To increase the precision of the distance measurements, we need to have a longer
baseline for the parallax and to know its length very well. We need to choose a place
where the orbit perturbations are minimized and station two satellites at these points
as the ends of the baseline. The Earth-Sun system' s L4 and l.5 points seem to be the
most appropriate places due to the fact that they are gravitationally neutral and
provide a baseline 1.7 AU in diameter.
Veggie Transmission

The means of growing vegetation on another planet (or a spacecraft) may need to be
developed in the future. Growing vegetables in space will provide fresh produce and
a less mundane type of food for humans. In addition to playing a role in future
closed-loop life support systems, plants may help create a more relaxed environment
for the crew.
One solution is to send seeds to our destination and grow the plants there. This
would require more effort at the final destination, but would enable a variety of
plants to be sent. In the future, this could be taken further. Instead of sending seeds,
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you could send individual cells of different plants and develop the plants from these
cells. Experimental techniques to do this are currently being developed on Earth, as
exemplified by the "Dolly" sheep cloning experiment (Telegraph, 1997).
In the far future, it may become possible to create a plant cell from the DNA code
itself. Imagine the possibilities this could present. Bases on distant planets could
request the DNA codes for particular plants, and this code could then be sent from
Earth via radio transmission, alleviating the need for a spaceflight altogether.
Hunting Gravity Waves

Gravitational waves have become an important research field for astronomers in the
last few years, since the technology has improved enough to detect them. For
instance, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) will be
built as a facility dedicated to the detection and measurement of cosmic gravitational
waves. It will consist of two widely separated installations within the United States,
operated in unison as a single observatory.
Gravitational waves are ripples in the fabric of space-time produced by violent events
in the distant Universe; the collision of two black holes or a supernova explosion, for
example. These waves are emitted by accelerating masses much as electromagnetic
waves are produced by accelerating charges. The ripples in space-time travel to Earth,
bringing with them information about their violent origins and the nature of gravity.
The weak signal to noise ratio of these gravitational waves is an important obstacle
for measurement on Earth. The idea is then to put a gravitational wave observatory
similar to LIGO on the Moon, since it has a lower background vibrational noise than
the Earth (less seismic and manmade vibrations). The experiment can be set up to run
in an automated fashion. Humans would periodically be sent to perform maintenance
and repair tasks beyond what the automated system can accomplish.
For the long-term view, there is a very interesting place at the extreme reaches of the
solar system (further than 550 AU) where the gravitational field of the Sun focuses
light and gravitational waves. Putting instruments at this location would result in the
deep field view being magnified significantly. The gravitational lens telescope could
only be pointed at the star field directly behind the Sun, so this limits the amount of
sky watching that can be accomplished.

2.6.4 Long-Term Outlook
Nuclear Propulsion for Interstellar Travel

Interstellar travel is difficult because it may take decades or centuries, and it requires
a colossal amount of energy.
The nearest star system is Alpha Centauri, which is 4.3 light-years away. If we' travel
at the speed of light it would takes 8.6 years to reach it and to get the information
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back to Earth. If we assume a maximum velocity of 0.1 c for the spaceship in the
acceleration and deceleration phases, the mission would take almost 43 years with an
additional time of 4.3 years for the return of the data.

An interstellar probe requires gigawatts of energy. The actual energy requirements
depend on the propulsion system efficiency in converting input energy into kinetic
energy. A vehicle with a mass of 1000 kg travelling at the tenth of the speed of light
would need 1018 J, which represents the total energy consumption of the United States
over almost three weeks.
Laser Beam Propulsion for Interstellar Travel

Some research on laser-beamed propulsion was done as part of the Strategic Defense
Initiative. This technology relies in photonic pressure from a solar-pumped laser
array to push a vehicle with a large lightsail. The problem is that the transmitted laser
power must be available for the vehicle at any time during the mission over
interstellar distances. So, it would involve large diameter sails (on the order of 1000
km) 1000 km and large amounts of laser power, (on the order of 10 STW).
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Figure 2-20: Laser-beamed Propulsion
This idea was first proposed by Robert L. Forward in 1984. Russian scientists have
flown a spinning 20m diameter polymer solar reflector called Znamya to demonstrate
providing extra winter illumination in northern Russia. American laboratory tests
could measure the properties of candidate laser-sail materials for missions to Mars,
the Kuiper Belt, and beyond with the military megawatt-class chemical laser at White
Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.
Although the task remains daunting, this method at least allows us to conceptually
consider interstellar travel. Let us keep the hope that dreams can become reality.
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Human Spaceship Colonies

To prepare for interstellar flight, the concept of a human colony ship exploring our
own Solar System may be considered.
The concept is to build a spaceship able of travel in a fully autonomous manner
throughout the Solar System, transporting a human colony and using regenerative
life support systems and in-situ resources from bodies such as asteroids and the
moons of the gas giants.
The spaceship would travel without route constraints, exploring the planets for
scientific purposes, tourism, comparative planetology, and in-situ resource
utilization. This autonomous spaceship may allow the space colony to travel out to
Pluto, the border of our planetary system.
Here is a description of the hypothetical spaceship. It would be designed to meet the
following requirements:
•

Provide habitation, power, and a livable environment for at least a thousand
people.

•

Travel within the Solar System from Mercury to Pluto (40 Aus) , i.e. 40 in less than
twenty years.

•

Facilitate the exploration of any celestial body.

•

Allow resource extraction from any relevant solar system body (minerals,
materials, and water) for infrastructure building.

The above requirements may be met by the following spaceship design:
•

The most stringent parameter when considering such an endeavor is the
infrastructure. The mass of a spaceship housing one thousand people is so huge
that it would have to be constructed in space. In order to constrain the building
requirements, we have considered the direct use of near-Earth objects (NEOs) not
only as a material resource but also as the shell of the habitat itself. A NEO such as
Castalia (see Figure 2-21) may serve to house human habitats. Castalia is an
irregularly shaped body roughly 1.8 km long which appears to consist of two
bodies in contact. The mass has been estimated to be about 5.1011 kg. Castalia has
an orbital period of 1.1 years, and makes a close approach to Earth every 11 years.
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Figure 2-21: Processed Radar Images of CASTALIA Asteroid

•

Castalia's natural two-body configuration is used to design a rotating system,
which is the most feasible way of generating artificial gravity. However, in a
rotating system there are forces acting other than the centrifugal force that
supplies the pseudo-gravity. Thus, although the inhabitant at rest in the rotating
system would only feel the sensation of weight, when he or she moves the
Coriolis force is also felt. Consequently, motion sickness can result even at low
rotation rates, although people may eventually adapt to rates below 3 rpm after
prolonged exposurt> At 1 rpm, a rotating radius of 600 meters is required to
obtain an artificial gravity of 0.5 g. These values are fully compatible with the size
of Castalia.

•

Food is provided thanks to an artificial biosphere that allows agriculture activities.
100 square meters of agricultural land are be allocated per inhabitant. Water
would be largely recycled. The remaining needs would be met by resupply at
different Solar System bodies like Europa that contain water.

•

Environmental psychologists and behavioral scientists have pointed out that
variety, diversity, flexibility and motivation can make apparently deficient
environments quite satisfactory to their inhabitants. There are ways to offset the
undesirable effects of artificiality. One is to provide large-scale area and vistas.
Taking into consideration space for travel, rest, tourism, manufacturing, and
agriculture, an average value of 700 square meters per colonist is assumed. A
projected surface of 1200m x 400m plus BOOm x 350m would support a population
of more than 1000 people. The allocated volume with a height of 100m is assessed
to 760 105 cubic meters. This proposed infrastructure could house all the elements
required for an appropriate standard of living:
•

Residential units, pedestrian access, and transportation.

•

Commercial business.

•

Public open space and parks.

•

Forestry and agriculture.
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•

A tourism zone that includes artificial seas and beaches.

•

Food and water storage.

•

Manufacturing and power plants

•

Propellant storage and propulsion system

Figure 2-22 and Figure 2-23 present the proposed concept.
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Figure 2-22: Top View of the Interplanetary Spaceship
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Figure 2-23: Side View of the Interplanetary Spaceship
The preceeding discussion of the asteroid-derived interplanetary spaceship is not
original, but based largely on concepts that have been described in science fiction for
decades. While it is certainly possible to contemplate voyages aboard such
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spaceships, these missions will certainly not be feasible within the near- to mid-term
future.

2.6.5 Becoming a Space Society
The ultimate goal of the strategy is to foster the development of humanity into a true
space society. What this means is that the strategy will produce a human spaceflight
infrastructure that will not only make space an accessible and integrated part of
humanity's realm, but that it will be seen as being so by the people of the world. A
space society is one that views the heavens as an integral part of, and not separate
from, the affairs of the Earth.
Such a society is not just one capable of utilizing space materially. It is a state of mind,
one that sees the Earth as a part of a greater Universe. Within this perspective, our
world does not just include our planet but also the entire space environment as a
single "greater Earth". This new concept of our place in the cosmos will not only reap
the tangible benefits described in the first chapter of this report, but also the more
intangible ones of broadening our frontiers and expanding our consciousness.
Some have argued that our future in space may be one in which the Solar System is
explored and exploited robotically, with minimal human presence in space. They
reason that despite the material wealth of space, people will never want to live there
permanently because it is so desolate compared to Earth. But this is just a matter of
perspective, a skewed viewpoint of people bound to the home planet. Consider a
child born and raised on the Moon or Mars. Would this child see the Earth as a
paradise compared to their barren world, or a frightening place where people can
actually hurt themselves when they fall down?
The authors believe that the implementation of the strategy detailed in this report will
lay the foundation for not just the human exploration of space, but also for its
utilization and eventual permanent settlement. It would be interesting to consider
some of the implications of such a space society. With the vast resources of the Solar
System at their disposal, will space settlers completely reject the Malthusian limits to
consumption and become the ultimate "throw away" society? Or will people become
ultra-conservationists, recognizing the need to ration and recycle everything within
closed-loop life support systems in challenging environments? Perhaps miners on
isolated asteroid stations will become absolute cleanliness freaks; a messy room could
lead to a clogged air vent, with potentially fatal results. Ultimately, the reasons for
maintaining a space society will be ones we cannot imagine today. Europeans came to
North America for fish and beaver pelts. How many of them could have imagined
Silicon Valley?
To conclude, consider the following analogy. A person lives in a house or apartment
at some street address that they consider home. But that person may also think of
their neighborhood to be their home. The neighborhood is in a city that the person
sees as their "home town", and this city is in a nation that the person thinks of as
"their" country. Finally, more and more forward thinking people are now at last
seeing the entire globe as "the home planet".
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The Earth is, and always will be, the first home of humanity. But space will be our
neighborhood, our city, our nation, and our world-- it will become home as well. In
the coming decades, the human race will follow the steps of this strategy and settle
the Moon, Mars, and most of the inner Solar System. In the centuries to come,
humanity will begin to explore and perhaps settle many of the star systems in this
part of the Galaxy. But even when we are so far out of the cradle, people will still look
back to this planet and to this time with a sense of wonder -- the time and place from
which we began our strategy for human exploration away from Earth, and became a
true space society.
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Each player must accept the cards life deals him or her. But once they are in
hand, he or she alone must decide how to pllly the cards in order to win the
game.
Voltaire
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3.1

Introduction

Chapter 2 provides an insightful outline of our Step-by-step strategy for human space
exploration. This chapter addresses the supporting framework that is required to
implement the strategy.
Our strategy is designed to realize our vision of how we believe we can get humans
into space. We want to see human exploration in space as an everyday idea, as readily
accepted as the Internet and cellular phones: concepts that only a few years ago were
considered as novel and beyond state-of-the-art. Now we see children using these
resources as though the world had never existed without them. Imagine a world
where space is considered as our natural environment, a second home that is an
extension of our first. We have faith that this new image of the world is not too far
away.
New ideas in the areas of science and technology will be a natural outcome at every
step of the strategy. Section 3.2 discusses the processes and challenges of technology
development including technology transfer and the sharing of information. Because
of the wide range of required space technologies, we address the importance of
interfacing management and systems. We also examine how exposure to a new
environment provides a novel perspective that can in tum lead to breakthroughs in
science and technology.
What are the current legal and political issues that support, or that will hinder, the
progress of our strategy? We need to find ways to work within the current framework
of laws that are acceptable to governing bodies. Furthermore, we have a long-term
vision that will bring us to a new era in which other worlds may evolve
independently of Earth. How will these worlds be governed? Will new laws evolve
from living on these worlds? These are some of the questions addressed in section 3.3.
We can only go so far in our recommendations, as there is a point at which prediction
is only as accurate as science fiction. But this is a chance for us to have a fresh start, a
chance to envision a better world with new governing systems.
Who is going to pay for the implementation of our strategy? Who will make it
happen? These are extremely important questions which are addressed in section 3.4.
We examine current space coordination efforts that have been successful and we
propose new organizational structures for our strategy. We have also analyzed the
past methods of financing large space efforts. Since our strategy is a Step-by-step
approach, we want a plan in place that will be flexible and reduce the risk of failure.
We are in an era in which most people are apathetic towards space. As a result, there
is no sustained interest in human exploration into space. Why do we think of Earth
and space as two separate entities that cannot coalesce? Even with examples such as
environmental monitoring being a natural use of space technology, many people
walk around wondering why we spend so much money on space instead of fixing
problems on our own planet. Society believes that we spend several more times on
space than we actually do. Why is there such is a lack of public awareness and
interest in space? Suggesting means to change the attitude society has towards space
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exploration may be one of the most important contributions that our strategy has to
offer. In order to increase the successful implementation of our strategy, we discuss
ideas in section 3.5 about education and public awareness at the individual, national
and international level.
Since space concerns all humankind, developing countries shall be stimulated to
participate in our strategy. Therefore, we have included a sample case analysis of
contributions and benefits to Asian countries. We chose to focus on Asia for two
reasons. First, within this region there are many nations that have developed
economically and technologically to the point where they can contribute and benefit
from participation in the strategy. In addition, the 1999 ISU Summer Session was held
in Thailand, which gave us a unique perspective on the potential of this region.

3.2

Science & Technology Planning

The strategy identifies many technologies and systems that should be developed to
support eventual human spaceflight away from Earth. We reiterate here that human
spaceflight away from Earth is achievable today. We do not see the need for a major
program of ground based research and development before humans again venture
out of the cradle. We do see a need for a modest program of research & development
tailored to basic questions of spaceflight and to solving problems and taking
advantage of opportunities as they arise throughout the strategy. This program must
maintain a balance between basic science and technology research and development,
as without one, the other will eventually languish. Here we discuss the process of
spaceflight science and technology research, development, and implementation and
some approaches that may be used to maximize its benefit in the strategy.

3.2.1 The Process and Challenge of Technology Development
The actual phases of technology development are discussed in numerous other texts
and are only briefly addressed here. Instead, we discuss some of the controversial
issues surrounding technology development and how these may be managed. There
are four basic phases of technology development.
•

Basic Science and Technology Research

•

Feasibility Research

•

Development and Demonstration

•

Application

The processes used within each phase are well developed (Y. Wang, 1996). The
challenge of technology development is in progressing from one phase to another.
This is where we see the most room for improvement as technologies often get
trapped in a phase due to public opinion, political circumstances, the "not invented
here" syndrome, or simply because they require too many other not-yet-developed
parallel technologies. Another challenge is that technologies sometimes get caught in
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a political game (either internal to a nation or company or between nations or
companies). Often this is because decision makers set vague goals and sometimes
allow requirements to drift over time. The most recent example of this is, of course,
the International Space Station.
The obvious solution to this is easy to state, but difficult to practice. Setting and
holding clear goals and requirements allows technology planners and engineers to
organize the most effective and efficient research programs. In section 3.4 we discuss
several specific ideas for management of the strategy. including methods for
organizing international development at levels appropriate to the maturity of the
exploration program.
Another major issue is technology transfer and sharing. Whether between
departments, companies, or nations, sharing information about how you have solved
a problem is a sensitive issue. In today's political environment it is clear that national
security policies govern technology transfer in some countries, hindering the
potential for synergy and growth of the parties. For better or for worse, it is necessary
to devote resources to this problem, because we must work together. The strategy
relies, as Section 3.4 will show, on the combined strength of multiple nations to be
successful.
As straightforward as the technology planning process may seem, it actually consists
of a very complicated series of trade-offs between many potential choices and limited
resources. Human spaceflight demands the detailed integration of a wide range of
complex technologies and an understanding of many fields of science (see inset
below). In fact, there are few fields that require such a diverse composition of
scientific and technical knowledge in order to be successful. The challenge of
integration of all this knowledge has resulted in modem management theories and
systems engineering approaches. Human space exploration is, in fact, a prime
example of our growing ability to synthesize complex interactions and operate
increasingly sophisticated systems.

A Selection of the Many Sciences and Teclmologies Used in Spaceflight
Technology
Propulsion, mechanical design, spacecraft structures, guidance and
control, attitude controt computing, autonomous systems, thermal
systems, space power, communications, life support, physical medicine,
atmospheric shielding, pyrotechnics, sensors, ground based tracking,
informatics, radiation hardening, electronics
Science
Aerodynamics, material science, medicine, psychology, chemistry, physics,
biology, astronomy, geology, meteorology, and others.
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It is especially difficult to foresee revolutionary "breakthroughs." In this century, great
progress has been achieved in many fields. Of course no one could predict the current
level of technology one hundred years ago. Technology has evolved so quickly this
century that sometimes it is difficult to ·see what may be expected even in the next
year. Typically in each area of science and technology there are certain problems that
limit the scientist or engineer to progress further. These problems typically receive
lots of attention and often significant research dollars (sometimes just devoted to
understanding the basic problem). Even so it is rarely possible to place breakthrough
research on a reliable schedule. One way to possibly improve the chance of a
breakthrough happening is when you eliminate any other option as a solution, such
as when a company or institution must evolve or succumb to competition or lack of
interest.
Understanding what contributes to breakthrough thinking is valuable. There is
certainly a connection between the level of information available to researchers and
the chances that they will discover a bre,a kthrough. This is one of the reasons, in fact,
why the strategy focuses on international collaboration. More often, however,
breakthroughs come from' an opportunity to see a new perspective. Consequently,
one argument we offer for space exploration is that it provides an increased
opportunity for seeing new perspectives. In the next section we discuss how the
strategy may be used to progress scientific and technological capabilities and how the
strategy may take advantage of the occasional breakthrough leap.
We find that although ground-based research institutions are sometimes criticized for
large overhead, redundant operations, and other inefficiencies, there is no other better
system that may be easily implemented in the current political system. In fact, we
believe that the current system is doing a good job of strengthening the processes
used to apply new technology by applying detailed methods and 'expectations for
each step. For example, detailed analysis requirements, extensive testing, and quality
control programs help to ensure that new projects are less likely to fail. However, it is
exactly the strengthening of this process that will reduce the chances of a major
improvement happening. This is part of our justification to establish a self-sustaining
human presence off of Earth at the earliest opportunity. We believe that this will
result in the greatest potential for discovery and breakthrough thinking simply due to
the large change in environment that should result in a major change of perspective.
This change in environment is key and we discuss it further in the next section.

3.2.2 Application in the Strategy
Here we present several thoughts on the actual implementation of technology and
research during the strategy. We continue to address the opportunities provided by
exploring space and we discuss accommodating the potential for breakthroughs, and
the application of technology to actual projects that must be integrated only at the
interface level.
Sending people into deep space subjects them not only to a hostile environment, but it
also isolates them physically and psychologically from the rest of humanity. This
isolation, however, does not necessarily mean a reduction in the flow of information,
which might otherwise limit their ability to bt; creative. In fact, isolation can be
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beneficial as a protective layer of insulation from the rest of the world, allowing new
ideas to be developed without outside distractions. It has been an essential element of
several famous programs in the past, including the Manhattan project, the
development of the personal computer, and Lockheed Martin's famed SkunkWorks1.
Considering the environmental change of going to space and the accompanying
isolation as a benefit is itself a new perspective. Many people regard space and the
lack of easy communication and interaction as a problem that will slow productive
developments. It is a challenge for mission designers to consider how to organize our
space exploration activities to maximize the opportunities for creative thinking in
these distant environments. We suggest to the strategist that reversing our attitudes
about the challenges of space and looking at them instead as opportunities, is a far
better way to create an environment of discovery and for growth of scientific and
technical knowledge and future economic opportunity.
Taking advantage of new ideas can be the hardest part of technology planning.
Leaving room to adapt to the chance that some new capability may suddenly appear
as an alternative is not an effective way to create efficient, low cost products. Instead,
we advocate providing regular opportldtities for new ideas to be flown or developed
in space by creating an economy that depends on new ideas for its very survival. Just
as on Earth, new research labs will implicitly need to innovate in order to survive.
This is discussed further in section 3.4.5.
Because of the challenges of systems integration inherent in international, cooperative
spaceflight, we further recommend that the disciplines of interface management and
systems engineering be taught to engineers and scientists across all disciplines. It is
necessary to create a generation of professionals that are able to easily create and
work based on an interface-based design system. Although there is nothing
revolutionary about using interfaces in design, in today's world it will not be possible
to see beyond the interface in many instances. This will require all parties to have a
great deal of trust in the process of systems integration. Although based only on the
experiences of the design project team and anecdotal remarks by faculty and
colleagues in industry, we find that generally there is not a common understanding of
system level needs and processes by a wide range of industry and academia. Without
this understanding, it is very difficult to develop the trust that will allow an
environment conducive to breakthrough problem solving and international
cooperation.
As a final comment in this section, we discuss the impact of technology on the
environment. The development of science and technology in the twentieth century
has had an amazing impact on the political, economic, military, diplomatic, and social
issues of the world. However, there is also an impact on the natural world, including
outer space. We must not forget that in determining how to apply new technology,
that like Earth, the solar system is still part of our local neighborhood. Humankind

The Lockheed Martin SkunkWorks is an elite research group founded during World War II
to produce very advanced designs on very short time schedules. They have been very
successful at applying fast design processes to a variety of projects.

1
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should not treat outer space as a slave and has responsibilities to protect its
environment.

3.3

Political and Legal Issues

Science and technology planning is a key to the success of space. However, the
current framework of international law requires those who participate in space
activities to consider several political and legal issues.
The activities of states in outer space are governed by public international law. Part of
it, space law, contains five treaties1 and other international agreements that have an
impact on space activities and international customary law. Space law constitutes the
regulatory basis for space activities. These activities can be defined as activities
facilitating access, regulating operations, and controlling human conduct in outer
space. An international legal order came into existence after 1957, when the first
satellite, Sputnik I, was launched.
The impact of this framework on our strategy requires studying how these five
treaties apply to our project. Although space treaties were constructed for space
activities in general, some provisions and parts of treaties highlight specific problems
in the case of exploration of outer space (refer to 3.3.1).
Our aim is to determine if space law as it exists today will still be justified in the
coming years, when new generations will settle on the Moon, Mars or other planets
(refer to 3.3.2). We will deal with space activities that will not be initiated by decisionmakers on Earth. This question will lead us to examine the study of governance of
future settlements.

3.3.1 Current and Short Term Legal Framework
In this section, we will provide a brief description of the current legal regime of outer
space. Parts of Public International Law will also be taken into account as applicable
to space activities. It should be noted that a growing number of countries are creating
a specific set of rules or space acts. For example, the US Space Bill states that any
invention made, used, or sold in outer space on a space object under the jurisdiction
or control of the United States shall be considered to be made, used, or sold within US
territory2.

1

The five treaties are: The Treaty of Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (1967);
The Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer
Space (1968); The Convention on International Liability Caused by Space Objects (1972); The
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space (1975); and The Agreement
Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (1979)
2

United States Code 35 U.S. C. 105, Inventions in Outer Space
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Current International Space Law

The basic rules that have to be followed for the "exploration and use of outer space"t
have been written in broad terms; their application is not particularly difficult.
Specific provisions have a more direct application to our project.
•

General Principles: Most of the following principles were adopted unanimously in
a United Nations General Assembly as the "Declaration of Legal Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space."2
These principles were later codified in the Space Treaties.
Article I of the Outer Space Treaty (1967) provides the most fundamental principle
that all states are free to explore and use outer space, the Moon and other celestial
bodies on the basis of equality, without any type of discrimination. Furthermore,
the treaty states that "there shall be free access to all areas of celestial bodies"3 by
the states. It establishes the freedom of scientific exploration. Outer space
constitutes a res extra commercium, i.e. it is an area not subject to national
appropriation. The Outer Space Treaty in Article II prohibits "any claim of
sovereignty, by means of occupation, or by any other means."
In addition, Article IV prevents nations from placing any object carrying nuclear
weapons or any other weapon of mass destruction in orbit around the Earth. The
principle of peaceful purpose is an ordinary rule of international law that is found
in the UPitcd Nations Charter4.
The Outer Space Treaty does not use the concept of nationality when it deals with
space objects. The registration requirements contain a very important rule for
space activities: the state that launches a space object shall retain jurisdiction and
control over that object and also over the personnel thereof. This rule will
principally permit identification of the space object in case of litigation and will
consequently determine any liabilitiess. In fact, states are liable for damage caused
by their space objects.
International Law makes a distinction between "responsibility" and "liability."6
The international responsibility for mrti.onal space activities, whether such
activities are carried on by governmental agencies or by non-governmental
entities is stated in Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty. Concerning liability, the

t

OST Articles 1, 3, 9

2

Resolution 1962 (XVIII)

3

OST Article 1

4

Article 2 (4)

5

Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty and Registration Convention

6

A person or a State is responsible when answerable for a given act or omission that is not in
conformity with the law. The "liability" is one aspect of the responsibility when the person or
the State breaches the obligation and causes damage to another
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state that will be declared liable in the case of litigation is the launching state.
Currently, companies are not able to get insurance coverage if they are not backed
up by their state. Therefore, state liability is unavoidable. It is then up to the state
to recover eventual expenses from the company. It is possible that this liability
system could become obsolete, too complex, and unwieldy. However, in the
future this concept might become a reality.
The Rescue Agreement imposes obligations on the signatory states, and duties for
the launching authority. Article V of the Outer Space Treaty declares astronauts as
envoys of mankind in outer space; therefore the state in which their recovery
occurs must assist.
Finally, the Moon agreement defines the Moon and its natural resources as the
Common Heritage of Mankind (CHM). The principle of CHM addresses directly
all the peoples of the world, cementing their global society, thereby limiting the
sovereign independence of States, and the active principle of self-determination
(Wassenbergh, 1993). Because this principle applies to the Moon and other
celestial bodies, states need to establish an international regime to govern the
exploitation of natural extra-terrestrial resources. This agreement has only been
ratified by nine states (Australia, Austria, Chile, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands,
Pakistan, Philippines and Uruguay) and is consequently not applicable to all other
countries.
Space Law also contains some provisions that have a more direct link with our
strategy.
•

Provisions specifically related to the strategy:
The concept of exploration and use of outer space is mentioned often in the space
treaties but relates more to scientific research. In the course of our strategy, our
concern is settlement on other planets. The prohibition of any establishment of
military basest has a direct impact on our strategy.
References also are made in the treaties to landing and construction on celestial
bodies: ownership of space objects shall not be affected by their presence in outer
space2; the fact that the object is or is not in space does not in any way impact
ownership. As there is no territorial sovereignty in outer space and on celestial
bodies, these areas are not subject to national appropriation, even under private
law.
The principles of cooperation and mutual assistance in outer space should also be
stressed, as they are essential aspects of our strategy. The success of our strategy
depends strongly on the quality of relationships between states.

1

Article IV of the Outer Space Treaty

2

Art. VIII of the Outer Space Treaty
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Furthermore, the stations, installations, and equipment shall be open and
accessible to representatives of other states1• This requirement is applicable only
on a reciprocity basis. This principle should not impact our project in the near
term. However, in the long term new rules could be created to reflect a more
business-like space development approach.
The current legal framework provides some important requirements for our strategy
and must be respected in order to achieve our goals.
Other Agreements

•

UN Charter: The General Assembly of the United Nations has adopted the
principle that International Law, including the Charter of the UN, applies to outer
space and celestial bodies2.
Our strategy should reflect the spirit of the Charter. The main goals of this chapter
are to maintain international peace and security, develop friendly relations among
nations, and achieve international cooperation. In the development of the
strategy, members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means.

•

International Telecommunications Union: In order to protect radio frequencies
against harmful interference, international regulations are adopted through ITU, a
specialized agency of the United Nations.
States require their operating agencies to obtain radio licenses from their
appropriate authorities. In the case of a settlement on a different planet, we will
also have to look at possible similar requirements for the implementation of any
satellite network. One recommendation could be to ask the ITU to plan the
allocation of radio frequencies for communication with celestial bodies.

•

Environment: The Outer Space Treaty contains rights and obligations in the
interest of protecting the environment3.
States shall avoid harmful contamination of the Moon and other celestial bodies
and adverse changes to the Earth environment. In addition, one of the biggest
issues related to the environment of outer space is the problem of space debris;
however, there is no legal framework dealing with this issue. Spacefaring nations
established the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) in
1993 and started to exchange their information and technical data about space
debris. The United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS) is also working on space debris to establish a common understanding
that could serve as the basis for further deliberations.

1

Article XII of the Outer Space Treaty

2 Resolution 1721 (XVI), adopted 20 December 1961, see also Article III of the
Treaty

3

Out~r

Space

Article IX of the Outer Space Treaty
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Applicability to Precursor Mission

The regulations described earlier apply to the precursor mission, especially the
registration requirements (refer to 3.3.1).
The precursor mission will take place on the Moon. We must thus examine the
liability issues, as the Lunar Rover Race (see 4.3 and 4.4) is an international
competition involving private companies, states, and international associations.
•

Applicability of the Moon Agreement?
The scope of the Moon Agreement covers celestial bodies in the solar system,
orbits, and trajectories. A moratorium on the exploitation of the resources of the
seabed and ocean floor was created in 1970. The same question arose for the
natural resources of the Moon. This provoked a huge controversy. The Moon
Agreement provides additional requirements for the states than the ones included
in the Outer Space Treaty. Consequently, only a few countries have ratified it, as it
limits the exploitation of natural resources. The applicability of the Moon
Agreement to our strategy leads us to consider different options for our
interpretation of the Treaty:
•

We could stimulate the ratification of the Treaty by a majority of states.
Although it would guarantee a better protection of natural resources on
the Moon, it would create a precedent for agreements on every planet in
the future.

•

The Moon Treaty binds the countries that have ratified it and is respected
by the other countries. Even if it does not bind all countries, the agreement
has to be taken into account. The Outer Space Treaty already covers most
of the principles stated in the Moon Agreement.

Thus w e recommend the use of the Moon Agreem ent as long as it follows the
principles of the Outer Space Treaty and does not go further.
For those countries that have already ratified the Moon Agreement, the following
principles will apply.
States Parties have to provide information about any mission they undertake "to
the greatest extent feasible and practicable of the nature, conduct, locations and
results of such activities"! to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The
usual interpretation of this statement is that it relates mainly to scientific research
activities. Furthermore, the broadness of wording "to the greatest extent feasible
and practicable" leads to a restriction to the scope of its application. However,
Article XI of the Moon Agreement has the same broad disposition. It could be
interpreted as limiting the obligation of providing information in cases in which
lack of information would represent a danger for other space activities.

1

Article. XI of the Outer Space Treaty
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States Parties may use mineral and other substances of the Moon in quantities
appropriate for the support of their mission. Paragraph 7-d of Article XI specifies
that "an equitable sharing by all state parties in the.benefits derived from those
resources ... shall be given special consideration." As "equitable" does not mean
equal, the purpose of this provision is not to enforce distribution of all possible
profits but to introduce the concept of a fair and just sharing of these benefits
among possible investors.
Measures have to be taken to prevent the introduction of adverse changes to the
environment by harmful contamination through the introduction of foreign
matter or otherwise. This is directly applicable to the Lunar Precursor Mission
described in Chapter 4. As the rovers will stay on the Moon after the competition,
attention shall be drawn to this. Will the rovers left behind represent "harmful
contamination?" It depends on the meaning of these words; one could interpret
the Moon Treaty and state that those rovers are not causing any harmful
contamination (they do not contain toxic elements). Therefore the rovers do not
represent an adverse impact on future scientific or exploratory missions.
•

Liability issues:
States party to the treaty bear international responsibility for national activities on
the Moon. As a non-governmental body will organize the Lunar Rover Race,
Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty will apply. These activities shall require
authorization and continuing supervision by the appropriate state party to the
treaty. Which is the appropriate state? There are number of ••appropriate State
Parties" because activities can be carried out by a single state party or jointly. As
such, the situation may be too complex, and the nomination of one state party
might be necessary (it could be the state of incorporation of a company).
The liability concerning damage caused on the Moon relies on the rules on
liability found in the 1967 Treaty.

3.3.2 Long Term Legal and Political Framework
Limits of the Current International Law as It Applies to a Long Term Model

•

UN Legitimacy?. The United Nations encourages the exploration of Outer Space.
Very recently, during UNISPACE III, this aspect of space activities was
underlined. In the development of the strategy, the United Nations will have a
major role. At all stages the Secretary General should be kept informed. If we
follow the requirements of current space law, the more we develop space
activities, the more decision-makers input will be needed. Once we have
established stations and habitats for humans on different planets, the role of the
UN will diminish progressively and probably transition into a new form of
organization.

•

Registration Convention: The basic principles of the Registration Convention were
created to consolidate international regulation of outer space.
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The preamble of this convention states that "a mandatory system of registering
objects launched into outer space would assist in their identification and would
contribute to the application and development of international law governing the
exploration and use of outer space."
The Registration State retains jurisdiction and control over an object launched in
outer space and over its personnel. If we follow the Registration Convention, a
space settlement built in free space from materials originating from the Earth and
registered by the launching state is most likely to remain under the continued
supervision and control of the state concerned. What is the mechanism in the case
of an exploration project initiated on a planet other than Earth?
The links between a state and a space object or a person will be less and less
justified for space settlements and new civilizations. In the case of a settlement in
outer space, registration will disappear as future generations will live and grow
on different planets and new materials will be built in outer space.
•

Responsibility and Liability: Article VI of the OST gives the principle of
international responsibility for all national activities outside terrestrial space.
When space activities take place on Mars, on the Moon, or on another planet, the
current international order will not exist any more, but there might be other
requirements for identification purposes. There may be no national activities
linked with a state party, because a new society could have taken its place and all
the distinct nationalities that we know would have blended to create a new
community.
Concerning the principle of liability of the launching state, this concept also will
disappear in the long-term. Until recently, most of the space activities had a link
with Earth through registration and launch. In the case of an extra-terrestrial
settlement, we will not link the liability to the launching states as the launch may
occur from an asteroid!

•

Statute of the Astronaut: Article V of the Astronauts Agreement and Articles 10
and 12 of the Moon Agreement were established to. provide, search and rescue for
astronauts in the event of accident, distress, or emergency landing.
In the Outer Space Treaty, astronauts are considered envoys of mankind. The idea
was that "envoy" astronauts should enjoy jurisdictional immunity. This notion,
which contained a humanitarian character, was not followed up in subsequent
treaties. In the first phase of a settlement on a different planet (before a definitive
settlement) we will have to look at separate rules that could apply to "new
categories" of astronauts (e.g. commander, visitors, research scientists, etc.). In the
second phase, when future generations will be settled in free space, no specific
status will be justified any more.
The term 11 astronaut11 implies the notion of navigation (persons who sail among
the stars). The Soviet Union favored the term 11Cosmonaut11 (persons who navigate
the Universe). As these notions imply navigation, they seem to be obsolete. 11 ln the
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future, the use of a general term such as 'persons' would seem far more
appropriate" (Cheng, 1997).
International law, as it exists today, does not answer the questions that will arise at
the time of settlement away from Earth. We have to think about the evolution of
space law. We can prepare this step by looking at the governance of future
settlements.
Governance of Future Settlements

Is Earth to determine the shape or nature of governance in space?
•

A different environment
Space is a different environment from any that we have known before. Thus laws
governing the behavior of people and societies in space must take those
differences into account.
Problems will arise from the attempt to apply old or unsatisfactory social systems
on a new environment. Previous governing entities will no longer have any moral
right to rule the settlement and will not possess any methods of enforcement. The
1991 Biosphere 2 experiment, which placed 8 people in isolation for a planned
period of 2 years, showed that one part of the group wanted to strictly follow
orders issued by mission control while the other part was leaning towards more
self-determination.
Even though current policy and law structures (refer to 3.3.1) are applicable to the
precursor mission and the immediate future, it is likely that new structures might
appear necessary in case of a space settlement, such as described in the project's
long-term outlook (see section 2.6.4). Space colonies wiU soon feel the need to gain
independence from Earth and create their own structures in order to be able to
manage their settlement. They will be facing a new environment. They will want
to develop new ways of responding to new constraints. They will have new
drivers for their political and social organizations. They might want to get rid of
structures that no longer serve a purpose; and, as an autonomous community,
they might want to create ways to establish and protect their own freedom.

"All of the work done to date constitutes little more than a preface to
the task of working out a scheme ofgovernance for space societies."
Ragosta & Reynolds
•

A different population
Space settlements do have the following characteristics in the initial stages: small
population, common goals, crowding, isolation from Earth and, unusual
environments, being hostile or not. These settlements bear some similarities with
certain groups on Earth.
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As an analogy, experiences with Antarctic bases or other isolated environments
where significant numbers of people must work together have demonstrated that
some organizational methods, such as hierarchical or military models, do not
work well in such circumstances. On a base in Antarctica, the key persons are not
the leader or the eminent scientist, but the cook and the radio operator.
Norms will be needed for populations to survive and expand. Changes in
behavior and society might lead to changes in policy making. New settlements
will have their own culture, their own ethics and their own ways to provide order
to the society. A governance might rise from a new world, creating innovative
means to address new conflicts should they arise.

Clearly some other forms of governance should, and probably will, emerge,
either by design, evolution, or revolution once larger, permanent
settlements arise.
J. Dator

•

A different evolution
What would be better: establishing restrictions on government activity or
dictating affirmative statements of rights? It is difficult to draft principles for the
governance of societies that do not yet exist, not knowing fully which problems or
conflicts such a society might have to deal with. Space settlements may become
ideal political experimentation laboratories. If failure does happen it would have
to be the result of the underlying philosophy of the political model.
Actual complaints against organizations fall mainly into three categories: too
much bureaucracy, not enough democracy, and too much repression. Should
some form of democracy be chosen, it should find a way to guarantee the civil and
political freedom of space inhabitants. Settlements should seek to achieve a
balance between community safety and individual survival within a unique
environment. That interdependence will come from society members' creativity
and best efforts to achieve this goal. An ideal organization should be based on
structure, and the structure should be based on functions and on requirements.

Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to
be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.
William Jennings Bryan
•

A different governance
Instead of elected governments, small groups may prefer to reach decisions via
consensus. But what about larger groups? The project's long-term outlook
pictures a spaceship that would house "at least one thousand people." What kind of
governance and regulatory system should they choose to achieve common goals
and ensure the well being of the entire community? Several possibilities arise, and
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the settlement will have to assess which one of these is best for their future:
Gradual or immediate ind~pendence? Democracy or some other model like
communism or technocracy? Leadership by authority, by ability, or by h,mction?
People's will? Self-government as a sovereign nation? No regulation of the
group's population or birth control? Status of individual property?
What is to become of space law as we know it? Space law was established tacitly
implying its connection with Earth (i.e. nationality of astronauts, registration state,
launching state, etc.). It is not possible to extrapolate today which regulatory
system the new settlements might want to implement when the link with Earth is
severed, if it ever is.
We must not forget the possible effects of new technology development in areas
such as biology, electronic communications, and artificial intelligence. One can
imagine that these technologies might be widely used to provide control in a
society. One can even think of a growing use of electronic direct democracy
deriving from the slow disappearance of state systems. These technologies will be
in full growth. The means to regulate them will be created accordingly.
This new set of rules will form what is to be one of the legal areas of greatest
importance.

Prediction is very hard, especially when it's about the future.
Yogi Berra

3.4

Management and Finance

The strategy presented in Chapter Two occurs over many years and includes many
participants. In this section we discuss how to develop the relationships and
structures that will allow would-be explorers to collaborate and develop common or
complementary objectives. We assume a set of financial boundaries and from this a
long term cost management and financing approach for the strategy. Where possible
we have attempted to address organizational approaches that may be used to
maximize returns and minimize costs while still remaining politically viable.

3.4.1 Organization and Coordination Aspects
One of the major gaps identified in current space exploration efforts was the lack of a
common international vision. Creating such a vision is not easy, especially through
formal negotiations at existing institutions. The discussions are often plagued by
political issues completely unrelated to peaceful cooperation in space exploration.
Consequently, we have chosen to delay the creation of formal relationships until they
are absolutely necessary. Instead, we examine the role of informal relationships and
their successful application in several instances to date. This informal coordination is
followed by a set of more formal relationships that will be required for actual mission
implementation.
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Rationale for the International Human Exploration Consultative Group

In 1993, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) convened a
workshop on international space cooperation which found that:

Major space missions, such as a return to the Moon by humans, may be
enhanced or their cost reduced if there is international cooperation on the
required infrastructure. There is no coordinated, multinational mechanism
in place to ensure the optimum utilization of the world 1s space
infrastructure resources as a.means of addressing current and future global
challenges.
AIAA, 1993
There are currently two independent forums for the coordination of exploration
efforts beyond Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). One is the International Mars Exploration
Working Group (IMEWG), which was formed in 1993. The other is the International
Lunar Exploration Working Group (ILEWG), which held its first meeting two years
later. Both groups have links to the International Academy of Astronautics and the
International Astronautical Federation. To facilitate the planning and implementation
of the strategy detailed in this report, we recommend that the functions of these two
groups be merged into a new International Human Exploration Consultative Group
(IHECG).
Such a unified consultative group is required because the strategy outlined here
focuses neither on the Moon nor Mars specifically, but considers both within a longerterm perspective that also includes the exploration and utilization of near-Earth
asteroids. Combining the Martian and lunar working groups would prevent
duplication of effort and lead towards the development of a common infrastructure
that will eventually support human missions to many parts of the Solar System. In
addition, the creation of the IHECG will provide a "fresh start" opportunity for
representation of those hitherto excluded from the previous working groups,
particularly commercial industry, private institutions, and emergent spacefaring
nations.
Even though there is presently no political consensus to support any human
spaceflight beyond the International Space Station (ISS), the need for the IHECG is
immediate. We believe that an appropriate range of capabilities already exists in the
global space community to at least start the first steps outlined in this strategy. What
is absent is the necessary coordination system and the political will to integrate and
employ these capabilities.

It would not be wise to delay the formation of the IHECG until after the official
approval of human deep space missions. For a true partnership that maximizes the
benefits of international cooperation, all the partners must start working together on
an equal basis from the very beginning, from the conceptual planning stage through
to the detailed mission design and implementation of the strategy. This would avoid
some of the problems encountered with the ISS program, in which international
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involvement was sought only after the project was unilaterally initiated by the United
States (OTA, 1995).
Objectives and Structure of the International Human Exploration Consultative Group

The objectives of the IHECG are:
•

To establish a forum for the communication and coordination of human space
exploration activities and to foster support for these endeavors through public
outreach and educational initiatives.

•

To foster international cooperation in human space exploration among
established space agencies as well as groups hitherto excluded from previous
working groups, including commercial industry, private institutions, and
emergent spacefaring nations.

•

To refine and implement the strategy for human exploration away from Earth
detailed in this report.
INlERNATIONAL HUMAN EXPLORATION CONSULTATIVE GROUP
Senior Representalives &om Space Agencies, Industry. and Private Institutions

Working Groups

Figure 3-1: IHECG Orga?lizational Structure
As shown in Figure 3-1, the structure of the IHECG is modeled after the proven
successes of existing informal ad hoc coordination panels, in particular the InterAgency Consultative Group (IACG) and the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS). IACG was formed in 1981 to coordinate the multi-national missions
to Halley's Comet, and is currently coordinating the International Solar-Terrestrial
Physics program. CEOS was established in 1984 to perform a similar function for
international Earth observation activities.
Several important differences exist between the IHECG and its predecessors. First, the
IHECG will not only coordinate existing missions but also plan future projects. In
addition, the IHECG will also coordinate international activities in areas not dealt
with by previous groups, including public outreach, education, and
commercialization. Finally, the IHECG will have an expanded membership that
includes representation from industry, private institutions, and developing nations.
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This will be accomplished through a two-tier system of representation.
Representatives of the established government space agencies, as well as
representatives from the scientific or industrial ministries of developing nations, will
be called Members and comprise the first tier. The second tier will consist of Advisors
who will be representatives from industry, private institutions, governmental, and
non-governmental organizations, as well as any other parties with a legitimate
interest in human exploration away from Earth.
As an informal group, the IHECG will have no permanent staff or office. In this
manner, the benefits of international cooperation will be realized without creating a
new bureaucracy. Regular meetings will take place annually and be hosted by
member nations on a rotating basis. The chairperson will be a representative of the
host nation. These meetings will be attended by one or two representatives from each
interested party. Special meetings will be convened as required, and the location
(physical or virtual videoconference) and chairing of these gatherings will be
determined on an ad hoc basis. An electronic communications network, based on an
e-mail distribution list, will be established in order to facilitate the exchange of
information between IHECG representatives.
It should be made clear that the recommendation for the formation of the IHECG is
not an endorsement for the creation of a world space agency. Such an agency would
merely create a new bureaucracy without significantly improving on the cooperative
system that an informal consultative group already offers. On a pragmatic note, it is
also unlikely at this time that national space agencies would cede direct control over
their programs to such a global body, since space activities continue to reflect
important security and commercial interests. However, it is possible that the
groundwork set by the ad hoc IHECG may eventually lead to a more formal
association.
Beyond the IHECG

The formation of the IHECG would be an appropriate and achievable near-term
"phase zero" forum for coordinating efforts during the early stages of strategy
development. Once the agencies of the world begin to conclude that it is time to
develop detailed integrated mission plans and hardware begins to take shape on the
drawing board it may become necessary to establish a more formal structure. A
discussion with officials at NASA close to the ISS program concluded that the degree
of formality required by a program is very closely related to the dependency of the
partners on each other, and is also coupled to the level of physical and political capital
required to make the program a success (Cline, 1999).
This begs the question how such a more formal, post-IHECG organization should be
assembled. The ISS provides one example for a cooperative, international
organization. However, this model has experienced some serious difficulties. The ISS
organization was originally designed to be flexible and to evolve over time. NASA
officials acknowledge that this evolution has been challenging for all the participants,
in particular those whose schedules have been affected by sporadic program changes.
Comments by a Japanese distinguished lecturer at the 1999 ISU Summer Session
indicated that it would be difficult for Japan to join a new space initiative like the ISS
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again because of the difficulties that such an international structure creates. Japan has
a record of being regularly on-schedule with its commitments to the ISS program.
Despite this outstanding record NASDA has been repeatedly required to request
more money from the Japanese government to allow it to cope with design changes
and delays caused by other ISS partners.
Some of the challenges of the ISS program can be attributed to the differences in
political processes in the various participating countries as well as domestic
economics. Yet, despite the differences in government and space agency organization
around the world (especially with respect to the turmoil in post-Soviet Russia),
countries are familiar and comfortable with the concept of the independent
intergovernmental organization. However, as mentioned in the previous section, the
concept of a world space agency is not considered viable, both by most space agencies
and the authors of this report.
An alternative exists. During the early age of space telecommunications the
governments of the world recognized that the most efficient way to provide global
telecommunications services was not via cumbersome interagency relationships, but
instead by forrning an international consortium (INTEl.SAT, 1973) that would
leverage the expertise of the technologically advanced nations for all who wished to
contribute to the effort (INTEI.SAT, 1999). By opening up the participation to all
nations, satellite telecommunications has had a major influence on connecting people
around the world. More importantly, INTEl.SAT signatories were able to control the
general direction and strategy of the consortium, but also allow the company to
operate as one integrated unit following a tailored set of more-or-less commercial
business practicest. EUTEl.SAT, INMARSAT, and INTERSPUTNIK are also examples
of treaty organizations serving a combined commercial and intergovernmental need.
A common theme for all of these organizations is that without intergovernmental
leadership it may not have been possible for an equivalent commercial enterprise to
develop.
The authors of this report offer the following treaty-based consortia as possible future
successors to the IHECG, and as possible solutions to the question of how to conduct
the detailed management of the next step in the human space exploration strategy:
The Spaceflight Corporation: The primary goal of the company would be to develop
and operate a cost-effective system or systems for human access to space for the
benefit of the international community. The company would be chartered to consider
opportunities for convergence with commercial markets and would be encouraged to
market services to the commercial sector as long as shareholder (ie. governmental)
needs were satisfied.
EDRC (Earth Orbit Development and Research Company): Initially a joint venture
amongst the various space agencies to market access to the ISS as well as manage the

INTELSAT and other intergovernmental treaty organizations like it are often required by
their shareholders (the signatory countries) to adopt politically tailored business strategies
which may restrict the company from making purely commercial choices.

1
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national research activities of the station under contract to the ISS partner states, the
company would branch out to promote the development of LEO through free flying
human-tended laboratories and, should the market warrant, develop further human
access to orbit, space solar power, and the utilization of extraterrestrial resources for
LEO applications. Many of these activities could occur as joint ventures with other
consortia, private companies, or as part of government initiatives.
MoonCorp: Primarily a means of organizing international efforts to return humans to
the Moon, the company would also investigate lunar resources and consult with
private enterprise regarding commercial opportunities. Signatories to this company,
which may have to operate in a not-for-profit mode initially, would direct the
company to provide scientific investigations and other developments as outlined in
the strategy. The MoonCorp charter would specify provisions for growth as a
company to include the management of trade with and provisioning of semipermanent and permanent outposts and settlements. MoonCorp would be, in the
long-term, a means for contracting the research services of the Mars Access and
Research Company (MARCO).
MARCO (Mars Access and Research Company): Like MoonCorp, MARCO would be
chartered by its founding signatories to provide the most cost effective access to and
research on Mars. The company would make the most efficient use of worldwide
talent and capabilities. The MARCO Charter or its governors may specify the degree
to which MARCO works in partnership with MoonCorp or EDRC. MARCO's charter
should specify provisions for growth as a company to include the management of
trade with and provisioning of semi-permanent and permanent outposts and
settlements.
As space economies develop, it may be possible in the future for these consortiums to
spin-off commercial ventures (for example, the way ICO was spun out of INMARSAT
as an independent company), or to go through a privatization process similar to the
one that INTELSAT, INMARSAT, and INTERSPUTNIK are undergoing today.
Optimizing Government Expenditures and Maximizing Long-Term Return

By using consortia organized by spacefaring nations (with the inclusion of nations
who wish to also participate in the exploration of space but maintain no indigenous
spaceflight capability), the nations of the world can lay out specific goals that are
optimally reached through formal, treaty-based, international cooperation but with
an underlying commercial-based framework. This will have several major benefits:
•

Space exploration will benefit from combining the best talents and capabilities in a
streamlined independent organizational system under a set of guiding principles
and clearly identified goals.

•

Governments will retain autonomy for the vast majority of national space
activities and research, and will retain a measure of direction and control over
international efforts.
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•

The transition from government-led to commercial-led activities will be eased
during each step of the strategy.

•

The consortium will be free from the national space agency constraints to attempt
new approaches in management and operations that are optimal for its mission.
The consortium would remain free of institutional bias and historical precedent.

One such new approach that MoonCorp or MARCO might adopt is to target
exploration activities to establish self-sustaining, or at least self-managing outposts at
the earliest possible opportunity. The aim is to reduce the significant levels of ground
support enjoyed by today's crews to a very minimum level of direct monitoring and
involvement. Once the outpost is able to manage on its own, the costs associated with
such an activity may be reduced to small fractions of current budgets. Ideally, the
outposts may be equipped to provide for their own sustenance and growth.
In conclusion, the most cost-effective way for human space exploration away from
Earth to proceed will be to acknowledge the need to develop effective international
cooperation, first through informal ad hoc groups like the IHECG, and then leading
eventually to formal, independent mission-focused consortia and companies. The
long-term costs of exploration are minimized and the benefits maximized by
encouraging the development of self-managing and eventually self-sufficient outposts
at the earliest possible opportunity.

3.4.2 Cost Management
Although efficient organization is a good step toward creating a successful program,
it is necessary to examine how the proposed organizations may manage the costs of

the major projects discussed in the strategy. Before managing costs, however, we
must first understand what budget is available over time.
We assume that current governmental spending on space will remain more or less
level for the USA, Europe, and Japan. The space budgets of China, Russia, India, and
Brazil are assumed to increase as economic conditions improve and the countries
work their way towards first world level Gross Domestic Products (GOP) over the
long term. This will represent a real increase in world space spending by the time this
strategy requires significant international financial commitments. However, if recent
trends hold true, space exploration will generally represent only a fraction -- perhaps
20% -- of world public space funding as most government spending will likely remain
focused on science, technology development, and programs to support commercial
enterprises such as the development of launch vehicles, advanced satellites, and
related technologies1,2.

Interviews with ISU faculty and a review of recent funding history of the major space
agencies are the bases for this argument.

1

2

The 20% figure was estimated using primarily NASA, ESA, and NASDA data. Opinions do
vary on the percentage of budgets that may be considered an exploration activity and thus this
figure is subject to debate.
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Although there are certainly overlaps between technology development and science
programs and human exploration, using the 20% figure, the total amount of funding
specifically available for exploration programs is about 4.4 billion US dollars per year.
This is based on a total world budget of approximately 22 billion US dollars todayt,2
(p. 2-5, Houston and Rycroft, 1999), (Space News, Aug 9, 1999).
Although an international strategy spreads the cost over many nations, it is often true
that the overall cost of the project rises with the added complexity of multiple
partners (p. 2-20 Houston and Rycroft, 1999). Without a major increase in budgets for
exploration, the strategy must depend on using innovative cooperative agreements
like those discussed in section 3.4.1 and continued emphasis on low cost mission
design as part of the smaller, better, faster paradigm to provide an effective method
for managing costs.
The International Human Exploration Consultative Group (IHECG) provides a way
for each agency to understand the needs and requirements of human exploration
efforts as part of a worldwide effort. Based on group dynamics, we expect that while
some members will attempt to remain generalists and participate in many areas,
many will seek out niches and areas where they can excel. Consequently, this
informal group can help ensure that the worldwide human space exploration effort
retains redundancy across key functions while avoiding major duplication of effort.
Likewise, the move to more formal international organizations will combine the best
efforts of agencies and companies around the world in a focused effort under one
unified project structure. By creating this focused structure and management, the
project shareholders may demand accountable and effective leadership for
·international space exploration efforts. This is perhaps the number one way to reduce
overhead costs, reduce schedule delays, and manage decision making so that projects
may be completed in the most efficient manner.
It is very important to consider the effects of occasional rises and falls in national
budgets and the impact this may have on international exploration efforts. This is a
very real problem that has seriously impacted the completion of the International
Space Station. There are several ways to handle this challenge:
•

Do not proceed past critical milestones without assurances that capital and
intellectual support have been acquired or will remain available.

•

Reduce the influence of politics on making program decisions by using carefully
designed management structures similar to INTELSAT (see section 3.4.1).

•

Ask for the money up front. Reduce the reliance on "in kind" contributions.

•

Keep the program on a fast pace to reduce the opportunities for project support to
falter.

t

NASA's public budget reports on-line: http:/ I www.nasa.govI newsinfo I publicreports.html

2

ESA's public annual reports: http:// esapub.esrin.esa.it/ annuals/ annuals".htm
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•

Apply standard good business practices:
1. Attempt to keep access to multiple suppliers
2. Choose suppliers based on a demonstrated ability to deliver
3. Provide incentives for on-time, on budget delivery

Although it is desirable to reduce the influence of politics, political involvement is a
key element of space exploration. The shareholders of any exploration venture,
whether public, private, or a combination of the two, must value not only the tangible
results of the effort, but the process and management as well. Exploration is about
prestige, and political involvement is how prestige is maintained. For a further
discussion on motivations for space exploration see Chapter 1 and section 3.5.2.
One of the most desirable characteristics of the management approach outlined in
3.4.1 is that it is conducive to reducing the time required to implement the project.
Coordination through the IHECG builds consensus about roles and mission objectives
long before any formal negotiation is required. When the nations of the world do
gather to form an exploration company, such as the MoonCorp and MARCO
examples provided in 3.4.1, the organization may move quickly to proceed with the
objectives of the project. This is unlike the ISS, which, although intentionally designed
as a flexible arrangement among spacefaring nations, has had numerous political
troubles due to changing mission objectives. Furthermore, if mission objectives are
clear, and international support is strong (as it should be at the beginning of any new,
focused international organization) then the organization may be funded with "start
up" capital sufficient to begin serious work. This allows the organization to focus on
the task at hand and avoid yearly budget battle justifications that sometimes embroil
international projects funded by the space agencies. ISS is again, a prime example.
Assuming the organization effectively implements its initial steps, further rounds of
financing, perhaps not even from the original shareholders, should be likely. Just as in
business, good execution and performance against objectives builds confidence in the
international community. Also, just as in business, start up investors are not always
the same ones who provide second- and third-round financing. As the project grows,
so should its value and the willingness of shareholders to commit additional funds.
Finally, by setting the project up as an international organization with a corporate-like
structure, the project may proceed even if one or more investors drop out. Unlike the
ISS, where if a critical partner drops out or delays their participation, all partners may
suffer and the partner may lose the value of their contribution to date, this new
system of shareholders and independent management allows governments to benefit
even if they must cease active participation later in time. As long as they are a
shareholder, they shall benefit in proportion to their share value.

3.4.3 Public and Private Financing
Commercial funding cannot be the basis for funding human space exploration in the
near future. The potential for return on investing to send humans into space is not
clearly established yet. Existing commercial space ventures investing in exploration
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have been created in the same spirit as Lewis and Clark's expedition into the
American West (a frontier at their time) which eventually crossed the entire continent
of America.1 They are mainly isolated small initiatives seeking economic
opportunities. Most private companies will remain reluctant to invest in human space
activities nntil there is a prospect that positive returns can be realized in a reasonable
time and at an acceptable rate.
For this reason governments will remain the principal financiers of the development
phase of space exploration. However, by nature, the private sector is much better
suited than the public one to exploit space, once it has been explored. Therefore the
synergy between both sectors has to be planned and stimulated from the beginning of
the strategy, in order to smooth the transition between the initial government funded
phase and later. opportunities for the private sector.
Over the long term, governments will foster private industry involvement in order to
transfer the benefit of investments in space to the private sector. This may be done by
encouraging private investment in international space organizations discussed in
section 3.4.1 or by investing in joint ventures with these organizations. These
organizations will also spin off new commercial entities if space markets truly open
up through exploration.
This shift from public fnnds to private fnnds will have to be carefully handled to be
profitable to all entities. The role of the different actors will be clearly established.
Governments will ensure the use of technology for the betterment of mankind and
will open access to new opportunities and resources. The private sector will grow
from this beginning, creating new markets and bringing new customers into space as
opportunities appear.
Lunar Based Research Laboratory

Utilization of the Moon is a key stepping stone in the Step-by-step strategy. A
permanent outpost on the moon will nndoubtedly follow numerous robotic and
manned missions. A scientific research laboratory may conceivably form the basis of a
long-term lunar outpost. This section discusses the process of transitioning the lunar
laboratory from government funding to a state of self-sufficiency. Examples of self
sufficient labs on Earth which were previously university laboratories include the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory GPL) (Caltech) and Draper labs (MIT). Both are discussed and
analogies made to the lunar outpost.
As presented, the initial financing of a scientific lunar research center will be through
an international organization, MoonCorp. Initial research plans are likely to be
undefined with limited financial returns. Once the infrastructure is in place for the
research center, costs will be dramatically reduced to general overheads such as

It is worth pointing out that Lewis and Clark told their investors that they would seek out
new regions for trapping beaver (valued for its pelt at the time). History shows that seeking
beaver was certainly not their primary intent, which was, of course, exploration.

t
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salaries, maintenance and research activities. Several years will be required to
develop suitable research plans, obtain micro- and low-gravityt research experience
and identify opportunities for commercial applications. Over a transition period, the
lunar research center would change from government funding to independent
commercial contracts. The research center would gradually become self-sufficient,
either a non-profit or profit making organization, depending on whether and how the
lab was spun out of MoonCorp.
University laboratories such as Draper and JPL have demonstrated the ability to
successfully obtain self-sufficiency through government and private contracts on
Earth. Drapers's roots date back to the 1930's, when Dr. Charles Stark Draper created
a teaching laboratory at MIT to develop angular and linear motion instrumentation.
In 1973 Draper labs became an independent, non-profit research and development
corporation. Total revenues for the current fiscal year are expected to exceed $265
million. The lab employs more than 750 engineers, scientists, and teclmicians on a
broad array of programs for government and commercial sponsors. Given the success
of JPL and Draper labs, it is anticipated that a similar concept could be applied to a
lunar outpost.

3.5

Educational and Public Awareness Initiatives

The activities of technology planning, legal and policy analysis, and establishing
coordination and management procedures form a basis which will help make our
strategy a reality in the current global climate. However, any practical planning
cannot be effective unless the public supports our strategy and related space
activities. In this section we elaborate further on the issue of public interest
introduced in section 1.2.
On July 20th, 1969 the human race witnessed an incredible event: for the first time
man walked on the Moon. The mysterious object that fills our nighttime sky with
beauty was touched by humans. People around the world were amazed by this
incredible achievement, the astronauts were worldwide heroes, and their names will
be forever in our memories. Thirty years later, we live in a world where enthusiasm
for space is at an all time low, space has lost its appeal and inspiration. Since Apollo,
the US government has continuously made budget cuts and Europe, Japan, and other
nations have worked with relatively small government funds allocated to space. Why
is it that we live in a world lacking passion for space exploration? Why can we not
generate the Apollo enthusiasm which was so contagious in the 60's? Why do
governments keep cutting space budgets? The questions are plentiful, yet the answers
are few. This chapter provides suggestions as to why there is a lack of public and
government support for space exploration. It provides recommendations on how to
change opinions on individual, national and global levels, and explains how the
proposed strategy is designed to generate support at each level.

1

In addition to the low gravity of the Moon itself, a research lab may easily send experiments
into lunar orbit with very simple launch systems to perform microgravity studies.
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Why Is There a Lack of Public and Government Support for Space Exploration?

Space exploration is extremely expensive and the benefits to Earth unclear.
Hospitals desperately need more money for patient care and research into cures
for diseases such as cancer. Money from the space program, if used for health care,
could directly help to save lives and alleviate pain on Earth. I do not understand
the point of space exploration and do not hear much about current activities.
Some television programs describe the universe and talk about space probes, but
the high level technical language used and the concepts described tend to confuse
me, so I pay little interest. 11
11

Housewife, UK, 1999
The above quote is a typical response to the question What do you think about space

exploration?
There appears to be a lack of information reaching the average person on the street
regarding space exploration and the benefits it can bring. Without a clear explanation
of space activities and the direct benefits to people on Earth, it is no surprise that the
public derives conclusions like those above. The general public is highly influenced
by the media. Television, for many people is the main source of information
regarding activities around the world. Only very few shuttle launches and robotic
probes make it into the headlines; successful missions tend not to make prime time
viewing. A failed mission or explosion, however, receives more prime time exposure
than all successful missions added together over the past decade. Accidents and
failures interest people, and the cost of the failed mission is always emphasized.
Given the information that eventually filters through to the general public, it is
inevitable that the words "a pointless waste of money" spring to mind when
discussing space exploration.
Public opinion to some extent governs government policies. Government
representatives are elected by the general public. If public opinion is anti-space, then
government representatives reflect this view in order to maintain public support.
Successfully changing public opinion will have a profound effect on decisions made
at a government level. An interesting point is that the driving force of the Apollo
program was not public pressure but political rivalry between the United States and
the Soviet Union. Today, the political situation is very different. Russia and the
United States cooperate and work together on programs like the International Space
Station. It is unlikely that political rivalry will again play a major part in convincing
governments to increase spending on space for peaceful exploration purposes,
although this may change in light of China' s space activities.

3.5.1 Individual Level
There are four key aspects to changing public opinion of space exploration. These are
as follows:
•

Clearly explain the benefits of space exploration to the general public.
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•

Regularly provide the public with information on new rruss1ons, publicizing
successful missions to the same extent as unsuccessful missions.

•

Educate the public on the risks and technical difficulties of space exploration, so
that failures do not cause massive setbacks in exploration programs, but are
accepted.

•

Make space open to all, and close the gap between the remote, elite image of
astronauts, NASA "rocket scientists," and the general public.

The proposed outreach program aims to satisfy the above suggestions by focusing on
the following: increasing public awareness, educational programs, group activities,
and creating opportunities to fly in space. We also present specific examples on these
topics.
Increasing Awareness

The program for increasing awareness of benefits, news, and risks of space involves
promotion and merchandise. Space promotion can be achieved through a variety of
mechanisms, for example: TV, radio, Internet, and newspapers. The media provides a
means of contacting all age groups from children to elderly people. Examples of space
promotion include TV documentaries using high profile celebrities, astronaut
appearances on popular TV shows and commercials, televised tours of the
International Space Station by famous personnel, five minute documentaries on
current space events in movie theaters before the movie, and telephone on-hold space
updates rather than music. Merchandise in the form of T-shirts, key rings, etc. is
currently a popular market in the space industry; however, further suggestions
include having personal items flown in space, individual portraits painted on the
shuttle and trendy space clothes from designers such as Calvin Klein (refer to section
4.8.2 for further examples). The awareness initiatives should emphasize the benefits of
space, including for example, medical, scientific and political benefits. The primary
aim of this program is to integrate space information into everyday activities,
utilizing both the entertainment and the consumer goods industry.
Educational Programs

The educational awareness program is targeted at all ages, including schools,
universities and the general public, both technical and non-technical. In addition to
increasing awareness, the program aims to convey the benefits, news, and risks of
space exploration. Suggested programs include interaction of astronauts with
educational institutions and community groups, through direct visits or
teleconferencing. Educational programs in schools provide an excellent opportunity
to teach different subjects through space applications. However, such courses should
be imposed through governments to ensure that it is not only a few privileged schools
that are able to pursue such programs, but everyone. Competitions provide an
excellent mechanism for learning about space; examples could include competitions
for university students to fly experiments on the space station. Such competitions
would also promote international cooperation as students from different countries
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could work together and form an international, intercultural and interdisciplinary
team. Space Olympics as described in Chapter 4 would be one innovative concept
that could be developed.
Group Activities

This program consists of a series of activities in which groups of varying sizes can
participate, ranging from families, to university groups, to whole communities.
Suggestions include: "adopt a star or asteroid" programs, space camp as team
building events for large corporations and meteorite hunting holidays in Antarctica.
"Adopt a star or asteroid" program is based on the principle of "adopt a highway" in
The United States, where a community adopts a highway and is responsible for
maintenance. Likewise a community could adopt a star or asteroid, the object could
then be named after the community and responsibilities could include researching the
object and publicizing it to others. Other group activities are described in section 4.8.
Opportunities to Fly in Space

Opportunities for personal involvement in the space program are key to gammg
public support. At present, opportunities to fly in space are limited to just a few
highly qualified specialists. It is therefore understandable why the general public feels
indifferent towards space. An open lottery enabling, for example, 500 people from the
general public to train to be astronauts would generate both funding for the space
program and increased support. A few of the trained astronauts could have the
opportunity to fly, while others return home after the training period and promote
space in their local communities. Providing such opportunities makes space
exploration a real possibility for many people and would generate enthusiasm for
space throughout the world.
Space tourism provides opportunities for members of the general public to participate
in space exploration. Launch vehicles are currently far too expensive to enable
individuals to fly in space. Current initiatives such as the X-prize aim to stimulate the
creation of a new generation of launch vehicles designed to carry passengers into
space. The current lack of licensed, low-cost, reliable vehicles for space transportation
is the key "show stopper" to space tourism. The X-prize has been modeled after the
early aviation prizes. Hundreds of aviation prizes stimulated the creation of different
aircraft designs between 1905 and 1935. The X-prize is taking the same approach, by
offering a prize to the first team to privately fund and fly a spacecraft that takes three
passengers to 100 kilometer altitude, and makes a second flight within two weeks.
Currently, over 16 teams have registered for the competition, which has a cash prize
of 10 million dollars.
National Level

In recent years many nations have been reducing their support for space ventures out
of low Earth orbit. Proponents of space must convince nations that investing in
human exploration of outer space is a worthwhile endeavor. To understand the
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current situation of support for space programs and to alter the national and
governmental attitude towards investment in these programs, we must look at factors
that motivate nations and people or groups that influence nations to act. Finally we
must present some new ideas which may convince nations of the benefits of
participating in human space exploration.
Motivation

Many factors motivate nations and their governments to invest time and money into
space. Reasons for space exploration are outlined in section 1.1. The most important
factors are national security, economic interests, scientific and technological
development, political growth, national prestige, and charitable motivations.
Until now, the primary motivation of governments for investing in space is national
security. Space and defense are integrated; proficiency in space endeavors, including
launch vehicle and satellite capabilities, reflects the military proficiency of
governments. Therefore, investment in space is a high priority for nations as far as it
supports national security capabilities. However, such investment is usually sporadic
and not sustained; it increases in times of national conflict and decreases in times of
peace and prosperity. For example, the Apollo missions were a direct result of the
Cold War between the US and the USSR. Once tensions eased, the program was
reduced in scope.
Economic interest is another motivation for investment in space projects. The
economy can be stimulated by job growth, increased commercial technology
development, and competition between space industries.
Scientific and technological development, along with national economic growth, can
be important reasons for a nation to invest resources into projects emphasizing the
exploration and exploitation of space. For example, several nations are now
developing satellite expertise in order to make their telecommunications technology
more accessible to their citizens.
Establishing an independent space program not only ensures a nation's autonomy in
the space field, but also increases national prestige and pride internally and
internationally. Nations may be motivated by the political growth and expansion of
influence that may be a result of demonstrated proficiency in the space arena.
Finally, charitable motivations can inspire governments to invest in various types of
projects, although this area may be a low priority for many nations. Governments do
spend time and resources in order to promote the well being of their citizens and
other noble causes. Therefore, they may invest in space programs which emphasize
areas such as human survival.
Influencing Nations

National security and other such issues inherently motivate the actions of nations;
however, several individuals and groups have an influence on the national decision-
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making process. We may be able to increase governmental interest in our strategy if
the motivational factors are employed by these influential individuals and groups.
The main groups that have influence over governments are constituents,
corporations, and other nations.
Constituents have a powerful effect on govermnents, especially when the
govermnents are representational in nature. Interest groups and their associated
lobbyists tend to have the most impact due to their visibility and power in the area of
public opinion. Representatives tend to listen to interest groups because they realize
that these groups may have an influence over their political future.
In addition, representatives from industry, including primarily large corporations
such as Lockheed Martin and Boeing in the United States, may have an influence on
the decision-making process of governments. The strong role these corporations play
in govermnental economics allow them to influence decisions regarding space
strategy.
Finally, a key factor influencing the decisions made by a government may be the
actions and politics of other countries. The plans of allies and non-allies in the area of
space technology can have a direct impact on the plans of a nation.
Influencing Methods

There seem to be many reasons for nations to invest in space. In addition, there are
several groups that may have a strong influence on governmental decision-making.
How can we influence nations to take action and invest resources into our strategy?
To convince nations that a human exploration mission is worthwhile, we must take
advantage of both inherent national motivations and the influence of powerful
interest groups.
The national motivations of economics, security, and concern for citizens can be used
to influence national interest in space. For example, if corporations invest in particular
space endeavors, this may guide national economic focus into these areas of space
development. A current example of the influence of private industry on govermnent
and vice versa is in the area of low-cost launch vehicles. In the United States, new
low-cost launch vehicle companies are in direct competition with the NASA Space
Shuttle and other NASA sponsored projects such as the X-33. The interest of private
companies in low-cost launch vehicles has, in part, driven govermnental interest in
the same field. Another example is the importance that has recently been placed on
threats to human survival from space, such as the threat of asteroids. Governmental
interest in preserving its national security and the health and well being of its citizens
has increased research into this field of space science. Similar efforts could be made in
other areas if decision-makers were made aware of the importance of such issues.
Influence of individuals and interest groups is a very important factor in achieving
support for space exploration at the national level. The awareness and interest in
space of individual citizens from countries must be increased (this was discussed in
section 3.5.1). If individual interest in space exploration is increased, this will bolster
government interest, especially in representative governments. In addition, such
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increased awareness may help to create powerful space lobby groups that would
have a stronger influence on the decisions of those in power.
In order to directly influence decision-makers individually, we can promote
education for national representatives. For example, we can promote the invitation of
governmental representatives to scientific, economic, and political conferences,
seminars, and exhibitions relating to space. We can also ensure that representatives
are educated about the potential economic benefits to their country due to technology
development related to space activities. We should emphasize the importance of
movement towards international cooperation. Only through international cooperation
can a sustained strategy of human space exploration be achieved. National motivation
for exploration of space may be too inconsistent, based on local issues of security and
economics; whereas, international motivation for space projects may be based on the
longer-lasting reasons of cooperation and peace be~een peoples.

3.5.2 International Level
In order for an international strategy for human exploration away from Earth to
become a reality, not only must individual nations become more involved in space
activities, but countries around the world must also promote sustained cooperative
support for space exploration. It is difficult to achieve such support, especially since
cooperation between countries involves certain risks. However, there can be great
benefits to international space exploration for individual nations. If these benefits can
be explained and exploited, nations may cooperate to encourage continued efforts in
the area of the exploration of outer space (refer to section 3.4.1 for a further discussion
on international cooperation).

There seem to be several benefits to international endeavors; however, how can we
make nations aware of these benefits? One idea would be to sponsor at least one
international governmental policy maker or designate to attend a program like the
International Space University Summer Session Program, as a student. Attendance at
this program would allow them to experience first-hand the benefits of international
cooperation and competition.
Another important way in which nations could be made aware of the benefits of
international space cooperation is by creating a focal point for education and a
"reference desk" for countries interested in such a venture. We recommend that a
process be established either within the United Nations Committee On the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS), or within IHECG (refer to section 3.4.1). COPUOS or
IHECG could establish a sub-committee that is focused on educational initiatives.
Such a sub-committee would help to educate nations not only on the benefits of space
exploration in general, but also on the benefits of international cooperation and the
methods in which a cooperative effort could be established. In this way, countries
around the world eventually would become more supportive of collaborative
international space exploration ventures.
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How the Strategy Relates to Increasing Support

The Step-by-step strategy is based on the concept of .many focused missions, which
build on each other's success. The missions aim to demonstrate and test new
technologies, further scientific knowledge, generate interest and build confidence in
the overall exploration program. This approach is extremely compatible with the
requirements outlined in chapter 3.5.1 to generate public support. Focusing each
mission on specific areas increases reliability and overall benefits. This information
can then be distributed to the public to demonstrate that their taxes or company
investments are well spent. The concept of regular missions supports the need for
providing the public with plenty of new, interesting information, on a regular basis.
This approach prevents boredom which can often be generated by long term, highly
complex projects. Smaller, focused, and more frequent missions enable failures to be
more easily accepted. Hopefully, numerous successes will outweigh the memories of
failures.
Increased public interest will have a profound effect on national decisions.
Governments take notice of public interest and make policy accordingly. Increased
investment in space exploration is likely to follow. Shorter mission time-scales will
also enable politicians and heads of corporations to justify investments, as results will
be seen during their period of service and not ten years in the future. On a global
scale, the strategy proposes an international consultative working group, consisting of
experts from around the globe. This ad hoc group will provide a center point for the
outreach program, and given its international nature, will be aimed at all countries
around the world.
In the long-term, the strategy focuses on moving away from low-Earth orbit and out
into the solar system. The myths and legends about extraterrestrial life on the red
planet are ingrained in popular culture. This momentum, when coupled to the
intrigue of possible answers on the origins of life and the formation of the solar
system, makes Mars potentially one of the most powerful tools in an agency's public
relations arsenal.
Strategically, from a public relations point of view, the search for life must always be
a mission objective in addition to the other scientific goals driving a Mars exploration.
An excellent example is NASA's plan to include a list of registered names on the next
rover mission to Mars. Finding aliens is not their ultimate goal, but the underlying
message is that someone or something will read that list and this captures the public's
imagination. Recent evidence that Martian soil may contain traces of ancient or
developing life has already been met with enthusiasm in the media. The discovery of
any evidence of life might provide clues to solving the mystery of life on Earth.
Fundamental questions have shaped the beliefs of almost every culture since the
dawn of man. Future successful strategies will capitalize on these innate human
fascinations to spawn support.
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3.6

A Sample Case: Contributions and Benefits for Asian
Countries

What is the impact of these practical considerations on a real-world situation? In this
section we discuss spa,ce activities in Asia as a sample case study.
The status of space technology and its application in Asia is rapidly changing. The
earlier space race between the USA and Soviet Union had great influence upon the
development of space technology of Asian countries, especially China, India and Japan.
These three countries now have many space programs including space science and
technology research. In addition, a number of Asian countries have the potential to
participate in space activities or have different uses of space technology that are
aimed to support their country's development. However, their contribution of space
technologies may differ considerably. The contribution to the strategy depends on
each country's level of space activity. This section describes how countries in Asia can
contribute to the Step-by-step strategy and how they benefit from space activities.
The countries of Asia can be divided into three groups based on their level of space
development and participation. The first group includes China, India, and Japan
which, as stated above, have space agencies and space-related technologies. China's
space program seeks to develop its capability in space technology, especially satellite
applications, focusing on national economic and social development. China has
promoted the transfer of space research and technology to other areas of science and
technology, and has plans .to launch its first human space flight. China's launching
capability can be a cost-effective contribution to the international community as
shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Comparison of the Cost of Launchers
(VISION2020, 1995)
The Indian program was organized in 1972 under the government's Department of
Space and aimed at the self-reliant development of space technology and its
applications for the rapid economic improvement of the country. India has high
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quality remote sensing capabilities and therefore could participate in remote sensing
activities on the Moon and Mars. Additionally, contributions can come from the three
types of launchers that have been developed by India for space missions. These are
the Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle, the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, and the
Geo-synchronous Launch Vehicle.
Japan has the most comprehensive national space program in Asia, including
activities that range from space science to preparation for human spaceflights.
Therefore, Japan has the potential to play a leadership role in the preparation for
human spaceflight with not only NASA or ESA, but also Asian countries. This
preparation will generate great benefits for other Asian countries. Furthermore, Japan
is the only country in Asia that participates in the International Space Station
program, and has plans to conduct sample return missions from a Near Earth
Asteroid. These three countries can contribute to our international strategy by
utilizing these technologies.
The second group includes countries that have a potential to develop space activities
and can contribute to the strategy. These are Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia, Iran, Philippines, and South Korea. Countries in the second group do not yet
have the capability to launch satellites, but nevertheless mostly enjoy good
relationships with the first group and can participate in collaborative space activities.
For example, space activities in Malaysia in the past revolved around the use of
satellite technology for communications and meteorological purposes. Currently,
these activities have expanded to include satellite remote sensing, global positioning
systems, and astronomy. Pakistan's activities in space science include atmospheric
research and tropospheric/ stratospheric studies using satellites, rockets, and
balloons. Current space activities in the Philippines lean toward the use of satellite
meteorology, remote sensing, global positioning systems, and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS). Space technology applications in Singapore are focused
on satellite communications, satellite meteorology, and remote sensing. Space activity
plans in Thailand over the next ten years include the promotion of scientific research,
the study of satellite and rocketry technology, and the formation of a strong
foundation for the use of space technology.
Almost all Asian countries have plans for space activities that include remote sensing,
satellite meteorology, and satellite communication. Asian countries have many
ground receiving stations near the equator, and they have the capability to operate
them. Furthermore, these countries have capabilities to produce very inexpensive
computer hardware or software, compared with the other countries of the world. This
is because they have large spaces for building factories and many people, providing
cheap manpower. These capabilities can contribute to our strategy.
The third group includes the other Asian countries that have no ground receiving
stations but use satellite data for remote sensing. Satellite data are used for making
maps, studying vegetation, weather forecasting, and so on. These countries can
contribute to the strategy because they have the ability to process satellite data. They
can participate in our international strategy by processing data from other planets.
Additional details of how these countries may participate in space activities can be
found in the United Nations report, SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS
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FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC, published in
1994.

Many Asian countries benefit greatly from space activities in the areas of international
cooperation, policy and technology. These areas are described below.
International Cooperation
Until recently, the Asian and Pacific regions were surging ahead towards a new era of
technological expansion and economic development. With its phenomenal economic
growth and vast market potential, it had become the focus of attention of the world
and was on its way to becoming a new center of gravity for technology and trade.
Several countries of the region registered phenomenal economic growth rates. Based
on ESCAP 1s Economic and Social survey of Asia and the Pacific 1993, the developing
countries of the region achieved an average economic growth rate of 6.7 per cent in
1992 and 1993, compared with only 0.7 and 1.0 percent in a corresponding period for
the entire global economy. This economic growth was associated with the
establishment of high technology industries in sectors such as comp"ttter
microelectronics, telecommunication, and information technology.
Unfortunately, the economic crisis that occurred in 1997 greatly affected the science
and technology activities in the region. Investments in technology related to
telecommunication and space activities were delayed as was research and
development in small satellite programs.
Nevertheless, many countries in the region have begun to realize the consequences of
ill-informed development planning and are increasingly recognizing the value of
space technology and its applications to social and economic development. Countries
are beginning to take advantage of modern, sophisticated technology such as satellite
remote sensing and GIS for natural resources accounting and natural environment
monitoring. Consequently, there has been a rapid increase in space application
activities in recent years.
The countries in Asia are aware that by pooling their resources and collaborating in
the uses of space technology, the benefits could be more cost-effective and accessible
to all. Because of development in the Asia-Pacific region, there are many
opportunities and scope for transfer of knowledge and technology within the region.
Such situations, therefore, require the formulation of strategies and mechanisms to
facilitate cooperation for space technology applications among the countries of the
region and to ensure good coordination and harmonization of these activities.
To promote regional cooperation in space it is therefore important to be aware of the
issues relating to space technology and its applications. Cooperation and coordination
among the various technology developer and user sectors, human resource
development, capacity building (adoption and adaptation of technologies), and
private-sector involvement, among other things, are important factors to be
considered at the national level. At the regional level, the issues to be considered
include: the recognition of current initiatives, the sustained promotion of cooperation
and coordination among countries, restriction on the transfer of technology, and
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human resource development and standardization. The design and implementation
of a strategy for regional cooperation in the space world therefore has to consider
these issues, while taking into account the individual capacities and capabilities of the
countries involved.
The Political Benefits from Cooperation Between Asian Countries

A number of countries are already operating their own national communications
systems (Insat, Palapa, and Thaicom) and remote sensing GERS, MOS and IRS)
satellites. China, India and Japan have very advanced space programs. Several
countries conduct experiments with a variety of sounding rockets, small satellites,
and balloons. Other countries, however, will need assistance to begin space
applications work or to expand their existing space application program.
China has cooperated on a number of projects with other countries in the region.
China has implemented a project with Malaysia to apply remote sensing and GIS to
monitor soil erosion. China has investigated the use of remote sensing with Mongolia.
With Bangladesh, China conducted a study on the use of remote sensing and GIS for
flood monitoring.
Through the Japan International Cooperation Agency GICA), Japan has provided
financial assistance to help establish a laboratory for agriculture and soil research at
the Philippines Bureau of Soils and Water Management. Here, facilities for remote
sensing and GIS have been set up. Since the late 1970s, the Science and Technology
Agency has conducted an annual group-training course in remote sensing
technology.
Technological Benefits (Utilization of Space Technology)

Several organizations are also promoting and enhancing regional cooperation in
space applications. Under the auspices of the Asian Association of Remote Sensing
and GIS many initiatives have been implemented. Activities such as regional
conferences, thematic seminars, and meetings have also been organized to foster
closer interactions between member countries. Satellite owners may contemplate
providing data and products at special rates to benefit the region.
In the field of satellite communication, Japan introduced the PARTNERS program
whereby ETS-V is used for experimental transmission of Earth observation data for an
area covering Thailand, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, and Cambodia. In the
field of space science, Japan has individual cooperative projects with six experiments
and rocket launches, as well as an ambitious multi-country project (DANA-Dynamics
Adopted Network for Atmosphere). To study global meteorological phenomena and
the effect of atmospheric processes on the ionosphere, Japan has also assisted
Mongolia in developing and improving the country's satellite communication
facilities.
Asian countries have rapidly accumulated experience in implementing major space
application projects such as telecommunications, Earth observation satellites, and
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satellite meteorology, among others, through technology transfer projects. Indonesia
and Thailand are good examples of the countries in this category. These countries,
based on their comparative advantages and capacity though long-term policies and
future strategies, have broadened the exciting use and applications of space
technology. In addition, they have increased the pool of high technology personnel,
implemented a sustained technology research and development program, and
established a national space application program with support infrastructure.
Educational Benefits

Ideally, research and development should be conducted in industry with appropriate
investment and in close coordination with academic institutions and universities.
Unfortunately, for the developing countries in the region, research and development
is conducted mostly in the government and public sectors, and very little is really
absorbed by industry for actual production. Universities rely mostly on government
funding, with very little sponsorship by industry. With the severe financial
constraints facing these developing nations, most of their universities are not
equipped with the latest instruments and infrastructure, and recent technical journals
on space research and technology are unavailable. Limited funding, a lack of
sponsors, and the requirement for lengthy preparations are some of the problems
facing universities in introducing space technology-related studies and projects.
Research and development activities conducted by government agencies are not in
any better position. These activities are also limited by funding with no assurance of
continuity. Only a few countries, particularly those with institutionalized space
programs such as China, India, North Korea and Thailand, undertake research and
development activities with considerable support from the government.
An example of educational benefits in Thailand is the small satellite for education
(TMSAT), which is the first Thai Micro satellite. It was constructed by Thai engineers
and now operates in low-Earth orbit.
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Table 3-1: Contribution and Benefits of Space Activities in Asian Countries
(Space Technology and Application for Sustainable Development in Asia and the Pacific, 1994) ·
Major Space AppUcations
SateiUte Remote Sensing.
Regional land use patterns,
distribution 6f geological
structure soil types, vegetation
classes, water resources,
transportation networks,
monitoring flood risks, land
use changes.
)
Protection of the Atmosphere.
Address uncertainties:
improving scientific basis for
decision making (study of
atmospheric change and
effects on natural processes
and development)
Promoting Sustainable
Agriculture and Rural
Development.
Agricultural policy review;
planning an integrated
program covering the many
aspects of agriculture
(monitoring and management
of agricultural production.
rangelands, forest and
wildlife)

Protection of the Oceans.
Including seas, enclosed and
semi-enclosed areas; the
coastal areas and the
protection, rational use and
development of their living
resources; integrated
management and sustainable
development of coastal and
marine areas, including
exclusive economic zones,
marine environment
protection. sustainable use and
conservation of marine living
resources, addressing critical
uncertainties for the
management of the marine
environment and climate
change.
Protection of the Quality and
Supply of Freshwater.
Application of integrated
approaches to the
development, management
and use of water resources.
Integrated water resource
development. Protection of
water resources, water quality,
and aquatic ecosystems.
Impacts of climate changes

Responsible

Bene(iting

- Promoting sustainable human settlement
development

JaP<Ut
India

Thailand
Indonesia

• Promoting sustainable land use and human
settlement planning and management in disaster
prone areas

Olina

~ Mafaysia

Specific Contribution

'
Philippines
Singapore

- Promoting the integrated provision of
environment infrastructure.

South
Korea

- Use of meteorological and remote sensing
satellite data for monitoring changes ~vegetation.

Japan

- Appropriate sensors for monitoring stratospheric
ozone layer, atmospheric, smoke dust, pollutants.

· - Determination of the extent and location of
cultivated land; yield estimation; for tracking and
predicting plant parasite infestation.
- Monitoring of quali~Jive crop forecasting.
- Integration of remotely sensed data and data
from other sources using GIS can provide es,sential
information for policy formulation and planning
purposes.

Japan
India

Olina

Thailand
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore

•

-

- For location of potential areas for groundwater
development; for flood control schemes, forest
management and erosion control, and
transportation system development in remote
areas.
- For marine resource monitoring and
management .

Japan

Thailand

India

Indonesia

-Sea surface temperature measurements in support
of fishing activities and monitoring marine
resource stocks.

Olina

Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore

-Coastal dynamics in relation to erosion and
sediment deposition, shoreline changes, chang~
in tidal wetlands and coastal zone vegetation,
discharge and transport of effluents.
- For survey of potential aquaculture sites.
- For mapping and monitoring oil slicks and
discharges from ships, large-scale pollution.

...

- Observation of sea-state of surface winds and ice
cover to assist in shipping operations and
navigation.
- For detecting development and tracking of severe
storms and cyclones.
- For cyclone warning and flood warning.
- For rainfall prediction and estimation.

Japan

Thailand

- For mapping the distribution of surface water
arid its changes, for water resource assessment,
flood and drought forecasting.

India

Indonesia

Olina

- Archived information from satellite systems used
for modeling the hydrologic behavior of
watersheds, for flood control planning, and flood
relief programs.
- For studying and monitoring climate change and
its effects on water resources.
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Conclusions

Every Asian country can contribution to and benefit from the strategy. The countries
in the first tier can contribute to the strategy with the utilization of their technologies.
The countries in the second group have the capability to operate ground-receiving
stations and to produce inexpensive computers. They have the potential to participate
in both space activities and international collaboration. Therefore, they could play an
important role in our international strategy. The countries in the third group have the
ability to process satellite data, and for this and other reasons, can also contribute to
our international strategy.
In the near future, Asian countries should organize an Asian Space Agency (ASA) to
contribute to our international strategy and to get benefits from the strategy. This year
at ISU, the ISU Asian Alumni Association (IAAA) was formed. The IAAA could
provide the initial inspiration and creativity that may be required to form the
International Asian Space Agency. This agency will facilitate the future space
activities in Asian countries. For example, Asian countries can collaborate to create a
regional launch system that could more effectively compete in the world market than
current Asian systems. Furthermore, an Asian Space Agency could provide
opportunities for many countries to fly astronauts who might not otherwise be able.
This agency should play an important role in Asian space activities, especially for
future missions of human exploration away from Earth. Such an agency should, of
course, participate in the international coordination organizations discussed in
section 3.4.

3.7

Summary

Our strategy allows us to envision a future in which humanity has expanded into the
solar system. In order to attain such a future, we must utilize and develop processes
to exploit science and technology, work within and modify the current legal
framework, establish coordination and management procedures, and promote
education and awareness. The key findings and recommendations for the supporting
framework of our strategy are:
•

The current framework of space treaties is adequate for the preliminary steps in
the human space exploration, but may evolve as humanity expands into the solar
system.

•

Interface management and system engineering could be taught to scientists across
all disciplines in order to foster a generation of professionals that are able to work
across a wide range of technologies and in a demanding interface-based design
system.

•

Exploration in space is an opportunity to discover new perspectives that can lead
to breakthrough thinking.
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•

Create a new ad hoc International Human Exploration Consultative Group
(IHECG) in order to create an infrastructure to support missions to the Moon,
Mars, and other parts of the solar system.

•

Ensure that public awareness initiatives are a key priority throughout the
implementation of the strategy and that there is a means to internationally
coordinate these activities.

•

Offer opportunities for governmental decision-makers from several different
countries to attend the International Space University Summer Session Program
as a student.

•

A study of Asian countries showed that they could contribute to the strategy in a
variety of ways appropriate to their level of development.
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"The known is finite, the unknown infinite; intellectually we stand on an
islet in the midst of an illimitable ocean of inexplicability. Our business in
even; generation is to reclaim a little more land."

T.H. Huxley, 1887

"Whatever you can do, or dream you can do, begin it. Begin it now!"
Goethe
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4.1

Introduction

The previous chapters outlined a Step-by-step strategy for human exploration of
space. This chapter will look at the first steps that are necessary to achieve the goals of
this strategy. We specifically discuss precursor missions that can be realized in the
near future.

4.1.1 Rationale for Precursor Missions
This summer marked the thirtieth anniversary of Armstrong•s first steps on the
Moon, but since the last lunar landing in 1972 humans have not ventured beyond low
Earth orbit. As reflected in Sections 1.2 and 3.5:

The main obstacle to human expansion beyond LEO as well as space
exploration in general is neither technological nor economical, it is
the chronic and worsening lack of public (political, business) interest
and support for such endeavors.
The moment a mission fails to be appealing to the public, a vicious circle is started.
People lose interest in space exploration, governments and business who follow
public opinion and customer demand allocate less and less money for space
exploration activities, and smaller budgets again make it even harder for follow-on
missions to be interesting and appealing.

Therefore, the primary goal of the precursor missions is to increase
public awareness, education and support.
4.1.2 Precursor Mission Statement
The precursor missions have to provide information that is useful as a
stepping stone to the Human Exploration of Space Beyond Low Earth
Orbit. They shall increase public awareness, education and support and
make use of international capabilities as well as of the private sector.

4.1.3 Precursor Mission Objectives
In order to increase public support, the design of the precursor missions has to fulfill
the following objectives:
•

Scientific return

•

Focused engineering/ scientific objective

•

Realism (ie. is the mission feasible, realistic?)
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•

Stepping stone for future human space exploration

•

Low cost (< 250-million US$)

•

Fill a niche (performs something that has not been done before)

•

Promoting commercial expenditure in space

•

Minimal risk of losing mission

•

Fast results

The ordering is decreasing priority. The priority was obtained through individual
voting of the authors.

4.2

Precursor Mission Candidates

This section describes the top five precursor rmss10n candidates, which where
suggested after intensive brainstorming and down-selecting sessions. The downselection criteria were the rationales listed in section 4.1.1.
The top five precursor mission candidates are, in no specific order:
•

Near Earth object (NEO) water extraction

•

Orbital greenhouse

•

Space hotel

•

Lunar in-situ resource utilization (ISRU)

•

Lunar Rover Race

All five of them are recommended as precursors for the strategy described in this
report. The Lunar Rover Race mission was found to best fulfill the mission objectives.
Therefore, it was chosen to be the precursor mission that would be worked out in
more detail. As the following sections will further describe the Lunar Rover Race,
only a brief outline will be presented here.

4.2.1 Near Earth Object Water Extraction
In Section 2.4.3, the nature of near Earth objects (NEOs) was described. In Section
2.5.1 some of the technologies for mining these bodies were discussed. This section
will now briefly describe a precursor mission that aims at getting water from a NEO
to Earth orbit for later use.
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Rationale

With today' s launch cost of 1,000 to 10,000 US$/ kg to low Earth orbit (LEO) and
25,000 to 50,000 US$/kg to geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), one metric ton of water in
LEO represents up to 10-million US$ and up to 50-million US$ in GEO. Once water is
brought to these locations, it could be used either directly or be delivered to a special
service spacecraft (provider) with an electrolyzer aboard that splits the water into
oxygen and hydrogen. With this, several services could be provided:
•

Water, oxygen and propellant for the ISS in LEO

•

Water, oxygen and propellant for human missions to the Moon, Mars, and
beyond

•

Refueling communication satellites in GEO that run out of fuel but are
technically still operational

•

"Road assistance" for satellites. In the past, a number of communication
satellites that were launched to orbit were complete losses due to failures of
simple components (e.g. stuck solar panel or defective apogee kick stage). The
service spacecraft fuelled with propellants from NEOs could provide defective
satellites with the necessary "hammer kick". It could also perform the orbit
insertion into GEO in the case of a failure of the apogee kick stage.

•

Refueling service in LEO. Satellites could be launched to LEO empty and then
fueled up and brought to their destination orbit. This could also make possible
a new generation of jumbo-sized communication satellites. These could be
about twice as big as currently available. By being empty at launch, they could
still be transported by existing launchers. With cheaper propellants from
NEOs the cost per payload (transponder) mass could be reduced.

The idea of bringing water from NEOs to Earth orbit points clearly towards
commercialization of space. In order to be profitable though, the mission has to have
to have a certain economy of scale. The project described in this section will not
necessarily be profitable but it will serve as a feasibility demonstration for later fullscale missions. After one cycle all the hardware in this mission can be reused. It does
not even need to be supplied with propellants - since it brings its own propellant
from the target NEO. So after the accomplishment of the first roundtrip it could either
go back to the same asteroid or encounter another one to establish a new mine.
In theory, over its projected lifetime the equipment could be capable of bringing
water/propellant mass from NEOs to Earth orbit that is several times its own mass.

Part of this precursor mission is to find out whether robotic mining can be carried out
for extended periods of time - without the possibility of human intervention in case
of malfunctions. It could be that it turns out to be impossible - mining equipment on
Earth is known for needing constant repair. In this case, a team of astronauts would
follow the equipment that has been sent to the target in advance. During the mining
process, the crew's task would consist of the teleoperated repair of hardware glitches.
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Using these ideas, the following mission statement for the NEO water extraction
precursor was defined:
Mission Statement

Bring 1000 kg of water from a Near Earth Object to Geostationary
Transfer Orbit before mid-2005 to provide customers there with either
water, oxygen and/or hydrogen and repeat the mission at least one more
time.
Mission Architecture

The NEO Tanker Shuttle Mission consists of five main parts:
1. Trans-NEO injection of the mining equipment with a lunar swing-by;
rendezvous with the target and deployment of mining equipment on the
target
2. Acquisition and processing of the water material
3. Trans-Earth injection of water with aerocapture and injection into
geostationary transfer orbit (GTO)
4. Delivery of the water to a propellant manufacturing plant in GTO (the "gas
station") and refilling of the trans-NEO injection stage
5. Re-injection into trans-NEO Orbit (similar to Step 1)
The mission concept is also shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Mission Concept

These five steps are performed by three different mission components:
A. The shuttle, which transports the mining equipment to the target and the
water from the target. This will incorporate a heat shield for Earth
aerocapture.
B. The miner, which extracts the regolith and processes the water out of it.
C. The provider ("gas station / road assistant"), which delivers water,
propellants and oxygen as well as services to customers in Earth orbit.

4.2.2 Orbital Greenhouse
This section describes the concept of developing a greenhouse facility in low Earth
orbit (LEO). Future human space exploration may require regenerative life support
capabilities. Until now, the general concepts of space exploration are either to "take
everything with you" or "live off the land" (ISRU). The Orbital Greenhouse would
demonstrate a way to a third alternative: "live off your spaceship".
The Orbital Greenhouse would be used for different purposes. It would demonstrate
the capacity for growing plants in space, show the capacity of reusing water and
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carbonated materials in space, verify the usage of robots for greenhouse exploitation,
and would develop teleoperated and closed-loop robots for farm usage. Another
purpose is to increase public interest. Schools could send their own seeds, people can
adopt plants and take care of them by teleoperation. The Orbital Greenhouse is a
good mission for building international cooperation. By launching greenhouse
components on refurbished military rockets, the public will see a true "swords into
plowshares" process in action. They see a new way of utilizing space as a way to
further international efforts towards peace. Some commercial issues are that there
should not be a regulation or tax on space grown that could be supplied to the ISS. It
may become necessary to develop new technologies like a highly regenerative
environmental control and life support system (ECLSS). The use of artificial gravity
would be another technology to be tested on the Orbital Greenhouse Precursor
Mission.

Figure 4-2: Artist's View of an Orbital Greenhousel

4.2.3 Space Hotel
At the end of 1998, the BBC reported the interest of Hilton in building a space hotel2.
These plans involved the use of empty Space Shuttle external tanks, which could
without huge problems be kept in orbit for future use.
The recycled tanks, would be fitted with a small engine to preven t them falling
into the atmosphere and twelve of them would be joined together to form the space
station. The structure would house the luxunJ hotel that could accommodate 350
guests and 50 staff

The resulting structure resembles designs proposed by Wernher von Braun and
Arthur C. Clarke decades ago. The estimated cost of the Space Hilton endeavor was
estimated to be in the order of 6 to 12-billion US$, resulting (according to the Space
Island Design Group) in a ticket price of £15,000 (approximately 25.000 US$) for a

1

http:/ jwww.metaspace.com/ff/eto/SPBilGH.HTM

2

"Space: The Final Holiday Destination", BBC News, December 30, 1998.
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two-week stay3. Although these numbers seem to be quite optimistic, it shows that
plans like this require enormous investments.

Figure 4-3: Space Hotel Concepts t ,2
The German Space Agency (Deutsches Zentrum ftir Luft- und Raumfahrt, or DLR)
came up with less optimistic numbers3. They estimated the total cost including
operations for a space hotel for 48 guests to be close to 50-billion US$, with ticket
prices well over 100,000 US$.
One way of reducing the overall cost could be to use military rockets to transport the
materials that are needed to furbish the space hotel. In the course of the Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty (START) between the US and Russia, a variety of
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) will have to be destroyed (ie. Minuteman,
Peacekeeper, Trident, SS-20). This idea follows the "swords to plowshares" approach
and uses these rockets (with payload capabilities of up to a few tons) as cheap means
of transportation to LEO.

t

ESA Contract 12756/98/NL/JG(SC), 1999

2

http:/ jnews.bbc.co.uk/hi/englishjscijtech/newsid_244000/244498.stm

3

"System Concepts, Architectures and Technologies for Space Exploration and Utilization
(SE&U Study)", Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), ESA Contract
12756/98/NL/JG(SC), 1999.
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Figure 4-4: ICBMs Affected by the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty 1,2,3,4
The benefits of a space hotel realization for the human exploration beyond low-Earth
orbit strategy would be a largely increased public interest in space. Furthermore,
higher launch rates due to the higher demand in Earth-to-orbit transportation would
result in decreased launch costs.
The DLR study also summarized the results of various studies on the price that
people are willing to pay for a ticket to space (Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6).
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Figure 4-5: "How many months of salary would you spend for a ticket to space?"

1

http:/ jwww.af.miljnews/factsheets/LGM_30_Minuteman_III.html

2

http://www .af.mil:80 /news/ factsheets / LGM_118A_Peacekeeper.html

3

http:/ jwww.subasekb.navy.mil/missile.htm

4

http:/ I www.fas.org/ nuke/ guide/ russia/ icbm/ r-36m.htm
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Figure 4-6: Ticket Price as a Function of the Number of Passengers
The majority of the current proposals for space hotels look at the center of the last
diagram with launch rates of several to tens of thousands passengers per year. In
contrast to this, our precursor mission idea takes into account that there are a few
people out there today who can already now afford to go to space (left end of the
diagram). Examples can be mentioned of several people that have already seriously
considered going into space aboard Mir. In these cases, private funding would have
covered the costs of 10 to 15-million US$. Two people who were interested were John
Denver and Hans Meiser (a German TV moderator). French and German cosmonauts
were allowed to fly to and on Mir for costs of between 20 'to 60-million US$. Another
example of space tourism would be Sultan Salman Abdel-aziz Al-Saud, a SaudiArabian prince and member of the royal family that flew on STS-51-G. t
Mission Architecture Overview

For the precursor we therefore suggest that interested parties (like Hilton) buy one of
the two retired Spacelabs. The Neurolab mission (STS-90) marked the end of the 25year long success story of Spacelab.

1

http:// solar.rtd.utk.edu/ -mwade/ astrmt/ alsaud.htm
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Figure 4-7: Spacelab 1
Today, the two Spacelab modules are essentially standing useless in Germany and the
US, although they are still operational. After a refurbishment into living quarters for
two to three hotel guests and adaptation to the interface requirements of the
International Space Station, it would be launched aboard the Shuttle and docked to
tjle ISS. The hotel guests would pay for two to three month stays and travel aboard
the Shuttle as well. The complexity of adding two crewmembers to a shuttle crew of
six is minimal, since these two do nothing but sit and breathe during ascent and
docking. With a crew exchange every two to three months, about a dozen guests
could reside in the space hotel every year. Tickets would be for sale at prices of the
order of 15-million US$, but in order to make space tourism accessible for middle
class citizens, lotteries will be organized. The ticket price proposed here is
approximately in the order of magnitude of a weekly jackpot of one of the lotteries
established today.
Taking the outlined features of this Precursor Mission into account, it can be seen that
this mission would significantly increase the public interest in the ISS as well as in
space flight in general. At the same time, the parties interested in large space hotel
complexes can validate there business plans and thus reduce the risk of such an
endeavor.

4.2.4 Lunar In-Situ Resource Utilization and Science
One of our proposed Precursor Missions is dedicated to In-Situ Resource Utilization
(ISRU). This section will outline two ISRU applications.
Lunar Soil Processing

The spacecraft will land on a dramatic looking place on the Moon, like the Tycho
Crater. The production of lunar soil bricks with a very simple and cost effective
technique will be tested. The technology demonstrator would serve as proof that we
are able to produce lunar soil bricks in order to build a permanent lunar base for
humans. A suggestion is to have a small and simple robotic arm device on the lander

I

http:/ jsolar.rtd.utk.eduj-mwadejastrosjalsaud.htm
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(similar to the one on NASA's 1999 Polar Lander Missionl and on the 2001 Mars
Lander Mission2). This arm will collect lunar soil that will be filled into a mold. This
mold can be designed in a prize-winning contest on Earth by young space
enthusiasts. The lunar soil will be compressed and heated in the mold and mankind
will have the first lunar soil brick on the Moon. A camera on the lander will cover the
landing of the spacecraft near the Tycho Crater. Videos and pictures will be taken
from the grasping of the lunar soil, from the compressing process and finally from the
finished brick itself. This will certainly increase the interest of the public for space
missions. Furthermore it is planned to have the robotic arm remotely controlled by
persons from the public. They can choose the exact place for grasping the soil. Not
only will this mission increase the public support and funding for future Human
Exploration missions, it will also have a scientific purpose.

Figure 4-8: Tycho Crater 3
Lunar Water and Oxygen Extraction

In this mission a spacecraft would land on the continuously sunlit area of the South
Pole of the Moon. Although yet to be proven, it is widely believed that in the largest
crater of the Moon, the Aitken Basin which lays in permanent darkness, frozen water
could be present. One mission goal is to deploy a rover, which searches for and
extracts water in the permanently shadowed areas within the crater. The lander will
also have payloads on board that allow production of liquid oxygen from the lunar
soil. The landing of the spacecraft will have live news coverage.
This mission increases public interest as well as our knowledge about the abundance
of lunar water. It also demonstrates the feasibility of using lunar resources that later
can be used for the construction of a human outpost at the lunar South Pole.

1

http:// mars.jpl.nasa.gov / msp98/lander/ mission.html

2

http:/ j mars.jpl.nasa.gov /2001/ index.html

3

APOLLO OVER THE MOON: A View From Orbit, NASA SP-362
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4.2.5 Lunar Rover Race
This section very briefly describes the idea of having a lunar rover race. The main task
will be a race between ten rovers from the Apollo 17 landing site to the Luna 21
landing site and back. On the way, several checkpoints have to be visited. The
checkpoints are historical sites (Lunokhod 2, Lunar Rover Vehicle) and geological
features. The competition is open to the public and other classes of participants, like
companies, agencies, universities and schools. There are rover design requirements,
constraints and rules, which are outlined in Section 4.4 and 4.5, but it is up to the
participants to design the rover. Prices for innovative design, cheapest rover, best
look and fastest rover will be awarded at a qualifying contest on Earth. Here the ten
best rovers will be chosen, which will finally be sent to the Moon for the big race of
about 380km.

Figure 4-9: Rovers on Planetary
Utilization Testbed (PUTB) in
ESTEC-ESA

Figure 4-10: JPL/NASA Rover Open Day

4.2.6 Selection Criteria
Table 4-1 shows an overview of the presented precursor rrusswns. The different
proposals were evaluated with regard to the general objectives for precursor
missions. The table shows that all the proposed precursor missions met most
objectives. Ultimately the Lunar Rover Race was selected, as this mission is expected
to have the most potential in promoting public interest, education and support.
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Table 4-1: Overview of the Proposed Precursor Missions
(legend: the objective is "" satisfied ven; well, - partly satisfied, or X not satisfied)

NEO

Greenhouse

Space
Hotel

ISRU

Lunar
Rover
Race

Increases public interest,
education and support

,...._,

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

Robotic

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

Promotes commercial expenditure
in space

lit/

,...._,

lit/

,...._,

lit/

Is low cost

,...._,

,...._,

,...._,

lit/

lit/

Is near term (<5 years)

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

Is new (Innovation/niche)

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

lit/

Promotes international
cooperation

,...._,

lit/

,...._,

lit/

lit/

Promotes involvement of
educational institutions

X

lit/

,...._,

lit/

lit/

4.3

Lunar Rover Race- Selected Concept

After much thought, the design project team decided to outline the Lunar Rover Race
(LRR) precursor mission in more detail. The main reasons for selecting this mission
were primarily to increase public awareness, education and support.

4.3.1 Background
The LRR as a race is not a completely new idea. There has been a proposed number of
similar commercially oriented rover missions over the years. To mention one, the
EuroMoon 2000 was a lunar initiative by ESA to mark the progression of Europe's
space activities into the New Millennium. The mission included the lander placing
three or four participants in a 'Millennium Challenge' at the Aitken Basin's rim, and
racing them to the Moon's South Pole, which lies 3000 m deep and in permanent
darkness within the confines of the crater. The winner would then have been entitled
to 'name' the as yet unexplored and unnamed lunar South Pole and the futur~ human
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outpostl. However, EuroMoon 2000 ran into major problems due to a lack of
confidence with the companies, and was cancelled.

Figure 4-11: Aitken Basin (South Pole)
Currently the idea of manned or robotic rovers as a method of exploring the Moon,
Mars, etc. and even using them as a method for mining has been thoroughly
researched by space agencies, universities and space-related companies. LunarCorps
for example intend to send two rovers to the surface of the moon. The goal of the
mission is to break the mold of space exploration by obtaining the vast majority of the
funding through the private sector, and to give the general public a chance to directly
participate in the exploration. Mission control will be located at a public pavilion.
Visitors to the pavilion can walk up to the lunar driver 1s license kiosk and have the
chance to drive simulators and terrestrial versions of the rovers. Those scoring high
enough will have the opportunity to actually drive the rover for a short time in front
of a theater of visitors2.

1

EuroMoon 2000 (1999), http:/ jesapub.esrin.esa.it/br/br122/br122abs.htrn

2

LunarCorps (1999), http:/ jwww.lunacorp.com/lcrover.htm
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Figure 4-12: Lunar Rover Pavilion.

However, LunarCorps has taken a major assumption with its strategy: they have
assumed that the public has great interest and enthusiasm in outer space. This
assumption will not be taken in this precursor mission. Gaining the attention,
involvement and awareness of the general public is the primary goal of this mission.
In our current society we have famine, disease, wars, etc. People are more interested
in solving these problems on Earth. Somehow, public interest must be gained.
Creating a space mission around this goal has never been done before and is a
completely new way of thinking. Closest to this concept was the race to get the first
man on the moon; but this mission did not allow the public to get involved. They
were only told what was happening. This policy was due to the fact that the initiative
was due to a cold war race rather than a peaceful one and public interest quickly
d eclined after Apollo 11.

4.3.2 Relation between Precursor Mission and Strategy
As the first important step the LRR mission will boost the public interest, education,
awareness and support that is so much needed to allow humankind to evolve to a
true space-faring species. One key to making public awareness and involvement a
success would be to fuel and develop the imaginations of school children from
around the world. If schoolchildren feel that they have made a contribution to the
mission, they and their families will have enthusiasm for this race as well as future
exploration missions.
Secondly, the following reasoning clarifies the technological considerations that make
this precursor mission an important stepping stone to future space activity.
Human exploration of space will require the preparation of space settlements (see
Chapter 2). For example, realization of Lunar and Mars bases in the near future is
envisioned as one of the great strides forward in human expansion beyond Low Earth
Orbit. As these bases will rely on in-situ resources, infrastructure will need to be
created to allow for In-Situ Resource Utilization. Teleoperated or autonomous rovers
will play a major role in the preparation and maintenance of these settlements and
their infrastructure. The LRR will stimulate the development of versatile robotic
rovers that can withstand hazardous environments like that of the Moon. Therefore, it
is a stepping stone towards human settlement beyond LEO.
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4.3.3

Mission Description

With this LRR, public interest will be achieved by involving as many people of all
ages as possible in all areas of the mission from beginning to end. Schools,
universities, companies, individual groups, etc. will participate. Schools will probably
not have the resources to build the rovers; however, they can help the major
participants by getting involved in competitions in return for prizes, for example VIP
treahnent at one of the mission control centers.
The race will resemble a cross between a bicycle and a motor car race. This will be
similar to the famous Tour de France which involves cyclists completing a number of
stages each covering different landscapes and the Paris-Dakar Rally, which involves
motor cars travelling at high speed through a harsh environment. Current rover
technology could allow the rovers to travel at speeds of around 10km an hour on the
moon. Each rover will carry efficient cameras for teleoperation purposes but also for
the general public to watch at home or in specially constructed pavilions.
Due to the speeds and the size (200mm by 500mm by 600mm) of the rovers, the latest
in high quality micro teleoperational systems will need to be developed. Such
technology will be vital for future human exploration. In fact, the rovers themselves
will employ the latest in technological design. The lunar landscape due to the craters,
possible lava tubes, exposure to cosmic radiation, etc. is a very hazardous location
and competitors will need to take this into consideration. Competitiveness by its very
nature will trigger off innovative ideas for rover design so that they will be fast,
lightweight yet robust. They will be designed to overcome all possible landscapes that
can be expected during the race and be capable of dealing with of all eventualities. A
more detailed description can be found in section 4.5.

Figure 4-13: Protoh;pe LRI Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search

4.3.4 Description- Brief Race Outline
The general mission concept involves two historic landing sites, i.e. Apollo 17 (Lunar
Rover Vehicle) and Luna 21 (Lunakhod 2). The lunar lander will land at the Apollo 17
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landing site containing 10 rovers and one media vehicle. The racing rovers will line
up at a designated point and make there way to other landing sites or geographical
locations as a series of stages on its way to the Luna 21 landing site. The Media
Vehicle will already have arrived at the finishing line of each stage before the
beginning of each new race. They will then travel back to the Apollo 17 site in a
similar fashion but using a different route.
The one way versus round trip race idea was considered for its merits and the
following considerations in favor of a round trip race were made.
The lunar lander is equipped with two TV cameras to film race departure and the
arrival of the rovers, from another viewpoint than the Media Vehicle. These are
generally the most appreciated moments by the public. Extensive media coverage
means that more revenue can be obtained from advertising. The lander can be
equipped with large bandwidth capabilities (more Mbps transmission to Earth, better
image quality). After the race, rovers can be used to demonstrate and educate about
time delay and teleoperation.
If the 380km long race would be a one way trip, zigzagging between Apollo 17 and
Luna 21, there is a higher risk of losing a rover before it reaches Luna 21. Because for
the round trip the racing distance between Apollo 17 and Luna 21 will be
approximately 190km, this risk is minimized.

The duration of the mission will be 14 Earth days, i.e. one Lunar day. The lander will
land on the first day. The race itself will last 10 days and will consist of 12 stages. Post
race time will be used for public and economic usage of the surviving rovers. The
Racing Authority will own forty percent of this time. The remaining sixty percent can
be filled in by the contestants who will receive full economic return for these Rover
Minutes. They will have to hand in proposals for using rover time to the Racing
Authority in accordance with the overall mission objectives, thus ensuring that the
total mission time is devoted to the public outreach program.
Funding will be completely private. Competitions on Earth attract sponsors who will
get the opportunity to advertise themselves either on the track or during commercial
breaks. These ideas can be employed for the race also. The cameras on the lander can
be used to film the sponsors' trademarks at the starting and finishing line. The rovers
themselves will have these trademarks on them and can be viewed every time the
rovers pass each other, viewed by the lander or the media vehicle. The official rover
race web page and media coverage will also display the trademarks.

4.3.5 Participation
In order to increase public awareness to its fullest, it is desirable for all people around
the world interact as much as possible with the race. This can be best achieved by
allowing private persons, universities, schools, the military and companies to have
equal opportunities to compete for a position on the lunar race track. Each of the five
continents of the world will have a lunar rover representing it and then there will also
be another five consisting of the best five runners-up, whatever their geographical
location. This way the quality of the rovers will be high. To be able to compete for a
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position, a registration fee should be charged, the amount of which is dependent on
the status of the organization. Companies will be required to pay most and schools
will pay least.
There are a number of ways of participating in this competition. The ultimate would
be to bid for building a prototype rover and racing it in a national competition. The
winner would then compete with other nations within their continent. However, at a
regional level, universities can liaise with schools to brainstorm ideas for resolving
design problems. The physics and technology departments can design small remote
control rovers. At a lighter level, schools can participate in drawing the rovers or the
logos. Universities have specialized departments such as in composite structures.
When the infrastructure is at its optimum, it can be seen that a single bid will involve
one or more companies such as those involved in the car industry or electronics.
Many companies can participate indirectly in the race. In yacht races, etc., most, if not
all of the funding comes from sponsors such as alcohol, cigarette, camera film, etc.
companies. Companies will wish to sponsor one of the rovers as it will be great
promotion of their products and/ or service. Telecommunication companies would
want to make sure that they get coverage of the event by providing cameras either at
mission control or for the rovers. Computer companies can compete to provide
sophisticated software and so allowing the rovers to be as dynamic as technology
allows. Information systems can also be created so to create dynamic web pages for
the ultimate real time link up.

4.3.6 Prizes
In the staged Lunar Rover Race there are points for having the best overall time, best
points at each stage, being the best climber, for driving the most aggressively and
winning halfway sprints during straight-line stages. Each win earns points towards a
rover's overall score. The prize for each of these will be in the form of medals,
specially designed according to the nature of the competition. The contenders at their
individual mission controls will get the opportunity to wear clothing related to that
prize so to distinguish their prowess. Each stage's winner gets to name the specific
location of that day's checkpoint.
The rover with the highest number of points will win the gold medal and gets to
name the track. A final medal should also go to the team whose rover was the
cheapest to build.
Additional to these prizes, there are a number of other rewards. Universities who win
contracts to research and build parts of the rover will be awarded with a financial
package. This could fund research for a postgraduate student towards a Ph.D. Such a
prize will substantially increase the university's research status and create jobs. For
companies who win the national competitions and if they are lucky enough,
continental competitions, they will be in a good position to win commercial contracts
for Earth based applications and future lunar mining rovers.
Individuals and students at schools who win regional competitions or show flare for
creativity may get the opportunity to be sponsored for university or even employed
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by top companies. Regional, national competitions don't need to be limited to
building rovers. They could be software competitions, etc. Students at school or art
students at Art College could win VIP seats at Mission Control through designing the
rover trademarks or even its name.

4.4

Lunar Rover Race - Qualification and Implementation

This section addresses the qualification process for the rovers as well as the Lunar
Rover Race implementation. The race is implemented as a twelve stage rally, between
the historical landing sites of Apollo 17 and Luna 21. The race will be approximately
380km long. Assuming an average velocity of 5 km/h, each stage will take about six
to seven hours. Ten entrants will take part in the race. The rules to the LRR are
presented in Appendix B.

4.4.1 Rover Qualification
Design Competition

The first step for selecting rovers is through design studies. Each candidate must
demonstrate in the study that the rover meets the imposed constraints and
requirements (see section 4.5.3). Innovative ideas are encouraged at this point of the
contest.
The entrant field will be narrowed down to 20 candidates maximum and each
continent will be represented within that field.
Earth-based Race Competition

This race will determine which rovers can best achieve the race on the Moon. The
selection criteria will be endurance, robustness, speed and communication
capabilities (including the lunar time delay). As the competition must remain
intercontinental, the final selection will include at least one representative of each
continent. The entrant field will be narrowed down to 12 candidates. The first 10 will
participate in the Lunar Rover Race and the other 2 will be left as backups.

4.4.2 Racetrack
The racetrack concept is a round trip rally around two historical spacecraft-landing
sites. The selection of the landing sites is based on the following criteria:
•

selection of international origin of landing sites

•

historical nature of lunar sites

•

geological features of sites
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•

relative proximity of sites one from the other

The two landing sites are the following:
Apollo 17
Launched by the USA on 7 December 1972, and landed on 11 December 1972 at the
Taurus-Littrow site. Apollo 17 was the last manned mission on the Moon. The crew
was composed of Eugene A. Cernan (commander), Ronald E. Evans (command
module pilot), and Harrison H. Schmitt (lunar module pilot). The crew returned
safely to Earth on December 17th. The mission studied geological features of the
Moon such as a lunar seismic profile or gravity cartography and tested also life
support experiments. The mission included the Lunar Rover Vehicle (LRV).
Luna 21

Launched by the USSR on 8 January 1973 and landed on 15 January 1973 at the Mare
Serenitatis I Le Monnier site. The mission, consisting of a Lander and a Rover
(Lunokhod 2), was dedicated to measuring various parameters of the light on the
moon (solar X-rays, ambient light or laser ranging from Earth), collecting pictures and
studying mechanical properties of the lunar surface material. This second USSR lunar
rover had solar panels to supply power during lunar daytime, and an isotopic heat
source for the cold lunar nighttime. The rover stopped without keeping the laser
reflector visible, which is perhaps why it failed.
Table 4-2 presents the Lunar coordinates of the landing sites.

Table 4-2: Lunar Coordinates of Apollo 17 and Luna 211.
Historical site

Lunar Longitude

Lunar Latitude

Location Name

Apollo 17

30.77° East

20.19° North

Taurus-Littrow

Luna 21

30.38° East

25.51° North

Mare Serenitatis (Le
Monnier)

The round trip race is a twofold challenge for participants. The first half of the race
consists of being the first rover to reach an historical landing site. The second half of
the race is to get back to the initial departure site. Returning back to the starting point
of the race will also permit good media coverage at the finish line with high

1

Note: The landing sites being almost at the same longitude, the race is oriented SouthNorth/North- South.
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resolution TV by the lunar race lander. A checked flag may signal the winner' s arrival
(by analogy with Formula 1 race).
Racetrack Profile and Distance End to End

The following pictures present an overview of the Moon and indicate the location of
the two selected sitesl.

ISee Figure 4-19
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Figure 4-16: Picture of Moon and Position of Sites

The following map presents a closer view of the region where the lunar rover race
takes place.

Pictures Reference: APOLLO OVER THE MOON: "A View From Orbit", NASA SP-362 and
THE GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE MOON, U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 1348.

1
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Figure 4-19: Close-up Map of Moon and Position of Sites
After completion of the landing phase close to Apollo 17 (landing will take place with
an accuracy of approximately 1km), the rovers will be deployed and will reach the
Apollo 17 lander and Lunar Rover Vehicle site in the Qth stage. This is the rally
departure point. Rovers then maneuver northward in the direction of the Luna 21 site
in 6 stages. When Luna 21 is reached, the rovers circle around it and drive back
southward in 6 stages, in the direction of Apollo 17, which is the finish line.
The following photo of the Moon gives an overview of the race track and the
landscape in the area of the two landing sitesu. The perspective view of the figure
causes the distances near the top of the figure to appear smaller than the lower part.
The top left panel is included for clarity.

1

Note more checkpoints appear to be near Luna 21, but this is only due to the perspective of
the presented viewing position.

2

Picture Reference: APOLLO OVER THE MOON:" A View From Orbit", NASA SP-362.
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Figure 4-20: Sketch of the Race Trackt
Checkpoints

The racetrack is defined by a series of twelve stages. A starting and an ending
checkpoint delimit each stage. These checkpoints correspond to documented
geological features along the racetrack, as defined below2:

1

Picture Reference: APOLLO OVER THE MOON: "A View From Orbit", NASA SP-362

2

Pictures Reference: APOLLO OVER THE MOON: "A View From Orbit", NASA SP-362
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Checkpt. 7: Lunokhod 2

Apollo 17 landing site
Schedule

The Lunar Rover Race will take place exclusively when the chosen lunar location is
exposed to the Sun (i.e. during the lunar day of 14 Earth diurnals)l. Sufficient Sun
exposure is needed at the landing location for solar power and ambient temperature

1

A lunar diurnal is equivalent to 28 Earth diurnals (of 24 hours approximately).
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issues. The spacecraft lander will therefore land when the sun rises at the Apollo 17
site. The race will then start at 18:00 GMT the following Earth day, in order to have
the maximum TV audience. The race will end 10 Earth diurnals later. A stage will
typically last 20 hours overall. Defining that each stage begins at 18:00 solar time; this
has the advantage that the beginning of each stage will take place at a different
location on the Earth. This allows all humankind to watch at least two stages of the
race at a convenient time and greatly increases the public outreach character of the
race.
The schematic below, Figure 4-21, presents the concept of lunar day and indicates
when each stage starts. The racing schedule is presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-21: Lunar Day Cycle and Race Schedule Overview
The lander touches the Moon 4.7 Earth diurnals after the new Moon. The following
figure indicates the local starting time on Earth of every stage of the race. The figure is
especially interesting because it shows that the starting time of each race takes place
at a convenient time that "rotates" around the globe.
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Figure 4-22: Stage numbers vs. Starting Time on Earth
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4.5

Rover Design Considerations

4.5.1 Requirements for Design and Test of a Rover
Design Requirements

Designing a rover for the race on the Moon surface will be a big challenge. The
participants are free to choose any design for their rover. However, some
requirements are needed to meet launch capability, to organize communication
between the rovers and Earth, to ensure safe rover pre-launch handling, and to refrain
from polluting the environment of the Moon with harmful material. These
requirements are summarized below.
•

Total mass of each rover shall be less than 10 kg.

•

Each rover shall fit into the volume of height 200 mm, length 600 mm, and width
500mm.

•

The rovers shall be capable of completing a 5 km level sand track at an average
speed of at least 5 km/h.

•

The rovers shall be able to communicate through the Deep Space Network.

•

All communications including teleoperation shall use the frequency that is
assigned by the LRR authority.

•

The rovers shall have a back-up communication system for teleoperation and
video link independent of its main communication system.

•

The rovers shall carry at least one camera for live video coverage of the race and
the lunar surface. The frame rate and resolution shall be at least 10 Hz and
256x256 pixels.

•

The rovers shall have space and power available for a navigation package
provided by the LRR authority.

•

The participants shall provide the LRR authority direct access to their positioning
data.

•

The rovers shall have a minimum designed operational life of 14 Earth days.

•

The rovers may not contain any nuclear material.

Rover Test

Those participants who are chosen to run the race on the Moon surface shall perform
a series of tests to show that a rover can withstand the harsh environment of the
Moon during the race. Participants are free to design their own test protocol on their
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rover. At least one comprehensive test open to the experts assigned by the Racing
Authority, shall be performed. A participant shall carefully record and document the
results of tests performed on the rover and shall generate a comprehensive report.
The report shall be presented to the Racing Authority. Based on the results of the
comprehensive test on a rover and the test report, the qualification for the racing shall
be granted.

4.5.2 Technological Challenges
The contestants to the Lunar Rover Race will face a number of technological
difficulties that will have to be overcome. This sectioh discusses seven important
challenges.
Locomotion in Lunar Soil

Robotic rovers will play a key role in preparing human habitats on, for instance, the
Moon and Mars, before humans actually arrive there. Locomotion on the Lunar
surface is a major issue in robotic rover design.
The sandy composition of the lunar soil will make it difficult for a small wheeled
rover to move, much like a normal car which is stuck on loose sand. The principle of
"all wheel drive" facilitates efficient movement. Next to powering of all the wheels,
wheel size is an important factor in rover locomotion. If the wheels are too small, the
size of obstacles will be large in comparison and the rover will not be able to achieve a
high speed (in the order of 10 km/h). The Lunar Race Rovers will have sizes roughly
equal to that of the Sojourner of the Mars Pathfinder mission, shown in Figure 4-23.

(b)

Figure 4-23: Mars Pathfinder Sojourner: (a) Stowed, (b) Extended Position
was capable of travelling at a maximum speed of 1 em/sec. The maximum traveled distance
away from the lander was 30 (courtesy of NASA)
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To give an indication of required wheel size: Sojourner was designed to have a top
speed of 1 em/ s on the Martian surface,.with 13 em d iameter wheels. As the Lunar
surface is looser than Mars' surface, the required wheel size may be larger than that of
Sojourner. The rule of thumb is: the larger the wheels, the better mobility the rover
will have, with the prescribed maximum rover size as constraint. As prediction of
locomotion in loose sand is difficult, testing will be necessary to determine an
adequate wheel size.
Speed

The LRR is all about speed. Similar to the Paris-Dakar race, the rover that completes
the staged track in the least amount of time wins the prestigious gold medal. The
created racetrack will then be named by the winner.
To get an indication of current status of rover speed: Mars Pathfinder's Sojourner
(Figure 4-23) was capable of reaching a top speed of 1 em/ s. This very successful
rover was not designed to reach higher speeds because it was not required for the
scientific and technology demonstration objectives of the mission. Another
consideration was the required power available at the orbit of Mars. Being at 1.5
astronomical units distance from the Sun, Mars receives less than half the amount of
solar power that the Earth and the Moon receive.
The Lunar Race Rovers will be specifically designed for speed and endurance. The
speed and endurance requirements are likely to result in completely differently
designed rovers than Sojourner.
Technologically, building a rover that moves at high speed for prolonged periods of
time in a sandy environment is feasible. However, there are a number of
considerations that constrain the maximum speed of the rovers:
1. ON-BOARD POWER: This is limited by allowable rover size and mass. Because the
rovers are not allowed to have nuclear power they will most likely rely on solar
arrays. From lunar morning to lunar noon (seven Earth days), the solar input
gradually increases from 0 W /m2 to approx. 1.36 kW/m2 (the Moon is close to the
Earth and therefore, we assume the solar constant is approximately equal to that
of the Earth). So in the lunar morning the rovers will receive little power, unless
their solar panels can be tilted.
2. 2.75 LUNAR TIME-LAG: This will complicate teleoperation. The distance that a rover
travels in 2.7 s when it is travelling at 10 km/h is 7.5 m. When viewing an image it
must be kept in mind that the actual rover has in real-time already hit an object
that is 7.5 m ahead in the image. In order to guide the rover through the landscape
safely, the track must at least be visible and navigable to this distance. Allowing
for response time of the driver and margins of safety, it will be required to see
ahead for approximately 15 m. In order to look ahead that far, the rover's camera
will have to be mounted at a considerable height.
3. LOW LUNAR GRAVITY LEVEL: This will change the inertial response of the rover.
Consider an arbitrary rise on the lunar surface, as shown in Figure 4-24. Because
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gravitational acceleration is six times lower than on Earth, a high-speed rover will
behave very differently on the Moon compared to on Earth. Due to the reduced
lunar gravity, the rover will separate from the surface and rise six times further
than for a similar hill on Earth. The speed of the rover on a rough course on the
Moon will have to be reduced six fold to have it behave in the same manner as it
would on a similar test course on the Earth. Although the racing rules do not
specify any maximum velocity, a speed of 10 km/h appears to be a feasible
guideline.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-24: Lunar Gravity Affect on Rover Locomotion
Teleoperation and Rover Autonomy

As described previously, teleoperation of a high-speed rover in an environment that
is delayed by 2.7 s is very complicated. The contestants are free to decide how their
rovers should be operated. It is possible to develop or purchase dedicated
teleoperation software that takes the time-lag into account by extrapolating the
rover's movements and then presents the predicted "actual" position of the rover.
These are called predictive displays.
Next to using predictive displays, the time lag problem can also be overcome by
having a highly autonomous rover. An autonomous rover derives the optimal path to
its goal from sensory inputs and makes its own decisions on long- and short-term
navigation and speed:
1

2

NAVIGATION: to determine the location of the target and how to get there in the
fastest and safest manner;
OBSTACLE HANDLING STRATEGIES:

to decide to go over an obstacle or swerve

around it;
3

to determine the maximum allowable safe speed depending on the
composition of the surface, size of obstacles, landscape curvature, taking into
account the low gravity level.

SPEED:
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A highly autonomous rover that travels at high speed through a complicated
landscape requires sophisticated, robust control algorithms, presenting major
software design challenges. The danger of a high level of autonomy is that the control
algorithms can never take every possible situation into account, and rover recovery
from an unforeseen incident may be difficult and time consuming.
Rover Stability

The high speed of the LRR, together with the low gravity environment and the
existence of bumps and rocks on the lunar surface will require the rovers to be very
stable. As shown in the previous paragraphs, the effects of the rover speed are
effectively multiplied by six due to the lower gravity. Because rover-ground
separation is more likely on the Moon than on Earth, chances of landing on a side or
upside-down are generally higher.
Endurance

The LRR will be approximately 400 km long. This long distance will have to be
navigated without any hardware maintenance. In addition, software uploads during
the race may not be allowed. The rovers must therefore be very reliable and have high
endurance.
Thermal Control

The difference in temperature between lunar night and noon is ~pproximately 300
degrees centigrade (-180°C to +120°C). During lunar noon, the power input from the
sun is very high and the rovers may need to have a thermal control system to keep
excessively high temperatures from damaging the system.
Communication

The rovers will communicate with ground control in a direct manner. The Racing
Authority will not provide a relaying service to the contestants. The up and down
link will be required for teleoperation of the rover and to send real-time video
coverage of the race at a minimum required frame rate. The required video coverage
will consume the major part of the bandwidth. With the high-speed objective
consuming most of the available power, the challenge will be to transmit the required
video coverage with a minimum amount of power. As the frequency for the video
coverage is set by the racing authority (K-band, see Section 4.6.5), the remaining
variables are a) transmitter dish size, and b) transmitter power. The required video
transmission power can be decreased by:
•

Increasing CPU power to compress the video signal in real-time before
transmission, or by

•

Increasing the transmitter dish size, which increases the overall mass of the
transmitter system and decreases maneuverability of the rover.
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Therefore, a trade-off must be made between rover mass, broadcasting and processor
power, and maneuverability.

4.5.3 Technology Development and Transfer
Three objectives of the Lunar Rover Race are a) stimulation of technology
development for robust, efficient robotic rovers, b) encouraging dissemination of
these developments, and c) increasing public and private participation in space
activities. These objectives might not be so easy to combine as will be explained in this
section.

In support of the third objective, the race does not discriminate between participants.
Private "garage-made" rovers, an ISU rover, dedicated rover-company and military
products are equally welcome, provided that they qualify. To satisfy the second
objective, the participants could be required to publish their complete rover designs,
with disqualification for the race as ultimate penalty. However, this measure has
more negative than positive effects:
•

Technology Development: participants will be discouraged to implement their
latest discoveries; therefore, the first objective is not satisfied.

•

Participation: companies will refrain from participating in the race and the third
objective is violated.

Therefore, regulations are required that allow all three objectives to be satisfied.
Pertaining to technology transfer, the participants will be required to produce the
following documentation:
•

Overview document: describing the basic technologies. This document explains
the features of the rover and elaborates on the rover's ability to move around in
the lunar environment. The document shall state how these features and basic
technologies will aid the rover in achieving the LRR. It will furthermore present
the views of the builders of the rover how they expect that the rover will win the
LRR. This document shall be aimed at the general public for education and
information purposes.

•

Design and analysis report: a detailed document presenting the complete design
of the rover. The LRR Authority will consider this report for the rover
qualification. The design and analysis report will only be published with the
written consent of the participant.

Patenting and Licensing

To stimulate publication of the rover designs, the racing authority should encourage
and facilitate patenting and licensing of rover technology.
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4.6

Mission Architecture

In order to perform the proposed lunar rover race, a spacecraft, a launcher, and
support systems are necessary.
This section shows a simple sizing study of the spacecraft, which will send the rovers
from GTO to the surface of the Moon. A launcher will be selected as a the result of
this process. The media vehicle, which is part of the mission architecture and takes
high-resolution pictures at checkpoints, is also described. Rover deployment and
ground systems are discussed. The mission architecture overview is shown in Figure
4-25.
Mission
Architecture

Spacecraft
(Lander)

Launcher
Ground support
systems

Figure 4-25: Mission Architecture Overview

4.6.1 Trajectory
A launcher carries the spacecraft to GTO. In GTO, the spacecraft performs impulsive
thrusting using propellant to boost itself to a specific velocity. Impulsive thrusting is
evaluated as a !l V, which is calculated in several stages. Total !l V from GTO to lunar
surface is 3.05 km/ s.

Figure 4-26: Trajectory from GTO to the Moon
For lunar missions, a separate orbiter and lander are usually used. The orbiter
deploys the lander around the Moon, and acts as a relay station for communication
between the lander and Earth. However, in this precursor mission, direct
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communication between the Earth and lander is feasible. Therefore, an orbiting
spacecraft is not required. It is assumed that all tJ. Vs will be performed by using the
lander propulsion system.

4.6.2 Spacecraft and Launcher
The spacecraft consists of a payload and bus. Before sizing the lander, the payload
mass and its envelope have to be defined.
Simple Sizing of the Lander

Figure 4-27 shows an overview of the lander system.

Propulsion subsystem
Engines, tanks, lines

Other subsystems

Structure subsystem
Guidance Navigation
and Control subsystem
Attitude Determination
and Control subsystem
Communication subsystem
Command and Data
Handling subsystem

Power subsystem

Figure 4-2 7: LJ:mder System Overview
Table 4-3 shows the basic characteristics of the payload.
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Table 4-3: Payload Assumptions.
Rover
10 (kg) max
10
300(H) x SOO(W) x 600(L) (mm) max
Media Vehicle
15 (kg) max
Vehicle mass (Mv)
1
Number of vehicles (Nv)
300@_X 80Q{W) X 600(L) (mm) max
Envelope of vehicle
Rover mass (MR)
Number of rovers (NR)
Envelope of each rover

Appendix C summarizes mass and dimension calculations.
Lander Outline

As shown in Figure 4-28, the lander consists of two elements. The first element
consists mainly of a propulsion subsystem and landing gear. The second consists of a
payload container and avionics equipment. The container area consists of two floors .
The first floor contains four rovers and a media vehicle, while the second contains six
rovers.
After separation from the launcher, the lander will use the main engine to aquire the
During lunar approach, high precision retroburns will be commanded
from Mission Control to position the lander within a 1 km radius of the Apollo 17
landing site. After the lander has deployed its solar panels, ground control
investigates the lunar environment with the on-board cameras to find an adequate
direction for rover deployment. Some directions may not be suitable to deploy the
rovers because there may be obstacles such as rocks and small craters. The container
area will rotate around the lander's center axis to point in the selected direction. The
lander then deploys the slider along which the rovers will descend to the Lunar
surface.
necessary~ V.
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Upper part turns
around center axis
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i
i
i
i

i

Attitude
control
thruster

Figure 4-28: Lander Outline
Simple Sizing of the Lander

The fairings of many current launchers are normally about 4 min diameter. In order
to be installed in a current fairing, the lande·r width is assumed to be 2.5 m (square
lander cross-section). From the mass and the density of propellant, the propellant
tank dimensions are calculated. The shape of the tanks is assumed to be spherical
Table 4-4 shows the dimension of the propellant tanks. The lander size is consistent
with the propellant volume.
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Table 4-4: Sizing of Spacecraft Dimension.
Value
Payload

L(m)

W(m)

H(m)

Rover

0.6

0.5

0.3

Media vehicle

0.6

0.8

0.3

Symbol

Unit

Value

Oxidizer/ Fuel

-

-

NTO/ MMH

Oxidizer to fuel mass ratio

-

-

1.6

Mprop-2

kg

1001.6

Oxidizer mass

Mox

kg

616.4

Density of oxidizer

Rox

kg/m3

870.0

Volume of Oxidizer

Vox

m3

0.708

Number of oxidizer tank

Nox

-

2

Diameter of oxidizer tank

Dox

m

0.88

Fuel mass

Mn

kg

385.2

Density of fuel

Rn

kg/ m3

1434.0

Volume of fuel

Vn

m3

0.269

Number of fuel tank

Nn

-

2

Diameter of fuel tank

Dn

m

0.64

Lander

Total propellant mass

The width of each rover is 0.5 m (maximum). As shown in Figure 4-29, four rovers
can be lined in one row, including spatial margins, along the 2.5 m width of the
lander. Four rovers and the media vehicle on the first floor fill two rows. The six
rovers on the second floor also fill two rows.
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approx. 4m

4m
25m

O.Sm
Media
Vehicle

First floor of the Lander

Second floor of the Lander

Figure 4-29: Fairing Configuration
Launcher

From the mass of the spacecraft, a launcher is selected. The total mass of the
launcher's payload (lander, media vehicle, and rovers) is 1.6 tons.
The lander is light enough to be carried by current medium launchers, such as the
Delta 2 or the Ariane 4 family. Since performance data was almost exclusively
available on LEO/GTO capability, the baseline design of the lander looks at a trans-
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lunar injection from GTO. Due to the fact that the ~ V to the Moon from GTO is
approximately 700 m/ s higher than for a spacecraft that is directly inserted to the
Moon by the launcher, this is a worst case assumption. Spacecraft cost and mass will
decrease significantly if the launcher provides the injection. The reliability is reflected
by the ratio of successful flights versus previous flights. For launcher types with a
small number of launches, the reliability of the launcher family was also taken into
account. An interesting point here is the high dependency of the reliability of the
Molniya launcher on the launch site (Baikonur versus Plesetsk).
The table was compiled with the most recent information available. The ratio of
average cost divided by reliability reflects success rate and is approximately what can
be expected for launch cost plus launch insurance. The main conclusion we can reach
from analysis of this table is that it is feasible to bring the lunar lander proposed here
into space for 30 to 50-million US$. Again, in this report the worst case was chosen as
baseline for the cost calculation (50-million US$).

4.6.3 Media Vehicle
Outline

The Lunar Rover Race (LRR) is a huge public awareness, interest and education
mission. Since funding will be almost entirely by sponsorship and advertisement,
adequate media coverage is an important issue. In conjunction with the requirement
that all ten rovers shall send a video signal of predefined frame rate and resolution to
Earth, there will be an eleventh rover that is entirely dedicated to producing high
quality video coverage of the finish of each daily stage. This rover is ~ailed the media
vehicle and is not a participant of the race. The media vehicle will travel to each
checkpoint before the next stage of the Rover Race starts. Each stage of the LRR will
be approximately six hours, and one race stage will be held per day on average.
The media vehicle will have to be highly reliable and will therefore be designed and
built in a controlled fashion, and not by participating rover teams. The rover will have
an allowed mass of 15 kg, and is confined to a volume of 300 mm by 800 mm by 600
mm. The media vehicle will have more broadcasting power than the racing rovers
through the use of deployable solar panels. These panels are deployed only when the
media vehicle is stationary. Since the media vehicle does not participate in the race it
will take the shortest and safest route between any two successive checkpoints and
may deviate from the actual race track.
Basic Concept

The basic concept of the media vehicle is shown in Figure 4-30. The media vehicle
travels in a "clean" configuration: there are no extending poles or solar arrays. An
outline of the idea is shown in the figure, however, the position of the solar is not
shown. The deployable solar panels shall be stowed in a manner that allows for easy
and safe movement through the lunar environment. Upon arrival at the checkpoint,
the media vehicle searches for a flat surface. It will then level itself to cancel any
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remaining surface incline by adjusting its suspension. A vertical structure will then be
deployed to a height of 5 m. The video camera at the end of this pole will be able to
cover the approach of the rovers from a maximum distance of 4 km. At the same time,
a video camera on the body of the vehicle will give live video coverage of the finish of
the rovers.

video camera with pan,
tilt and zoom
caoabilitv

extendable/
retractable boom,
total height 5m

__..--~--so-lar--t-pan_e_I

J'''

MV in travelling
configuration (not in detail,

_____

(b)

Figure 4-30: Media Vehicle will Provide Media Coverage from 4 km
(drawing not to scale)
Video Pole Design Concept

Figure 4-31 shows one of the triangular truss elements that build up the camera pole.
The pole is extended by electric motors at its base. Shortening the base (db in the
figure) will cause the element to increase its height.
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height increases as
base is contracted
one triangular
element

actuators
change these
distance

Figure 4-31: Video Pole Design Concept
The height to which the element is extended is limited by the required stiffness of the
pole. The stiffness should be very high, because the pole should not be allowed to
sway in all directions by video camera actuation. Determination of the deployment
angle is a trade-off between pole stiffness and pole mass. If the angle is too small the
number of elements will need to be high to achieve the desired height, but the
structure will be more rigid. If the angle is too large, few elements are needed but the
structure may become unstable. Estimation of the actual stiffness of the structure is
beyond the scope of this conceptual outline of the media pole and will not be
discussed. Instead, an engineering assumption is made with the following
considerations:
•

The media pole is not loaded in a lateral manner provided that the media vehicle
is able to place itself in a horizontal position,

•

The gravity level on the Moon is relatively low, and

•

By using high precision bearings, play in the structure is kept at a minimum.

Based on these considerations the vehicle can have a base that is slightly smaller than
the height of the extended element. This therefore means that more importance is
given to the minimum mass requirement, at the cost of a slight decrease in flexibility.

It is assumed that the element extends to a height of 250 mm. For a 5 m high structure,
20 triangular truss elements are required. The height of the pole in stowed position is
then 240 mm. As the maximum allowed height of the total media vehicle is 300 mm,
the pole will have to be contained within the vehicle.
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Pole Mass
The u-shaped bars that make up the element are assumed to measure 300mm by 5mm
by 0.5mm. If made of aluminum, one bar would have a mass of 3 g. Each triangular
truss element contains six bars. The total mass of the media pole then becomes 0.7 kg.
By using more lightweight materials like carbon fiber reinforced plastics, this mass
could be brought down considerably. A mass of 0.7 kg will be used as a worst case
value in the stability consideration of the next paragraph.
Rover Stability

It is assumed that the video camera with pan, tilt and zoom capability weights
approximately 200 g. The camera is mounted at the top of the 5 m pole. As the media
vehicle is constrained to a mass of 15kg the body can weigh approximately 14 kg. The
center of mass of the body is assumed to be 15 em above ground. The center of mass
of the complete MV with deployed video pole then becomes 0.3 m above ground. As
the maximum allowed value of base of the vehicle (500 mm3) is larger than the height
of the center of mass, the deployed system is inherently stable. By letting the
deployed solar arrays rest on the lunar soil, extra stabilization can be obtained.

distributed
mass, 0.15 kg/m

a

\1")

MV mass = 14 kg
at z = 0.15m

Figure 4-32: The Center of Mass of the Rover with Deployed Video Pole
Video Image Stability

Because the boom is flexible by nature, it will be excited by the actuation of the video
camera. The slight movement that is introduced can be removed from the video
signal by computer post processing.
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4.6.4 Ground Support
Introduction
It may become necessary to build a new tracking, telemetry and control system

(TICS) for the Lunar Rover Race Mission. NASA's Space Tracking and Data Network
(STDN) is being shut down and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) can only communicate with spacecraft below GEO. The NASA/JPL Deep
Space Network (DSN) is a possibility, but time on DSN is extremely difficult and
expensive to obtain due to both the great number of missions already supported by
DSN and the bandwidth requirements of the LRR.
Overall Telecommunications Requirements

Telecommunications between the Earth and the Moon shall be carried out directly
from each rover, the media vehicle, and the lander back. The telecommunication
equipment on the rovers, the media vehicle and the lander should be small in size and
require little power. The overall telecommunication network is shown in Figure 4-33.

Figure 4-33: Overall Telecommunications Network
The telecommunication data rate requirements are listed in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5: Telecommunication Data Rate Requirements
Traffic Type

Digital

Data Rate

Number
of Links

LanderI Media Vehicle to Earth

34 Mbps

2

Rovers to Earth

2Mbps

10

Rovers, Lander And Media Vehicle to Earth

100 kbps

12

Earth to Rovers, Lander And Media Vehicle

2Mbps

12

144 kbps

Many

TV

TT&C

ISDN (Between Mission Center and Data Users)

Design of Telecommunication Links between Earth and Moon

If possible, telecommunications between the Earth and the Moon could be carried out
via the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network (DSN). However, as stated earlier time on
DSN is extremely difficult and expensive to obtain due to the great number of
missions already supported by the network and the bandwidth requirements of the
LRR.

The DSN system includes three communications complexes located approximately
120° of longitude apart around the world: near Madrid (355°45', 40°14'), Spain; near
Canberra (148°58', -35°13'), Australia; and at Goldstone (243°06', 35°14'), USA. The
DSN permits continuous communications with spacecraft as the Earth rotates. The 70meter stations of the DSN will be used for telecommunications between the Earth and
the Moon, each of them includes L-band, 5-band, X-band and K-band channels. The
70-meter antenna is shown in Figure 4-34. X-band uplink, X-band downlink and Kband downlink are used for the lunar rover race mission. Link budget and feasibility
analysis of the Earth-Moon telecommunication system is given in Appendix A.
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Figure 4-34: 70-meter Antenna ofDSN (Courtesy of NASA)
Table 4-6: Earth-Moon Links Design
Design

Each Rover

Lander & Media Vehicle

DSN Stations

Parameters

TVl

TI&Cl

TV2

TI&C2

TV1

TV2+TI&C2

TI&C1

Tx Power

Sw

Sw

35w

35w

-

-

3000 w
x12

Tx Antenna
Diameter

0.15m

0.15m

0.35m

0.35m

-

-

70m

Tx
Frequency
Band

K-band

K-band

X-band

X-band

-

-

K-band

Tx Data Rate

2Mbps

100
kbps

34Mbps

100 kbps

-

-

2Mbps

LNA Noise
Temp.

-

60K

-

60K

60K

40K

60K

Rx Antenna

-

0.15m

-

0.35m

70m

70m

70m

-

K-band

-

K-band

K-band

X-band

K-band

-

2Mbps

-

2Mbps

2MHzx
10

34Mbpsx2
+100kbpsx2

100 kbps x
10

Diameter
Rx

Frequency
Band
Rx Data
Rate
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Signal Flow Diagram

The signal flow diagram of telecommunications between the Earth and the Moon is
shown in Figure 4-35.
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Figure 4-35: Signal Flow Diagram of Communications
Data Distribution Links

ISDN (2B+D) links on the Earth are used for data distribution from the Mission
Operation and Control Center to data application departments all over the world,
including universities, research centers and high schools. The mission data flow
overview is shown in Figure 4-36.
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Figure 4-36: Data Handling and Distribution
Conclusions

•

It is possible and feasible to carry out the direct telecommunications between the
Earth and the Moon.

•

If they could be made available, the 70-meter antenna systems of the DSN should
be used for telecommunications with the lander, the media vehicle, and the
rovers. K-band equipment is used for low data rate video information (2 Mbps)
acquisition and TT&C of the rovers and X-band equipment is used for high data
rate video images (34 Mbps) acquisition and telemetry of the Media Vehicle and
the lander.

It is very important to improve the performance of robots, especially the solar power
aspect, in order to guarantee the link margin.

4.7

Public Involvement, Education and Support

The overall goal of our precursor mission is to stimulate public interest and,
moreover, public support for the exploration of space. Therefore, we shall seek to
reach as many different parts of human society as possible.
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4.7.1 Activities Before the Race
Competitions
In the pre-race phase, the main activities used to spread the idea will be a variety of
contests, designed to reach different groups of society.
•

The first approach is Space Olympics, a semi-scientific contest for high schools in
space related fields, similar to the Mathematics and Physics Olympics. In this
way, interest in space amongst the upcoming generation can be stimulated. It is
also a means to present the idea of the lunar rover race to a selected public. The
final competition, as well as the winner of the Space Olympics can be publicized
via intensive media coverage. This would allow advertising of the race to reach a
wider public.

•

In a later phase, the involvement of educational institutions will be more directly
connected with the race. Universities are invited to participate in a contest
designing the best Scientific Experiment that can be carried out on the landerspacecraft during the race on the Moon. We expect several institutions to submit
proposals. These would then be assessed by an independent scientific committee.
The winning experiment will be mounted on the lander and a member of the
designing institution will be principal investigator.

•

High schools can write proposals for the scientific use of Rovo-Minutes i.e.
minutes of steering of one of the rovers on the moon after the race via teleoperation. Again, it is a committee that allocates the minutes, but this contest will
be less competitive. It will be probably a few hundred schools that will have the
opportunity to steer a rover.

•

We intend to address younger students via a contest for the Art Design of the
Launching Rocket. All elementary schools around the world are invited to
participate in designing the painting of the fairing. This is again - like the Space
Olympics - an activity that is open to every country. Non-space faring countries
have no disadvantages. The winning school class will be invited to actually paint
the real launcher in the proposed design. This can be a huge media event,
showing enthusiastic children colorfully painting a rocket. Furthermore, it is also
an important symbolic statement to demonstrate the peaceful use of rockets.

•

The most challenging contest will of course be the participation in the race itself.
As the race is open to each and every individual or group on the Earth, but only
10 rovers can actually be sent to the moon, there will be a highly selective pre-race
competition. The organization committee has to make sure that the launched
rovers are at least appropriate to survive in the lunar environment; therefore here
will be several qualifying races, probably on a national basis. To provide a chance
for non-space faring countries to participate, we plan to send the five continental
champions (ie. the rovers that won the qualifying races on each continent) plus
the five rovers with the highest scores to the finals on the moon, similar to the
soccer World Cup. We hope that private companies, national agencies,
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universities, as well as small groups of garage-operating "geniuses" will
participate. In this way, we hope to stimulate much innovation.
•

Finally, to involve a part of society that is traditionally left out of space activities,
we will hold a contest for artists for the design of moon sculptures. The
Camerators, or penetrators that carry a little camera, will be sticks that are
ballistically deployed like a javelin from the lander within an area of
approximately 1 km in radius. Except for the small payload of camera plus
communication device (with the lander), which is in the order of approximately
100 g, the artists are totally free to create their sculptures as long as the weight
limit of 0.5 kg is not exceeded. This way, we open the first Art Gallery on the Moon,
and in addition to that, in the final phase of the race, when the rovers approach
the lander, they will provide the Earth with lively pictures of the finish from
many different angles. Although this will add another 5 kg to be landed on the
moon and therefore will increase launching costs by several percent, we find it is a
great opportunity to go one step beyond ordinary thinking in space activities. The
"camerators" can also be used for a wide range of activities to involve and inspire
the public.
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Figure 4-37: Timeline for the Activities Involving the Public
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Media Coverage

To spread the idea of the race as well as gain public support, intensive media
coverage is necessary.
•

All the above mentioned activities in the pre-race phase will be intensively
covered on TV, especially the final competitions of each contest. These can be
huge media events. Such a program will not only create a variety of marketing
opportunities (Section 4.8) but will also serve as a means of public education in
various fields such as telecommunications, robotics, rocket technology, celestial
mechanics, and even thermodynamics and propagation of light. The aim is to
increase general knowledge about space and to prepare the public for human
exploration away from Earth. In order to raise interest all over the world, the
events will take place in different countries. It is important here to particularly
involve developing countries in the contest.

Some of the previously mentioned contests, like the national and continental
qualifying races, could be linked with highly popular sports events like Formula
One racing the World Cup Finals or the "Super Bowl" in order to make the
project well-known.
•

Another media element of rapidly growing importance is a website providing a
wide range of facilities to every individual on request. In the pre-race phase the
website will basically consist of two parts.
The first is the information part that displays the basic idea of the project, the
credo of the organization committee, and the rules of the race. There will be
application forms as well as detailed terms of participation available for
download not only for the race itself but also for all the other contests planned.
Even the Space Olympics will be described and covered here, thus providing the
link with the otherwise unrelated rover race. The website will be the information
headquarters of the project with all the common features of an elaborate web
facility such as newsletters, discussion groups, questions and answers, and webcam coverage of events, etc. A special feature will be a virtual reality race
simulation that demonstrates the 2.7 s time-delay in teleoperation on the Moon. In
this way even children can learn about things such as the limited speed of light.
Finally, prepared lessons about related topics will be provided for download,
serving teachers as background information.
The second part is a teaching system in astronomy and astrophysics in general.
Inspired by the projected popularity of the lunar race, an interested public may be
receptive to introductory to advanced level education in related fields. Many very
interesting teaching systems are being developed at the moment, some even
equipped with artificial intelligence to individually adapt to students' needs
(ESPACE, 1999). As a special feature of this teaching system, we will have an
assessment section in which we award some "rove-minutes" to students who
have excellent learning progress.
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Betting

Betting will be allowed in the Lunar Rover Race. People who are not at all interested
in space activities will start to study rover technology in order to improve their
probability of winning the bet.
Race-Phase - Media Coverage

When the actual race on the Moon begins, TV coverage will intensify. The rovers will
provide ten different views of the racetrack via real time images. In addition to that
the media vehicle sends the leader board information and lively TV coverage of the
start and finish phase of each stage to Earth. The racetrack is chosen to pass historic
previous landing sites as well as interesting geological features on the Moon. At the
start of every stage the rovers will be head-to-head, thus providing exciting, lively
race pictures. The important phases may be broadcast via the major TV stations and
we perhaps an additional channel with 24-hour live coverage during the 10 race days:
a "RVN" or "Rovo-News" channel that broadcasts also via the web. The information
provided will be enriched by a master of ceremonies explaining geological features,
historic sites, evolution of the Moon and the Solar System as well as the technology
used. This "Rovo-Tech MC" will serve as an educator for the public.
The information part of the web-site will be enhanced by a detailed description and
technical specification of the participating teams. This is an important part of the
terms of participation: all the technology and the innovations used have to be made
available to the public as soon as the race starts.
Race-Phase - Public Events

As the rovers are partly or fully tele-operated from Earth, there will be a ground
station for every participating team where people can visit and watch the contestants
in action. We see this as an important part of the game: fans actually seeing and being
"in touch" with the pilots. The strong connection between high-tech and physical
human endurance during the ten days of the race is meant to create heroes, like in any
other sport. The intention is to present the pilots as real athletes. We want to place the
ground-stations at a public point of interest in each participating team's country.
Around those ground-stations we plan to promote a variety of activities like pop
concerts, fashion shows, expositions and the like. We want everybody to identify with
his/her favorite team, to get into the "we participate" spirit like in the Olympic
games. In this way the Moon gets much closer in peoples minds. During the race we
foresee the ground-station as a fair of public education.

4.7.2 Wrapping It Up: The Activities Mter the Race
The Winner Is ...

The prize award ceremony will be an event unlike any other award ceremony. This
has to be a mega-event crowning the "rovonauts of the Universe". The prize will be
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gold, silver and bronze medals, as given at Olympic games. Furthermore, the
racetrack will be named after the winning team. We hope the public will accept the
race as a fair, honest contest in both engineering expertise and physical endurance,
thus respecting without prejudice a winning team from any country. The credo is to
portray the Olympic spirit not only during the race but also in future human space
exploration.
Teleoperation for the Public

After the race some rovers should still be functional for at least two days, even if they
do not survive the lunar night. During that time some of them will be available for
teleoperation by schools that have won "rovo-minutes" in the pre-race activities.
Also, museums or entertainment complexes like Disney World could have the
opportunity to allow visitors a short period of experiencing real rover teleoperation.
Here, again, the public can experience the limited speed of light through a hands-on
activity. As the rovers will be at the landing site of Apollo 17, there will be lots of
visually interesting things to visit, not to forget the previously deployed space
sculpture garden.
Educational and Academic Outreach

The participating teams will tour around the world to give lectures as well as
question and answer sessions in schools, museums and universities. In this way,
youth not only gets into direct contact with the "scientific heroes", but in addition to
that the spirit of the race - that space concerns everybody and is part of everyone's
future.
After the race, the website will be enhanced by any scientific results gained. This is
not meant to justify the idea of a race on the Moon. The overall aim is still to have fun
and to shape public awareness, but there will still be several unique opportunities to
carry out scientific research during the race:
•

There are the ten different camera-views of the same area provided by the rovers
as well as the view of the media vehicle that can be post-processed and combined
to a 3-D mapping of the lunar surface with unprecedented accuracy.

•

During the whole race a scientific experiment will be carried out on the lander.
The very nature of that experiment is to be defined via the contest in the pre-race
phase.

•

Material scientists can investigate by using rover cameras the long-duration
exposure effects of the Apollo 17 artifacts to the lunar environment

•

The art "camerators" could analyze the material below the lunar surface, by using
small geological probes

The results of these experiments will be published on the web-site as well as in
refereed scientific journals. Finally, a scientific documentary about the whole project
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could be created, similar to the Universum series by BBC. This would be addressed to
an interested public without specific expert knowledge.

4.7.3 Summary
Public Support is a crucial point in future space exploration as it provides essential
funding opportunities. Popularity is a major driving force for sponsors to get
involved and in this sense the activities stimulating public interest are closely linked
to the marketing activities in the following section.

4.8

Marketing Plan

Since public support of tax-paid space exploration is. limited we see a great
importance in self-funding space activities. In order to achieve that, it is necessary to
shift space activities from national agencies to public and private initiatives. We
regard the lunar rover race as an important first step towards the commercialization
of space.
As the race will be a peaceful contest carrying the Olympic spirit, we suggest the
creation of an international non-profit organization to be in charge of the general
management. Such an organization will be much like the International Olympic
Committee (IOC).

4.8.1 First Steps
Corporate Identity

The first step will be the creation of a corporate identity for the organization
committee. The race and every related activity have to be easily identified with the
overall project. This includes the creation of a logo, a mascot and an appealing title for
the race (e.g. tour de lune, moon trophy, rovo cup, formula moon) as well as the
-protection of names with the prefix rovo-, like rovonauts, rovorace, rovotime.
Furthermore the overall credo of the undertaking has to be linked with every activity.
Space Olympics

In order to prepare the field for the lunar mission, the plan is to organize Space
Olympics about 3 years before the lunar rover race. The marketing of the SpaceOlympics will be quite similar to that of the already existing physics and
Mathematics-Olympics. Therefore financing such an event should not be too difficult.
Space Agencies and private companies involved in space-activities will volunteer as
sponsors, using the contest as a platform for their own publicity purposes as this is
already the case for such specialized international contests. Additionally the
governmental education sector supports traditionally such education events. At least
it will provide national education-infrastructure and hence ensure the necessary
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media coverage, which will guarantee sufficient advertising income. We will use this
highly mediated event to initially spread out the idea of our project mainly amongst
the national education systems. A limited public will know the idea, the logo and the
credo by this time.

4.8.2 Preliminary Contests
The whole phase before the race will be used to stimulate public interest in the race,
mainly by organizing the contests described in section 4.7. In the beginning,
sponsoring and marketing will essentially take place at the local and national level.
These contests will start about 2 years ahead of the race and therefore will prepare the
field for larger, worldwide campaigns preceding directly the race.
Rocket-Painting Contest

One worldwide contest with high media-coverage capability is the rocket-paintingdesign contest for elementary schools. Pictures of children painting on a huge hightech, normally unreachable rocket guarantee high public interest and high advertising
income. Moreover, area on the launcher will also be sold as a pure advertising space.
This has even more media impact as mini- and toy-launchers showing the children's
design will probably reflect high selling rates.
Art and Fashion

The same is valid for the artist's contest for the design of the first art-gallenJ in space.
The implication of this highly, media-present part of society assures also the favor of
people who are traditionally not interested in such high-tech space events. Art in
space can trigger a whole new industry ranging from artistic spacecraft design to
selling duplicates of the sculptures on Earth. Moreover artists play an important part
in the opinion making process of the public due to their higher media-coverage.
In parallel to this, the race-committee will also incite (eventually also in contest-form)
young fashion designers from all over the world to create a new lunar-fashion style,
with a fancy name like "crater wear". The moon-boots twenty years ago represent the
tip of an iceberg of possible fashion-impact of such a lunar expedition. This fashionseries will then serve as the "official" dress of all participants, and will be used in all
public appearances especially by the teams in the ground stations and afterwards for
their PR events. We intend that the marketing of the new fashion will always be
directly related to our project, as does the "Camel-Trophy" for its articles. As we
expect this fashion to be very showy, remarkable and trendy this will not only
represent a significant source of income but also a very effective advertising.
Moreover the implication of the fashion world will liberate a source of funding which
is normally totally remote to space-exploration.
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Qualifying Contests

Also about 2 years ahead of the race, the main rover-contest will begin. Since the first
qualification races are on the national or local level the participating teams
(rovonauts) will try to raise money and public interest in their local area. The rover
teams are totally free to market their rover as they want in order to raise the
participation fee and at least part of the development cost of their rovers. Some
examples could be to engrave the names of very good sponsors onto the rove,rsurface, to sell advertising space on the rover and to give the rover names and
nicknames. Probably the teams will come up with some very original and innovative
approaches and methods we could not even think of.
The qualifying-contests for the rovers will be highly mediated events, taking place in
stadiums, and are intended to function like the qualification games for soccer world
cups or formula 1 races. They are not designed just to designate the best rovers
fulfilling all our requirements but they are at the same time highly profitable events
because the rovers are, at least for the contest at national level, similar to their final
shape with most of the advertising already on them.
Each definitely selected rover team will furthermore have the obligation to build a
second, totally identical rover. This will serve not only in case of troubles with the
launcher, but as an efficient way to market the race once the rovers are on the lunar
surface. These rovers should be used for commercial purposes partly (e.g. 50% of the
time) by the race-organization at least for a certain period (e.g. two years) after the
race and can then be donated to museums.
Merchandizing

In parallel to the raising of public interest and awareness, the number of visitors of
the web-sit,e and therefore advertising income on the web-s_ite, will increase
significantly. On the other hand the web page will contribute significantly to raise the
public awareness of the project and distribute additional information. In addition to
the informal and fun-side of the site, it will also be used to sell the crater wear as well
as "fan articles". We are thinking of a whole range of articles much like what can be
found for soccer world championships or for the introduction of huge film
productions like Star Wars.
Some examples of these articles are pencils in the form of the launcher with the design
of the winner of the elementary-school-launcher-design contest, stuffed animal
versions of the race mascot, small toy-rovers, also remote controlled ones, a whole
range of computer-games simulating all the parts of the project, from the construction
of the rovers, the launch, the rocket-design, the landing up to the real race with the
rovers on a simulated moon surface. In order to promote the video- and computergames the web-site will contain some sample versions, some features of playing with
rovers directly on the site.
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Another important income source will be the organization of a worldwide race-betting
system. Not only will this raise money but it will also attract new parts of the society
and therefore new types of advertisers.

4.8.3 Marketing During the Hot Phase
As the lunar day lasts only about 14 Earth days and at least some of the rovers will
not survive the lunar night, the period for the majority of the marketing efforts is
limited. The preliminary actions described above will have prepared the field well
enough so that the level of awareness will be high enough to stimulate media
coverage on its own.
Therefore we expect major financial incomes during the race due to selling of
broadcasting rights and due to advertising on the web page at this moment. The raceorganization will moreover make sure that the stages of the race will be held so that
all major countries will have some stages during their prime time.
Ground-Stations

Another, new source of revenue will be the ground-stations installed all over the
world. As they will be situated in strategic highly frequented public places, the
centers of big space-events as described in the previous chapter, they are highly
profitable and attract happenings. They will also be used to sell all sorts of souvenirs,
and to promote Crater Wear.
The organizational structure should be based on a franchising model for the groundstation events, so that they can adapt to regional and cultural differences and do not
need a big centralized bureaucratic organization. Nevertheless a certain common
appearance is guaranteed as well as logistic help and the worldwide media coverage.
The ground-stations will be equipped with cameras, transmitting direct pictures from
the (teleoperating) rover teams (rovonauts), dressed in crater wear throughout the
whole race directly to the web and to TV stations. It will therefore represent also a
highly profitable advertising space.
One of these events around the ground stations could be the back-up rover, which
could be made available for remote control by the public. Entrance fees to these
"space-fun-science-events" could represent another non-negligible income source.

4.8.4 Marketing Actions to Keep Public Interest After the Race
Actions described here have the task to maintain public interest in space-affairs on an
elevated level after the "peak" during the race in order to prepare the public for the
next steps and to keep the investor interested.
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Rovotime

After the race that will last approximately ten Earth-days, there will be some days left
before the arrival of the lunar-night which will probably disable most of the rovers.
During this period, rovertime (rovotime) will be sold to fun-parks like Disneyland,
from where visitors will be able to remote control the rover. The merchandizing
power during this period depends mainly on the number of rovers that survived the
race. Since the endpoint of the race is at the lander, which is equipped with a higher
resolution camera, the media-coverage of these last rover-activities will be of better
quality and easier to sell in order to retain public interest after more than one week of
racing.
Advertising and Preparation for Next Steps

During the whole time the first space-art-gallery deployed from the lander will be
"open" to the public via the camera of the lander. This will attract a new public that
might be totally uninterested by the other aspects of the race, and so attract also new
advertisers aiming at such a public.
Another income-source, which is more or less independent from the race, is a
projector placed on the lander. This will be a very simple, light and small apparatus
capable to project pictures and videos onto the lunar surface, which can then be
filmed also by a very small camera that transmits these pictures live to Earth. Ideally
this constellation is built to survive the lunar night and represents the first remotecontrolled advertising device in space.
To ensure ongoing public and therefore advertiser interest everybody should be able
to send short text-messages via the web-site onto the lunar surface, which may be
interspliced with some commercials. Fees for pictures and videos of advertisement
will ensure a steady income in addition to the ads on the web-site from which the
messages can be sent.
After the race, participating teams are obliged to perform some public outreach
activities while dressed in "crater wear" and pose with a duplicate of the winning
rover, just like beauty contest winners. Their aim is to prolong the financial income
(shared between the teams and the organization) and promote and assure support for
the next contests.
Some time after the race, a feature film directed by one of the big Hollywood directors
may again popularize the race, raise money for the next competition, and most of all,
prolong public interest in space exploration in order to prepare for the next steps in
the human exploration of space.

4.9

Outline of the Business Concept

The Precursor Mission is a venture project that is very interesting for involving
private companies, other public funding and space agencies. Space industry is
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developing very quickly and it is extremely necessary for private companies to have
their own market. The new technology and multinational level lets us have
permanent interest from commercial companies. In order to realize all the Precursor
Mission ideas a new company has to be founded. This company shall be called the
Lunar Rover Race Company (LRR Company).

4.9.1

The Management Team

The LRR Company will be a non-profit organization. The highest decision making
authority of this company is an International Committee that consists of
representatives of sponsors and supporting organizations. This observational organ
appoints a project manager and can give advice for further company activity. Figure
4-38 shows the personnel that the LRR Company would typically employ.
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Figure 4-38: Personnel Chart

The company will prepare, organize and carry out one project, that is the Lunar Rover
Race and all related activities before and after. Two main company structures are
available in our case: a matrix structure or a traditional structure. For the LRR
Company, the benefits of both structures are combined in a hybrid form.
The staff consists of people concerning breakdown structure, about 45 persons. All
recruit procedure is responsibility of project manager.
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The company doesn't have own equipment for testing, ground control; therefore, they
are going to rent them from national space agencies or private companies as well as
involving maximum subcontractors. One of the main keys of this project is
advertisement. Therefore this company has a big staff in an advertisement
department, and if it necessary, can hire additional agents in order to fulfill its
purpose.
Key Persons and Bodies

International committee: consists of representatives of agencies or companies that
contribute in this organization (no more than nine people).
Project Manager: amongst others, the trait that is required is that he or she have at
least five years of relevant managerial experience. This person must be a natural
leader, a team player and he or she must have good communication skills.
Managers: heads of departments. The managers have similar, though less stringent
requirements pertaining to features and characteristics.
Preliminary Cost Estimate

A preliminary estimate of the costs for the entire four year Lunar Rover Race activity
is $190 million US dollars. The majority of these costs are due to the spacecraft, $63.5
million, the media vehicle, $11.4 million, and the launch on a Delta II or equivalent
class vehicle, $50 million. In addition, the cost of insuring the launch and the
lander/rover payload separately for failure plus the insurance to cover potential lost
revenue in case either the lander or Media Vehicle are lost or malfunction before or
during the race is nearly $25 million. The table below provides a summary of all
major program costs without considering inflation or interest. In most cases costs
were estimated using the analogy method.
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Preliminary Revenue Estimate

At this stage it is difficult to calculate a confident P.stimate of revenues from the Lunar
Rover Race. The focus of this activity was primarily to determine whether the race
ought to be studied further for its revenue generating potential. Revenue sources
include event broadcast fees for several events including
•

multiple pre-qualification test events

•

final qualification race event and the selection of the final10 race contestants

•

events at the mission control centers

•

direct broadcast from the moon

These are ranked in ascending order of their revenue generating potential with the
greatest being, of course, the actual broadcast of events from the moon. The value of
these fees is based on the amount and value of the TV coverage time. A very rough
estimate of the revenue potential ranges from over $50 million to well over $400
million. A somewhat conservative approach, which assumes only a few stations
provide strong coverage for only race highlights, suggests a revenue potential of
around $175 million.
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Other significant revenue sources include:
•

sponsorship of the event itself

•

sponsorship of the lander and media rover

•

sponsorship of the Mission Control crew and race officials (patches and clothing)

•

merchandizing and copyrights

•

sales of rover time during non-race activities

These revenue sources are even more difficult to estimate and would require direct
marketing of the idea to potential sponsors. Again, as a very rough estimate, we
believe the potential revenue from these sources could range from $5 million to as
high as $50 million. These numbers are modeled somewhat loosely on the revenue
generated by start-up professional sports teams and the value of naming stadiums
and other public and private venues. Part of the problem is that this is a first time
event. Should the Lunar Rover Race occur on a regular basis it is possible to forecast
an increasing revenue stream as its popularity and sophistication grows?
Clearly further investigation is needed, but this preliminary research shows that there
is significant potential for a positive return on this event (up to $450 million revenue
vs. $190 million in cost, returning nearly $260 million in net cash). We believe that
further research and revenue concept development will yield profitable results.

4.9.2 Overall Schedule
The schedule consists of the main parts of the LRR project. As a case study, an
arbitrary project starting date of January 2001 is assumed. Figure 4-39 shows the
fictitious schedule that relates to this case study. The dates shown below should not
be considered as fixed values but serve to create the overall view.
•

The LRR Company would be initiated in January 2001

•

The participants to the first selection rounds would be registered May 2002 to
April2003

•

Qualification races and testing procedures would take place from August 2003 to
April2004

•

The spacecraft would be designed from June 2001 and would take 2.5 years.

•

The race would take place in July 2004.

•

The schedule does not show the LRR Company's activities after the LRR.
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Figure 4-39: Schedule

4.9.3 Risk Analysis
This section addresses the risks involved in the outlined business and how these risks
are mitigated and managed.
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There are a lot of possible risks that can appear: technical, business, human, economic
and political. Table 4-7 shows the main system risk problems for the LRRCompany.
To mitigate these risks, five main methods of prevention are defined. The column
Solving explains the methods of prevention of these possible problems.

•

Control means that if company wants to reduce problems it has to control steps
according to the problem

•

Simulate means that the company should create the model of this system for
increasing the reliability.

•

Negotiation means that the main influential method for controlling of this
problem is negotiation.
Table 4-7: Summan; and Solving Methods of Risk Problems
Problems on the system level
Technical
Ground risk
Participants fail to finish design on time
Non qualify rover (testing)
Spacecraft design is delayed the schedule
Media rover design is delayed the schedule
Transfer risk
Launch failure

Inaccurate transfer
Descent failure
Luna Risk
Rover failure during the race
Media Rover failure
Communication failure
Political
Technology transfer is infringed (policy, cost)
Non-consensus by different investors' decisions
Difficulties in International cooperation
Prohibits in International law
Business
Patenting prohibits easy and cheap using technology
Not enough participants
Insurance
Less public support
Management
Management difficulties
No strong financial list

Range

Solving

4
3

Control
Some test
stages
Test, simulate
Test, simulate

3
3

5
4-5
4

reliability-main
criteria
test
simulate

3-4
3-4
3

test
test
test

2
2

control
negotiation
negotiation
create

3
3

3

to make rules
advertisement
negotiation
advertisement

2
2

control
control

2
4

2

Range

1. The event is highly likely to be prevented.
2. The event may be prevented without additional measurements
3. The event may be prevented, but additional actions will be required
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4. The event cannot be prevented, but a different approach or process might be
adopted or used
5. The event cannot be prevented, no alternate approach or processes are available

4.10 Summary and Conclusion
As a natural first step in implementing the Step-by-step strategy, one mission has
been designed into considerable detail. This precursor mission will be a stepping
stone for human exploration away from Earth.
Introduction

Current technology allows for many fantastic missions that could stimulate space
travel. At this moment, all large scale space activities are government funded and
economic return is poor. The major obstacle to achieving global involvement into
large scale, economically viable space enterprises is the lack of public involvement,
education and interest. The primary goal of the precursor mission was to overcome
this obstacle.
Precursor Mission Candidates

Many candidates for precursor missions were been identified: an orbital greenhouse
in LEO, a space hotel in LEO, a NEO water extraction mission, two lunar ISRU
demonstrations, and a Lunar Rover Race (LRR). Based on defined precursor mission
requirements, the LRR was selected.
Lunar Rover Race Overview

The most descriptive form in which the LRR concept could be phrased is that of a
public education, awareness and involvement mission. In the Olympic spirit, it is a
robotic race on the Moon, with ten participants who will stride for the prestigious
gold, silver and bronze medals. From Apollo 17 to Luna 21 and back, the track goes
along twelve checkpoints located at interesting lunar sites, each separated by
approximately 30 to 40 km. In ten Earth days, the small rovers will hustle to finish the
track in the fastest possible way. Next to the gold medal, the first finalist will name
the soil track that has been produced by the racing vehicles. Each stage begins at noon
of each racing day. As each racing day is defined as having 20 hours instead of 24,
racing-noon will rotate around the globe with steps of 60 degrees in the western
direction, thus allowing all humankind to watch two race stages at a convenient time.
Post Race Activities

After the race, two days of sunlight remain before the lunar night ends this
spectacular mission. During those days, the rovers will be used for commercial and
public educational purposes.
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Participation

Participation in the race is not constrained by any kind of discrimination: any and
everybody may participate, from small "arage teams" to ISU alumni, space agencies,
or even the military. Participants are selected through national contests (paper
studies), and eventually continental Earth rover races. Sponsorship and
advertisement will provide funding for these huge media events. There will be at
least one participant from each continent, and five will be the best second place
winners of those initial contests.
Technology Transfer

The racing authority stimulates new technology by requiring two design documents
from each participant. The first of these documents is an outline of key features and is
open to public. The second one is a comprehensive design and analysis report that
will only be published with the written consent of the participant.
Mission Architecture

For the overall mission, a landing spacecraft has been outlined that weighs
approximately 1.6 tons and can carry the ten rovers and media vehicle to the Moon.
The media vehicle concept has been described. It has been shown to be feasible to
create one that can give video coverage from a distance of 4 km. The preliminary
mission architecture study has given an overview of available launchers.
Public Outreach, Awareness, Education and Support

A comprehensive public awareness and education plan has been set up to achieve the
mission goal. Next to the activities during the race, this extensive plan focuses on both
the pre-race activities, and the activities that serve to keep the public interested
afterwards. It includes such activities as setting up web pages, organizing the Space
Olympics, and other contests.
Funding and Business Concept

It is envisaged that the mission and all preceding activities will be funded entirely by
sponsorship, advertisement and merchandising. An outline of a business concept has
been setup to present an idea of how this mission could be implemented.
Conclusion

The mission as it is outlined in this chapter is a realistic undertaking that will bring
space "down to Earth" by actively involving the public in a fun and educational way.
The mission is feasible with current technology and infrastructure. Furthermore, it
could be the one of the first self-funded space enterprise.
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Conclusion

Conclusion

There can be no thought offinishing for "aiming at the stars", both literally
and figuratively, is a problem to occupy generations, so that no matter how
much progress one makes there is always the thrill ofjust beginning.
Robert H. Goddard (1882-1945)
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Conclusion

5.1

Main Conclusions

There is nothing stopping us from aiming at the stars now. Despite the apparent
magnitude of the task, no new teclmologies are required to begin human deep space
exploration. While innovative technologies like reusable launch vehicles, large
inflatable habitation structures, and advanced nuclear thermal propulsion systems
would make the job easier, they are not essential. We already have the tools to begin.
Lower cost access to Earth orbit is also highly desirable, but again current space
transportation systems are adequate for the short-term. What the strategy does not
require is a new government-led orbiting station after the completion of the
International Space Station. Exploration is about going out there, not spending
another couple of decades doing circles around the Earth. Destinations like the Moon,
near-Earth objects, and Mars are rich not only in material resources that may sustain
life but also in the promise of adventure, discovery, and hope. There will be no
shortage of opportunity once you are out there.
The challenge of human voyages away from Earth will become even more achievable
when nations are united under a common goal. There is currently no effective
international coordination system to unify the plans of the individual space agencies
into a single strategy for human exploration away from Earth. But once such a system
is in place, the material, financial, and intellectual resources of the entire planet will
be focused. It will become very difficult to imagine what we could not do.
Even the current framework of space treaties is adequate for the preliminary steps in
human space exploration. While these agreements will likely evolve as humanity
expands into the Solar System, nobody has drafted a law saying that we cannot start
the voyage now.
In the final analysis, the only major obstacle is the lack of public and political support.
The world space community has to do more to educate governmental and corporate
decision-makers, their advisors, and especially the general public on why humans
should explore space. But the message must shift from the notion that space is a
foreign and hostile environment to be "conquered" to one that views space as a part
of humanity's natural habitat. In many respects, we have gone full circle. The title and
spirit of this design report merely reflects what Konstantin Tsiolkovsky already knew
nearly a century ago: "Earth is the cradle of humanity; one cannot live in the cradle
forever."
Human exploration away from Earth is not about leaving. It is about going home.

5.2

Recommendations

The conclusions drawn in this report lead to recommendations for advancing the goal
of moving humanity out of the cradle. These recommendations primarily address two
key findings, which are the lack of international coordination and political will for
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human space exploration, and the need to build and maintain public support for the
enterprise. The authors believe that the following recommendations should be
considered:
•

Merge the functions of the existing international lunar and Mars exploration
working groups into a new ad hoc International Human Exploration Consultative
Group (IHECG).

•

Use the study of Asia in this report as a model for evaluating the potential
contributions of other developing nations in the planning of any future human
exploration initiatives.

•

Make public outreach a major priority in every space mission.

•

Offer at least one opportunity per year for a governmental policymaker or their
designee to attend the Summer Session of the International Space University as a
student.

•

Student experiments on the Space Shuttle should be resumed, and the program
should be expanded to include flight opportunities aboard the International Space
Station.

•

A sub-scale, commercially-developed "Testhab" should be flown aboard the
Space Shuttle to flight demonstrate a pressurized, human-rated inflatable
structure.

•

Conduct a detailed survey of the possible ice deposits at the lunar poles.

•

Develop an internationally coordinated commercialization plan to encourage and
assist companies in utilizing the International Space Station.

Finally, the authors strongly endorse the concept of the Lunar Rover Race as an
effective precursor mission for stimulating interest in space exploration. Such a
mission would not only increase public awareness but also push the technological
state-of-the-art, just as the air races of the early 20th Century did for the aviation
industry. The Lunar Rover Race will show the people of the world that space
exploration is not limited to engineers and scientists, but is open to everyone.
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List of Acronyms

ABM

Anti-Ballistic Missile

AIAA

American Institute of Aerospace and Astronautics

ALS

Advanced Life Support

ASA

Asian Space Agency

ASLV

Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle

AU

Astronomical Unit

BBC

British Broadcasting Corporation

BPC

Biomass Production Chamber

CCD

Charge Coupled Device

CELSS

Closed Ecological Life Support System

CEOS

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

CFRP

Composite Fiber Reinforced Plastic

CHM

Common Heritage of Mankind

CLSS

Closed-Loop Life Support System

CNES

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (France)

COPUOS

Committee on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space

DANA

Dynamics Adopted Network for Atmosphere

DASA

Daimler Chrysler Aerospace

DLR

Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft- und Raurnfhart (Germany)

DSN

Deep Space Network

ECLSS

Environmental Control of Life Support Systems

EDRC

Earth Orbit Development and Research Company

ELV

Expendable Launch Vehicle

EPC

Etape Principale Creotechnique

ESA

European Space Agency

ESCAP

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific

ESTEC

European Space Research and Technology Center

ETO

Earth to Orbit

EUTELSAT

European Telecommunications Satellite Organization

FLTP

Future Launcher Technology Program

GCR

Galactic Cosmic Radiation

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GEO

Geostationary Earth Orbit
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GIS

Geographic Information System

GLOM

Gross Lift-Off Mass

GRC

John Glenn Research Center

GSLV

Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle

GTO

Geostationary Transfer Orbit

HEDS

Human Exploration and Development of Space

HLV

Heavy Lift Vehicle

IAAA

ISU Asian Alumni Association

IACG

Inter-Agency Consultative Group

IADC

Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee

ICBM

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile

ICO

Intermediate Communications Orbit

IHECG

International Human Exploration Consultative Group

ILEWG

International Lunar Exploration Working Group

IMEWG

International Mars Exploration Working Group

INMARSAT

International Maritime Satellite Organization

INTELSAT

International Telecommunications Satellite Organization

IOC

International Olympic Committee

IR

Infrared

IRS

Indian Remote Sensing Satellite

ISAS

Institute of Space & Astronautical Science

Isp

Specific Impulse

ISPP

In Situ Propellant Production

ISRU

In Situ Resource Utilization

ISS

International Space Station

ISU

International Space University

ITAR

International Trade Armament Regulations

ITU

International Telecommunications Union

JERS

Japan Earth Resource Satellite

JICA

Japan International Cooperation Agency

JPL

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

KSC

Kennedy Spa~e Center

LEO

Low-Earth Orbit

LRR

Lunar Rover Race
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LRV

Lunar Rover Vehicle

MARCO

Mars Access and Research Company

MC

Master of Ceremonies

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MMH

Mono Methyl Hydrazine

MOS

Marine Observation Satellite

MPC

Minor Planet Center

MPLM

Multi-Purpose Logistics Module

MTBLW

Mean Time Between Launch Windows

MV

Media Vehicle

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASDA

National Space Development Agency (Japan)

NEA

Near Earth Asteroid

NEO

Near-Earth Object

NEP

Nuclear Electric Propulsion

NLS

National Launch System

NTO

Nitrogen Tetroxide (N204)

OPF

Orbital Platform Facility

osc

Orbital Sciences Corporation

OST

Outer Space Treaty

OTV

Orbital Transfer Vehicle

OTV

Orbital Transfer Vehicles

P/L

Payload

PR

Public Relations

PSLV

Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle

PUTB

Planetary Utilization Testbed

RLV

Re-usable Launch Vehicle

RSA

Russian Space Agency

RTG

Radio-isotope Thermal Generator

RVN

RovoNews

S/C

Spacecraft

SE&U

Space Exploration and Utilization

SPE

Solar Particle Events

SSP

Summer Session Program (ISU)
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SSTO

Single Stage to Orbit

START

Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

STDN

Space Tracking and Data Network

STS

Space Transportation System

TAC

Turbo-Alternator and Compressor

TDRSS

Tracking Data and Relay Satellite System

TMSAT

Thai Micro Satellite

TNI

Trans NEO Injection

TPS

Thermal Protection System

TT&C

Tracking Telemetry and Control Network

UN

United Nations

UNISPACE

United Nations Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space
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Appendix A - Telecommunication Links Budget and Feasibility Analysis

Links Budget
Antenna Gain

G= 20 ·log( Jr~D) + 10 ·log(1J)
where

G = Antenna gain (dB)
D = Antenna diameter (m). In calculation of transmit antenna gain and
receive antenna gain, Dt and Dr are used to represent transmit antenna
diameter and receive antenna diameter respectively.

A= Wavelength of RF carrier (m), A= Cj f, where C (m/ s) is the speed
of light (300,000,000 m/ s)
f =frequency of carrier (Hz)
1J =Antenna efficiency (Assumed to be 0.6)

Efficient Isotropic Radiation Power

EIRP = Pt + Gt
where

EIRP =Efficient Isotropic Radiation Power (dBw)
Pt =Transmitter output power (dBw)
Gt = Transmit antenna gain (dB)

Free Space Path Loss

L
where

:l
(4·Jr·R)

= 20·log

L = Free space loss (dB)
R =The distance between transmitter and receiver (m) (the distance
between the Earth and the Moon is 384,000,000 m)

A= Wavelength of RF carrier (m)
System Noise Temperature

Tsys = Ta + T1na
where

Tsys =System noise temperature (K)
Ta =Antenna noise temperature referred to input of low noise
amplifier (K, assumed to be 40 K conservatively)
TIna = Low noise amplifier noise temperature (K)
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Station Figure of Merit

where

G/T =Station figure of merit (dB/K)
Gr =Receive antenna gain (dB)
Tsys

=System noise temperature (K)

Carrier to Noise Density Ratio

C I No
where

= EIRP- L + G IT -

10 ·logK

C/No =Carrier (C) to noise density ratio (dB•Hz)
EIRP =Efficient Isotropic Radiation Power (dBw)
L = Free space loss (dB)
GIT
K

= Station figure of merit (dBIK)

=Boltzmann constant (1.38E-23 J/K), lOlogK = -228.6

Energy of Bit to Noise Density Ratio

Eb INo = Energy of bit (E b) to noise density (No) ratio
For a typical QPSK modulated channel, the Eb/No required to achieve a lOE-9 of BER
(Bit Error Rate) is 14dB. Allowing a SdB margin for atmospheric effects, the total
required Eb/No is 19dB.
Required Average Carrier to Average Noise Ratio

where

C/N =Required average carrier to average noise ratio (dB)
Eb/No =Energy of bit (Eb) to noise density (No) ratio (dB)
r =Data rate (bps)
B = Measured noise bandwidth (Hz, Assumed to r/2 here)

Margin of the Link

M =CINo -lO·Iog(B)-C IN
where

M =Margin of the link (dB)
C/No =Carrier (C) to noise density (No) ratio (dB•Hz)
B =Measured noise bandwidth (Hz, Assumed to be r/2 here)
C/N (dB)= Required average carrier to average noise ratio
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The Earth-Moon Links Budget
It is listed in Table A-1. No cable loss is assumed. All traffic is assumed to be digital
with QPSK modulation.

Table A-1: The Earth-Moon Links Budget
Design
Parameters

Pt (wl dBw)

UPLINKS

DOWNLIN KS

TT&C1 + TT&C2

TT&C1

TV1

TV2

TT&C2

I 34.8 X 12

5 I 7.0

5 I 7.0

35 1 15.4

35 I 15.4

3000

Dt (m)

70.0

0.15

0.15

0.35

0.35

f (GHz)

24.5

24.5

24.5

8.5

8.5

Gt (dB)

82.9

29.5

29.5

27.7

27.7

EIRP (dBw)

117.7

36.5

36.5

43.1

43.1

L (dB)

232.0

232.0

232.0

223.0

223.0

Tsys (K)

100.0

100.0

100.0

80.0

80.0

Dr (m)

0.15

70.0

70.0

70.0

70.0

Gr (dB)

29.5

82.9

82.9

73.7

73.7

GIT (dBIK)

9.5

62.9

62.9

54.6

54.6

CINo (dB-Hz)

124.0

96.1

96.1

104.0

104.0

EbiNo (dB)

19.0

19.0

19.0

19.0

19.0

r (bps)

2M

2M x 10

34Mx2

100 k X 2

CIN (dB)

22.0

22.0

22.0

22.0

22.0

M (dB)

41.8

3.8

3.8

6.3

6.3

100 k

X

10
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Feasibility Analysis
Trade-off between Antenna Diameter and Transmit Power
It is obvious that the rover, lander and Media Vehicle should have small size and light
mass to reduce launching cost. If the antenna diameter is reduced, transmit power

should be increased to guarantee the overall link margin. The relations among
antenna diameter, transmit power and link margin are shown in Figure A-1 and
Figure A-2.
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Figure A-1: Aperture Size as a Function of Transmitting Power for X-band
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Figure A-2: Aperture Size as a Function ofTransmitting Power forK-band
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Telecommunication Coverage Analysis
The Coverage on the Earth Surface

In order to cover always half the Earth from the Moon, the antenna beam width
should be more than 1.91°. The following formula is used to calculate half-power
beam width.

N .).
B= - D
where

e=The half- power beamwidth of the antenna(')
N = 70 for a dish antenna
1 =Operational wavelength (m)

D = Antenna diameter (m)
ForK-band if= 24.5 GHz), if 8 = 2°, D = 0.42 m. For X-band if = 8.5 GHz), if 8 =2°,
D = 1.2m.

From the calculation of links budget, the antenna diameter of the rovers is 0.15 m, the
antenna diameter of the lander and the Media Vehicle is 0.35 m. So 100% coverage on
half of the Earth's surface is achieved. But the antennas of rovers, lander and Media
Vehicle must be always pointed to the Earth.
Tracking Coverage

The following conditions are known.
•

DSN1
Longitude= 355.5 °, Latitude= 40.0°, Height= 70.0 m

•

DSN2
Longitude= 149.0 °, Latitude= -35.0°, Height= 70.0 m

•

DSN3
Longitude = 243.0 °, Latitude= 35.0°, Height= 70.0 m

•

Moon orbit data in Earth center system
STK 4.0 software is used for the calculation. Azimuth and elevation mask of DSN
stations to the Moon. Figures A-3 to A-5 show the azimuth and elevation mask of
DSN stations to the Moon on July 1, 2004. The minimum tracking elevation of
each DSN 70-meter station is 10°.
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Figure A-3: Madrid Station Tracking Coverage
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Figure A-4: Canberra Station Tracking Coverage
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Figu re A-5: Goldstone Station Tracking Coverage
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Availability Analysis
The following conditions are assumed.
•

MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) of each DSN station K-band channel is
3000 hrs.

•

MTBF of each DSN station X-band channel is 3000 hrs.

•

MTBF of each rover, the lander, the Media Vehicle telecommunication equipment
is 2000 hrs.

•

MTTR (Mean Time To Restore) of the telecommunication system (MTTRs) is
0.5 hrs.
I

R(t) = e- MTBF
where

R(t) = The reliability of a system over t
t =The working time of the system

So, over 14 days the reliability of K-band channel (Rk), X-band channel (Rx), rover
communications equipment (Rr), lander communications equipment (R1), Media
Vehicle communications equipment (Rm) are follows.
Rk

= Rx = 0.963

Rr = R, = Rm = 0.832
The reliability of telecommunications system (Rs) is:

The MTBF of the telecommunications system (MTBFs) is:
MTBFs = 432.4 hrs
The availability of the telecommunications system (As) is:

A =
s

MFBF.
= 99.88%
MFBFS +MTTRS
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Links Design
Table B-3 presents the design of the Earth-Moon links for the 10 rovers, the lander
and the Media Vehicle.
Table B-3: Earth-Moon Links Design
Each Rover

Design

DSN Stations

Lander & Media
Vehicle

Parameters
TV1

TT&Cl

TV2

TT&C2

Tx Power

· 5w

5w

35w

35w

-

-

3000w
x12

Tx Antenna
Diameter

0.15 m

0.15 m

0.35 m

0.35 m

-

-

70 m

Tx
Frequency
Band

K-band

K-band

X-band

X-band

-

-

K-band

Tx Data Rate

2Mbps

100
kbps

34 Mbps

100
kbps

-

-

TVl

TV2+
TT&C2

TT&Cl

2Mbps

LNA.Noise
Temp.

-

60K

-

60K

60K

40K

60K

Rx Antenna
Diameter

-

0.15 m

-

0.35 m

70 m

70 m

70 m

Rx

-

K-band

-

K-band

K-band

X-band

K-band

-

2Mbps

-

2Mbps

2MHzx 34Mbps
x2
10
+100kb
psx2

100
kbps x
10

Frequency
Band
Rx Data Rate
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Racing Schedule
Table B-1: Race Events Schedule.
Race schedule, Earth
Diurnal cycle
STAGED

Event

Remarks

Moon sunrise near Apollo 17,
Lander touches Moon ground,
Rovers are deployed and reach
Apollo 17 Lander & Rover site
Race starts, Rovers go from
checkpoint 1 to checkpoint 2
Rovers go from checkpoint 2 to
checkpoint 6
Rovers go from checkpoint 6 to
checkpoint 7

STAGE1
STAGE 2-5
STAGE6
(Mid race)
STAGE 7-11

Rovers go from checkpoint 7 to
checkpoint 12
Rovers go from checkpoint 12 to
checkpoint 1

STAGE 12

Before lunar sunrise Moon,
temperature too low (-173
0
C) for racing and sun low
at horizon
Starting point:
Checkpoint 1 =Apollo 17

Checkpoint 6 = Luna 21
Checkpoint 7 = Lunokhod 2

Checkpoint 1= Apollo 17
Arrival at finish line at
Apollo site, End of the race
Winner declared

ENDOFRACEI

Rover Race Rules
TITLE AND NATURE OF EVENT
The event shall be known as the Lunar Rover Race. The event shall be an
international rally of rovers covering approximately 380 km over twelve stages,
between Apollo 17 and Luna 21 Lunar landing sites. The race will take 10 Earth days.
The number of days of the LRR mission is constrained by the duration of the Lunar
day (14 Earth diurnals).

AUTHORITY
Race Director

Holds final judgement on any issue arising during the event.
The Race Director has the right to define a particular sanction
when needed.

Clerk of Course

Shall ensure observance to the rules. Shall deal according with
any breaches of the rules. A Clerk of Course will scrutinize each
ground station.

1

After stage 12, the mission does not end yet, the remaining rovers are used for educational
and commercial purposes.
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Race Officers

Empowered to evaluate case-by-case litigious issues. Are
empowered to make a decision on any matter arising during
the event not covered or clarified by these regulations.

PROTEST
Protest, if any, must be lodged in writing within one hour of any incident.

STRUCTURE
The event will be run as a series of twelve stages of approximately 30-40 km per stage.
1. Entrants will be first ranked in order of the accomplishments achieved at
qualification trials on Earth. The starting order of the race is determined by
these Earth qualification results, i.e. first rover starts in front, etc.
Note: This order will permit the positioning of the rovers taking into
account terrain and landscape configuration.
The starting order of a subsequent given stage depends on the ranking
order of last stage.
2. Ranking: the position of rovers in the race is done by daily ranking and by
cumulative ranking.
The daily ranking is based on the time taken by a rover to complete a
stage, i.e. to reach the next checkpoint. The first rover to reach the next
checkpoint is the winner of this stage.
The overall ranking is based on the total time taken by a rover to complete
all stages.
The winning rover is the one that has completed all checkpoints in the
minimum cumulative time with all penalties taken into account (if any).

DISQUALIFICATION AND UNFAIR PRACTICES
1. Disqualification will occur if during the event, the organizers discover that
a pilot has deliberately violated the regulations to gain unfair advantage
over other rovers or pilots, or departed from the spirit of competition.
2. If a vehicle is unable to complete a given stage during the allocated time, it
will be disqualified. Allocated time per stage is dependent on the stage
length. Rovers reaching a given stage after the time allocated are allowed
to continue in the race, but will no longer be included in the ranking.
3. If the spirit of competition between teams is not respected, the race
direction jury can take sanctions leading to the disqualification of a team.
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Examples of unfair-play actions are rover interference, communication sabotage,
human bribery and corruption. Table B-2 indicates the sanctions taken in case of
unfair practices and Table B-3 gives examples of actions leading to sanctions.

Table B-2: Sanctions in the LRR
Penalty severity

Sanctions

Light fault

15 min added to rover time

Severe fault

1 hour added to rover time

Table B-3: Actions that lead to sanctions
Action
Rover reconnaissance in next stage before official
departure
Approach < 50 m of historical landing sites
Failure of position transmission and image transfer
rate requirements during a stage

Fault
Type
Severe
Severe
Light

CHECKPOINTS CONVENTION
1. Rovers reaching a checkpoint shall stop and wait for the signal before
starting post-stage activities. Rovers shall not perform reconnaissance in
the next stage segment of the racetrack. It is allowed to explore the
immediate surroundings of the checkpoint as a post-stage activity to a
distance that is determined ad Jwc by the Racing Authority.
2. When last rover reaches a checkpoint, the starting order is defined. Rovers
are allowed to take their respective positions on the terrain and wait
without moving for departure signal. This means the rover has finished
the stage.
3. A stage departure order is given to rovers when transmission uplink
signal is reactivated. The confirmation of arrival to the next stage point is
determined when a rover enters a 25 m-radius zone around the MV.

GENERAL NOTES CONCERNING RULES
•

All rovers start racing at the same time, similar to a Formula 1 Race. This is
more interesting to watch than rovers departing one at a time.
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•

The leading rover has the advantage of being first on the track for reasons
such as, no dust in suspension.

•

The daily and overall rankings allow more interest at every stage.

•

After completion of the race, two Earth days will potentially be available
for complementary activities. For these two post-race days, the time
allocation for rovers usage is as follows:

Table B-4: Rover Time allocation
Rover Owner

60% of time

Organizing committee

40 % of time

•

The participant (rover owner) shall hand in a proposal for the usage of the
rover during post-race time. This proposal has to be approved by the
Racing Authority.

•

If the Lunar Rover survives the Lunar night, the same time division will be
maintained throughout the remaining lifetime of the rover.
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Appendix C - Lander
Mass Calculation and
Launch Vehicle
Overview
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Lander Mass Calculation
The initial burnout mass (Moo) is assumed as follows:

The factor k is usually a ratio of payload mass to spacecraft dry mass, but in this
paragraph, k is assumed to be a ratio of payload mass to initial burnout mass for
simplification. The current calculations assume k=25%. The propellant mass is
calculated as follows (Larson, W. and Pranke, L., 1999):

M pmp-l =Mho x (exp(

~~g J-lJ

1,\'1'

Mass of engines, tanks, and lines that depends on propellant mass is usually scaled as
follows:

Mass of engines, tanks, and lines.= 15% of propellant mass
With this information, the propellant mass can be iterated again:

M prop-2 =(Mba + 0.15 · M prop- l )x (exp(

~~ J-lJ

l si' g

The total mass of the lander (including payload) is given by:

Mtotal-1. = M bo + 0.15 · M prop- I + M prop-2
For propellant the lander uses the storable NTO and MMH liquid combination. The
tables below summarize the characteristic of mass of the lander. The ratio of payload
mass to spacecraft dry mass is finally 20%, which is consistent with (Wertz, J. and
Larson, W., 1992). This value provides a conservative evaluation of the lander mass.

Table C-1: Payload mass
Payload

Symbol

Unit

Value

Rover mass

MR

kg

10.0

The number of rovers

NR

-

10

Media Vehicle

Mv

kg

15.0

Mtotal

kg

115.0

Total mass
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Table C-2: Spacecraft Mass and sizing, intermediate results
Symbol

Unit

Initial payload ratio

k

-

Lunar
Descent
25 %

Initial burnout mass

Moo

kg

460.0

Delta v

DV

mfsec

3050

Lander

Oxidizer/Fuel

NTO/MMH
sec

310

Mprop-1

kg

795.4

0.15Mprop-1

kg

119.3

Mprop-2

kg

1001.6

Mtotal

kg

1580.9

Isp
Propellant mass-1 (First iteration)
Engines, tanks, and lines
Propellant mass-2 (Second iteration)
Total stage mass

Table C-3: Mass and size calculation results
Unit

Value

Payload

kg

120

Other subsystems except propulsion subsystem

kg

350

Engines, tanks and feeding lines

kg

120

Spacecraft dry mass

kg

580

-

20%

Propellant

ton

1.0

Totallander mass (dry mass + propellants mass)

ton

1.6

Results

The ratio of payload mass to spacecraft dry mass
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Table C-4: Launcher Capability
Reliability

28

Est. Launch
Cost(Mln.
US$)
35-40

Cape
Canaveral

28

45-50

54/56

49.26

2255

Cape
Canaveral

28

65-75

8/11

96.25

Atlas II

2810

Cape
Canaveral

28

75-85

5/5
19/21

76.19

A40

2050

Kourou

7

45-60

6/ 6
72/75

53.57

A42P

2840

Kourou

7

60-75

10/ 11
72/75

72.23

GSLV

2500

Sriharikota

18

?

0/0

?

Zenit 3
Sealaunch

5180
5100

Tyuratarn
Ocean

X
?

50-70
60-90

26/32
1/ 1

73.85
75.00

Proton Ole

4100 Lunar
Transfer

Tyuratarn

Lunar
Transfer

50-70

154/167

65.06

HII

4000

28.5

150-190

1/ 1

170.00

Molniya

1600 Lunar
Transfer

Tanegashi
rna
Baikonur
(B) I
Plesetsk (P}

Lunar
Transfer

12-39

46/ 71 (B)
183/190 (P)
229/261

39.3626.48
29.06

Launcher

P/LGTO
(kg)

Launch
Site

Orbit Incl.

2500

Xichan

Delta II
7925

1842

Atlas I

Long
March3A

(•)

3/3
33/36

Avg. Cost/
Reliability
(Min. US$)
39.13

Remarks

no Earth
escape yet
could
provide
injection
could
provide
injection
could
provide
injection
out of
Service in
2002?
out of
Service in
2002?
not yet
operational
no Earth
escape yet
would
provide
injection
no Earth
escape yet
would
provide
injection

(Isakowitz, Steven J., 1991)
(Mark Wade, 1999)
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